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/bis document constitutes the final report of a study- conducted
by Lawrence !F. Buckland and William L. Basinski of Inforonics, Inc.,
Maynard, Mass., undeccontract to the Library of Congress Network ,

Development Office with funds from qee National: Commission .on
Libraries and Informatioh Science. ThqlgOistance of Anne C. Edmonds,
Librarian of Modnt Holyoke CollegellSoulE Hadley, MasS., and'her staff
in testing the questiondaye used to obtain data for this study
vratefully,acknowledged. 'The advisory committee for this study; whose
names are listed in Appendix A, and the NCLIS staff, in particular
Alphonse F, Trezza, executive director, andr.Ruth L. Tighe, reseirch
associ.ate, deserve special thanks for their encouragement and support
of this projedt. Finally, we wish to express our thanks to the staff
members of the twenti-three institutions, and organizations that
participated in the survey, .who -took time from- their, busy work
schedules riot only'to respond to the questionnaires but also to revise
and.update them for the final report.

.' The study waS commissioned by the Library of'Congress at a time
when networkfng issues wete already promineht on the national library
scene. its program document Toward a National Progtais-for Library
and InfoN4ion krvices: Goali for Action, the' National Commission on
LibrarieS arid-InforMation,Sciente outlined several areas for which the
Library of Congress .should be responsible in the total national
program.1/ The present,study addressed only some of these areas,' such.
-as ,expansion of coverage of tarNational Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging, expansion of, the. MARC progiam, distribution of
bibliogxaphic data through online communications, development of an
expanded general reference program, and establishient of a technical
services denter to provide training in, and information about, LC0,
techniijue§and processed. The remaining' areas- of responsibility,
e.g., expansion pf the lenaing and lending-management function,
operation ofa com rehensive national serials service, or ,further
jmplementation o the national preservation grogram, are being
addressed by other uniti.Of the Library of Congress.

The conduct of this study Was governed by the following
assumptions, which were included in the work ',statement :for the
contractors.

The national library and information'service network
- develop from the base of existing libraries, system
networks, abstracting and indexihgr,serovicesf. inforination._
'delivery systems, and publishers. What will evolve is a
donfederatiolrof ddscrete and disparate gystems, 'with 'the- _

means of exchange standardized among them. Thip is in
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general accordance with the national program document of

the Wational Commission on Libraries and Information

Science.y

2. Identical internal systems Ibr'handling-information in the'

,Pnited States are not likely tooccur Each agency is, and'

will remain, . free to design its own internal formats,
procedures, products, and services. Compatibility among
these diverse systems will be achieved)ay standardiZing'the
structure, ' content dlesignators4 ahd data conte4'qf the

. records to be exchanged.among

3. The bibliographic apParatus Of LC constitutes a cAtically,
"essential building, block for any national program for

'library and, information serviCes.

4. The importance Of the LC bibliographic apparatus does not

:,change with the eventual:choice'of locus for the agencyrti...,
2.manage 'the national network. Therefore, the LC rOle in the
evolving networW can be'defined before the Managing agencY
ia named.-.

5.Since Library ictif Congress bas long been the main
-producer of bibliographic toortg in this coUntry, it is

logical that it should-become the national 42.ibliographic!
noder-of the network ind be responsible for'ele building and
maintenance'of. a neticintil bibliographic, appaiatus.

^

6( The Library of Congress cannot serform 1l the

bibliographic tasks Or provide all the tibliographic
Rroducts and aervices required by the networkiL There must7

a rational division of labor with varyling scales of

decentralized cataloging and inpUt, 7 with centralized
authority and responsibility for the bibliOgraphic
integrity of the natiOnal,bibliographic data babe.

7. National bibliographic control in the United States
cosiplementagto and compatible with international
for universal bibliograPhic control.

Not every institution intim United States will

online access to the national bibliographic delta
hierarchy of access nodes is required.

4 ,

must be
efforts

require
base,' A

Based on the preliminary resUlts'of thia atpdy and the, pace oft

development in automated aistems and networks,.the'Libiary Of Conre0
established a NetwOrk' -Development Office early in 1976 so that it
could.participate more actively inthese networkactivities. Shortly

2
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afterward, in the spring,of 1976, a Network,Advisory Group WO formed
to act in an advisory capac4y Eo the Network Development Office. The
advisory groUp, which.inchided senior represdntatives froth' the major
librar systems and networks,.héld foUr meetings during.1976.and 1917

.and issued a Prelimihary planning document.in 1977 'entitled- Toward a
National Library and Information Service getwork:- The' Library
Bibliographic Componentq/.

A .

, Their report constitutes the initial. coqsidegations for a
segment of the tOtal 'network ind. has incorporated -nony. of.the

.

recOmmendations.fOund in this study. In particUlar,.. the 'Network
Adviscry,Group has'established a Network Technical Architecture Group,
consisting 5:sf system designers grow several network orOnizations, to,
design a technical net*ork configuration or architecture. ThP
.advisory groyp is also grappling.with an Pqually _important iesue, fhat
sof ,,the natip 1 library bibliographic network's legal and
organizational 4 ru ture.

, The particip tion of the Library of Congreds, in the emerging
national ,network,..as. delineated,. in 'this repdrt, is'crucial to the
success of the total national program advocated-by the National
COmMission on Libraries and: Ipformation Science: _In addition, the
contents of this report should Oe 4iven Careful ,ciansideration: within
the. Library of Congress by.such units as ,the.Office of Planning ani;
Development, the.Processing DepartMent, and-the automation ,divisions.
While there,remaift many unansweredVestions oh the precise nature of ,

the Library's'involvement in.the.propoSe network,-theie is no, doubt ,

that:the Library of'Coftgreas should' begin lans far the important part
it will play. '

Henrietta D. Avram
Director,' Network Development Office
:Library of Congress

\

Deceritber 1977

Nal, ES :

1.. National Commiseioh. on LibKanies and Information Sciehce.
Toward a National Program fiiribrary and Information Services:
Goals for Action. (Washington, 1975). p. 66-70.

2. Ibid.

3.) Eibrary of Congress Network Advisory Group% Toward a National
Library and Information Service Network: The Llbrary

Bibliographic Comyonent. prelim:" ed. (Washington, June 1977).
54 p.



l. SUMMARY AND RECOMMEND*TIONS'
p'

This report contains an analysis of the. data collected in a

survey of 'twenty-three. libraries and network organizations. One of
the principal findings of the survey is,that mostolibrary leaders urge
the Library of Congress to take a leading role 'in coordinating the '
development of the .emerging national network. There is'a consensus
that LC should shake off its traditional attitude of standing
helpfully on the sidelined. Some of the respondents.added that if the
Library of Congress does not .exercise leadership, the library
ccomuntity ;say adopt -programs-from whidh shifts to better, more
comprehensive, services may take years. A few respondenfs had some
hesiitation%n endorsing the Library, of Congress in thisProle and said

I .that It must first develop tangible products'and be provideA with all
the necessary Asources tp do the job.

\-

The survey results are summarized below, followed by-a list of

the 'key .tasks required to accomplish the functions identified in the
survey. The specifid sections of this report where the results and
tasks are described in more detail are ,cited.

1.1 SURVEY RESULTS

The
%
results of the survey indicate that the role of thetibrary

of Congress in anational networktaa k4 divided into the following
major activities:

6

1. Leadership-in Network Development:- The Library of Congress
shauld assume leadership of network development actiyities
by performing the major coordinating role in applying
technology and acquiring unding for the technical and
standards-related tasks required to Iink federal,

multistate, state, and. lace systems into the national
network . (See 15. 10)

2 Cataloging and Authority Data: LC should continue its role
in the creation and distribution of /cataloging ' and

authority control data, increase its cataloging coverage,
and reduce cataloging delays. (See p. 10)

3. Online National BibliopraRhic Data Base: LC should
establish and maintain an online national bibliographic
data base of cataloging and authority data to be accesddd'
as a source of last resort by participants in the nationl
network. (See p. 17)

v

.
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4. National Location Data: LC should continue to create and ,

maintain a national union catalog in machine-readable form
for the use of participants in the national network to
locate resources. (See p.'.213)

5. Information and-Training Pibgram: LC' should expand its
information and training programs substantially to inform
the librdry ccfmmunity about the development and operational
status of its activities as wellfas those-of the national
network. (See p. 24)

1.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Of 'the tasks recommended in the body of the report, the
following should be undertaken in the order listed below:

rl. Telecommunications and Computer. Architecture: Meetings
should be held with appropriate individuals to develop the
-specifications for the ,teltecommunications and 'computer
architecture of the distributed computer processing system
required by the national netwOrk. (See p. 13)

2. Orgianizational Structure: Meetings .Should be* held with
appfopriate indiv,iduals to determine the organizational
structure of the national network so that the Ibitels and
the acoes routes by which individual libraries are served
by the ntwork :can be defined. (See p. 14)

3. Pilot with NPAC. Libraries: A pilot project should be
established with selected libraries ehat are participating
in the National Progr'am for Acquisitiorkand Cataloging to
allow them online access to LC's cataloging and in-process
files,and to request, via telecommunication lines, ,various
services, e.g.,- changing the cataloging priority for an
item or' ordering an item. (See p. 22)
a

Computer Message System: A ernputer "mail" or message
-system should be develo d and superimposed over the
computer data transmission etwork t send messages to ,and,
from LC-, using the same ter. $al and remote computers used
for searching and record tra =.ission. This system could
be used to support 'rferen.- and interlibrary loan
activities as well as to rovide answers to cataloging
questions. (See p. 26)

4

Plan for nture Services: A plan for the implementation of
various LC services should be written and disseminated.

f



The .plan ahould contain deScription of tie service, the
organizations in the nati4hat network that,will allowed
Access to 1fie service, the-date of installation, and tile -

price of the service., (Sel(p. 22)
0

4c.

1U
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2. INTRODUCTION

This report describes a proposed role Por. the. Library-. of'
Congresd as 'a;nationil bibliographic resoirce to be assumed over the.'
next five years. LC's participation is cruicial to the success of ,a-

,national network, according to the Natiopal Commission on Libraries
and Information/Stkence in its report, Toward a National Frogram 'for
Library and Information Services: Goal 'For Action.2/ In this
report, the commission alto says that the Library of Congress should.
be designated a national library. The library community recOgnizes
that reiardlesqo of whether or not the ..,,Library of Congress is
designated a ational library, it performs a great many services on a'
national scale and that because of the size of its collections and its/
cataloging, processing, and reference capabilities, it daturally has

leading .national role.

2.1 :PROBLEMS AT LC

:Nearly everyone in the library community also recognize's that.

while the Library of Congress has been a'leader in the acquisition of
resources and im proViding,services on a broad scale, it has nOt been'
a leader in the application of computer technology to bibliographio
serVices. The library community frealizes that"W has not'had the
required machine and manpower resources, either\in quantity or type, .

to meet the demands for computer servicle and to support national
network needs. 'This has led other organizations to make "'far 'greater
advances fn specific areas, such as in the aPplication of large-scale
time-shared computing to bibliosraphic systems. Most notAbay, LC's
attempts to develop an online national bibliographic serviCe have been
preempted by the Oh'io, College Library Center. OCLC's system, which
uses a dedicated computer facilitydperforms better atthis point than
LC's predent bibliographic system, which must dha.rA the available
computer resources with other W. operations and corwreigona/
programs.

The.library community is well aware of the limitations:placed on
LC's.national.serv1;ces by its comMitmenid to serve lthe-.Congress: and
the Copyright Office.- In the past, however, when there wete.natiOnal
library needs to be met, the Library. of Congress rose to the

.challenge, e.g., in developing the MARC Project; therefore, in the
area of applying computer technolog to bibliographic services ihe
netWorks surveyed urged that LC acquire tbe.needed resoUrces. It was
noted that if such needs are: not met, LC :would not be able to,'

participate actively in an operating national netwOrk.
"

r
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The library community also expressed a need to be informed of
IC's plans. They cited 'a history of reluctance by LC to make
commitments for new or changed services or to keep to announced

- schedules for the implementatton of such services.

.2s2 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AT LC

An outstdnding LC aecomplishment in the automation of national
services was the development of the_ Library of Congress MARC II
machine,data base and its associated standards. A plan to create a
data base of machine-readable bibliographic records and to make them
available to the entire'library community was visualized and nurtured
by the late Verner Clapp,. president of the- Council, on Library
Resourcei, and carefully executed by Henriette Avram, former chief of -

the MARC Development Office and present' director of the Network
DevelopMent Office, with the result that MARC II is now a, cornerstone
of library mechanization. The quality and long-term strength of this
operation, along with. its -large proceSsing volume, has prompted
library leaders to urge that the Library of Congress take.a prominent

-- role in' the development of the national library netwvk.

.\42.3 NEED FPR A SURVEY

This change in LC's role was outlined in the program document, of
Abe National Commission on Libraries and Information Science in the
form of several broad suggestions for responsibilities to be assumed
by LC.2/ The executive director ct thecommission recognized. that
'these suggestions required further work And -funded a project at the
,Library of Congress to define the LC rdle in more' detail. ,The project
was conducted by cpnsultants who were specialists, in systems design
and survey work.

The' st;dy sought-to find where the LfbAjiy of Congrets Could
support the activities of the multistate, state, and local library
...networks 'and larger_ resource libraries which might 'comprise the,
national network. This objective was achioved by surveying the plans
of majoeilibrary networks, by comparing these-plans with those of the
Library oflOngress, and by noting where needed services were not
included. i

A

The emphasis of the project was on technical developmfints.. The
survey, therefore, was limited to inveStigating possible roles for the .

Library of Congress:only in those activities related to distrihution
of cataloging data, union catalog maintenance, rekerence support,
personnel training, distribution and control of authorify data, and.
standard's developMent.

I

1
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The 'surveyeLwas. condUcted by interviewing the nt!twork-managing
seats With.the aid of ,a,questiodnaire to irisare that .all
interviewi'were-conduCted in a uniform maliner. -The inveitigators also
interviewed a'croas'Aectiori of the fibrary community, including large
ana il public nd 'academoic libraries, to insure that theft
requirements .-were 'reCorded. 'Direct :library: involvement in .the
inteiviewing process preclucled the possibility that some of the
comkunity!s, Important Reeds might ,,have been,lift-6ut inadvertently

.. when its network eefvice organizations Were Inte'rviewed. '$ummary
descriptions and characteiistics of-each organization interviewed are'
attached as AppendiilB.

NOTES:

1. National
Toward a

Goals for

2. Ibid., p.

:.

Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
National _program Library and Information Services:
Action. (Washington, 1975Y. '94. 46.

66-70.
)

p.

c.



. STUDY RESULTS-AND RECOMMENDATIONS

) _

A large amount of dItta was collected in the survey beCause the
interviews res4lted in lengthy comments prompted by the questionnaire.
In addition, most .organizations provided many written reports,
:brochures, and Operating manuals which had to )be. rctO and digested.
Thus, the task of synthesizing the material collectird was a formidable
one. - A siMilar- effort was required to review the technological
deVelopment at the Libiary of Congressi...but this Azek took,

considerably less time because LC had,prepared a set of briefings and
.'lecture notes.

Comparqng other library,network plans with the plans of the

Library of Congress was difficult and time-consuming;wand the idea§ .

for new LC services were few. This search for ideas foc,new services
was , made more difficult by the treadth Of the internal technical
development program at LC, which, generally, speaking; encompasses

. almost everything of current interest in library automation. Wben
presented with the current status of LE developments, most persons
interviewed could not add technical requirements to the program. They
were, however, concerned with how they would fit into the program and
asked the investigators what services would be provided, when and to
whom they would be provided, and It what pricesr

The remaining "part of this' report is divided into the major.
activities identikied through the survey. Eadb activity is further
subdivided by sections on the.survey results and the tasks recommended
by the 911tract9rs-to achieve the functkons identified by the\purVey.
respondents.

%

3.1. LEADERSHIP XND THE4JIBRARY-OF .00

3.1.1 SURVEY RESULTS

'3.1.L1 National Network'Develo

Although the inve4tigators were disappointed at the lack of flew

specific 'technical requirements put :forth by the networks and

libraries during the intervilws, they aid find a more iMportant role

for .the Library of Congress, namefy leadeiNtip. Nearly all those
inteKviewed wanted LC to lead in those technica A. areas surveyed by .

playing the "major coordinating role" n national network development.
'Comments made to support this consensus included the following:

1. LC'g efforts in developing the ,carefully thought-out MARC
program and associated standards were considered crucial: to

- 10-
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.,the national' prOgram. Tf simizar effortA.are.reciuired in:
the future, LC shoad da.the'work.-

. S
.

Several:observed that.same non-complementary systemX Mach-
are not efficient for a national networychave grown Lip and
were ned that more may follow. - Thor,. was $ome
conc n a uts then possibirity,of system.design mistakes,
eithe technical or' dOCCOUMiC; in- regional system
developments.

3. Some observed that th4 OhiCollege Library Center system
does not have sufficien y effective procedures to avoid.
duplication of recorls for the same hibliographic item:

4. Many were, concerned bout the pOor' quality of non-LC
cataloging-records.

There was concern about the long-range availibility of
improved services from tfie larger network systems such as
OCLC; some had already 'experienced difficulty in obtaining
'new or modified servicei.

6. There was a reluctance to budget or comsat scarce funds for
individual local network development in untried areas,

. without assurance that such expenditures -would'produce,
widespread benefit.

4V .

7. -Those engaged in development acknowledged the shortage of1

Wcilled people and said that a coordination of efforts was
essential. .

. The comments Listed above,lis.well As the lengthy cOnversatio-ns
With the- individuals interviewed, indicat'e to the investigators that-
teC should lead in coordinating the neceSsary tasks-. This would insure
that projects are carried out carefully, with Proper attention tcv
standards of ..system compatibility and to.coordination Ot separate
regional efforts:so that each Service functionwould be perforied at
.the proper place in the network.

The statements which comprise this consensus were in.no way a
rejection of the interviewees'.xesponSibility for local or.vegional,
cievi1opment, but ratherkan appeal.for the esta41isheent of an overall
coordinating authority. They:were willing to supply requirements and
guidance -for the developMent of the national network and Also to
purchase services both from IC and froeiretional networki..-

A likely reason for this consensus is that, at this time Liost
network organizations do" not hive extensive hardware, software, and
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, telecommunications developpents of their, own. Thc'survey:iOund veiy '

. little technical development.and ew innovative projects under way as

'there wer.e in the 1960s. bevel pment was directed 'toward local

systems,,J and available' system, funds were being eXpended, tolmaintain
peoduct on/capabilities in already demonstrated applications or ,in

cingoin al functions such as acquisitions and circulation; control.
s

1 One aptab e exception to this general dearth of development is the

/Ohio' 'Co lege Library Center; however, most .of 'its resources are

'direpte .toward supporting' and expanding its.operational capabilities
rather than developing a broader range of new,services.

he Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations'Using
a/Ti haring SysteM.(BALLOTS) and the WaShington Library Network are
tWo ther ongoing projects with organizational and technical potential
for Serving large numbers, of usersr but -the efficiencY of their

sys ems and.thqopost oi expanding their operations to a large network. .
enVironment areoUnknown. The flexible BALLOTS search ,module, whi,ch

'was ted from a 'highly sophistioated information retrieval system,
in,exist ce at Stanford University, requires e tensive index update

l.process g. The WLN online cataloging system,,kihieh has an automated
/ authpri fi e subsystem, uses a standard data &ase maagement package

fo r u pd ati Neither group could confirm whe their approaches.

/ are cost effective when compared to specially designed software for
I network processing eequirements.
/

i

Those interviewed understood the reasons that LC has not made

faster progress in the development.of new automated, bibliographic
servkces, but they felt such reasons were no longer valid. -This

beliel 'was accompanied by-comments that LC's prior work has,been good
and that its preseAt program appears promising. They' rejected the

suggestion that alternative organizations such as library associations
or any 'single library network Such as OCLC shoUld have"the leading.
role. A few respondents said that if the Library of Congress does not
take the lead, the library commUnity pay adopt programs .from which

changes to.better, more tomprehensive services may take years.

a 4

3.1.1.2 Standards bevelopment

All networks interviewed .said that LC should also lead in

sten ards development. Some said that LC should do more tc encourage
'the use of standards by the library community and to promote their use
through closer .association with the kmerican National Standards

Institute. This role was 'recommended because: (1) LC has an

eXcellen.t recorein the work done thus far;, (2) C has a national and
international prominence; (3) the LC operations are so large and
complex that standards whicli would work there would be flexible enough
to suit a broad range_of problems throughout the community; and (4) LC

- 12-
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: -has .the staff to devote to standard&development taSits

Specific -,Areas, that the. .respondents ,mentioned as requiring
investigation inclUded: (1) standards related to teleCommunications
Including - message .formats and protogols for bibliographic data
communication and interlibrary loan; (2) stindards for bibliographic
records :of 'federal information: resources,- including .the U.S.
Government Printling Off.ice, the National Library Hof. medicine,: and

other, federal. libraries; (3) development and.promotion of a'national
interlibrary loan,code to solve the prObils created by differences in '

the existing codes in use; (4) development of standard',Character sets
.t& encode bibliographic data in.certain foreign languages; and (5)
definition of an LC "standard" for qUality of-cataloging data to be
tranSmitted. to the national network (a task theyuacknowledged to
extremely;difficult). In addition, a `significant, number Of. ;those
surveyed *said that the Library .of Congress shOuld not initiate work
related to book ordering Or Other acquisitions-OrienVed,standardS but
leave such develop6ent to .the. American Library Association, the
American National Standards Institute, -and other organizabions
representing comMercial groups.

3.1.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

In Its leadership role in the de4lopment.of a national network
the Library of Congress hits a major responsibility for Coordination,.
which would involve sevefai activities as follows:

3.1.2.1 National Network Technical Planning Meetings

The Library of Congress should organize and conduct meetings,'of
individuals from the development staffs of the various networt1
organiiations accomplish the technical design work required.
Attendance at these meetings should be open to any organization which
is actively working on library automaticn. If the attendance gets,top
large, some sort,of "observer" mechanioN4hould be established.

The survey uncovered It major concern about organizations' being.
uninformed of LC's plans, which -could be serious where technical
develophient is involved. Efforts to support bibliographic systems
using in-house computers by establishing Computer links to a national
network are being planned by regional, centers and large libraries.
Such plans require a detailed knowledge of network interfaces in
advance, and these organizations deed to be kept .better informed of
network planning and development.
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,Xlie respondents Who were developing lOpal or regional, i.e.,
,multistate, systems said ihai there,is a great need for a, 'series cf
meetings to specifythe,latWal network coMputer and communications
afchitecture and '-urged that this wark be given -high- priOrity.
Regional systems need these,specifications so that they can begin to
fit their reApective efforts into the national syS em.

Ie%is recommended that the Libtary of CoOgre,s and.the
,

iegional
-Systems work independently at firt to develop'proposals for their
respective functions/ the services provi ed to p hers and services
needed from others, and their data communicatib s interfaces. .When
enough individual ground work has been done, hee organizations
should meet to beek agreement. LC should have the primary
responsibility to,coordinate proposals, resolving 0 nflict as best it

can. In such am ndeavor, LC should.take advanta e of the expertise
available troughoi4t the network and provide, during .transition
periods, ehlt finar3cjal support required .by oper 'tional systems if
their services should change in function or scope as 'they., enter. the
national network-.,

3.1.2.2 keetings on National Netwqrk brganizatiom Structure

. ,
. . _

Equal in importance to the need for technical planning meetings
is the need for a groupoto discuss the implications of the computer

,

and communications structure of the proposed' national network on the_ . .

tuaI organizations. involved.' Services in the network will
.

be
pe formed at particUlar levels tri make effidient use of the machine
and comMunications resources, bit any library must be able to receive
service from any organization. Alttough these links can hi handled by
the equipment, 'an organizational structure should be superimposed on
the machine structure to adiihister the operation and its financing.

3.1.2.3 Funning Cootdination
-

The Library of Congress should coordinate the funding for thos
developments Which are crucial CO th& naticktal network. There will be
development in the regional inetworks, in other government library
systems, and in special resource libraries, and all of these projects
will.require funding. To the exteht that mar of this clevelopment

relates to the building of a national network and requikes funding
from sources outside the organizationsginvolved, the procurement of

funds ahould be coordinat.ectiby LC.

3.1.2.4 Working,Committees

-



. Because of the large- amount of planning to be done, seve al
. working committees will be needed. The Library of Congress should,

% ) establish them and schedule their activities. %If .any of this
committee work involves extensive travel:, administrative, or' other
expenses, LC 'should also secure support to cover them.

1

3.2 NATIONAL NETWORK 'DESIGN

3/.2.1 SURVEY RESULTS

To gather specific data on LC's service rote 'in the network, the
questionnaire Posed a hypothetical national network as;a connection of
processing centers in ',a structure similar to a conventiona1
telecommunications system. The investigators had some misgivings in
doihg this because Alley dfd not wish to "stack the deck"; however,
some network struqture had to'be assumed_in order to begin talking
about LC's' roleI,n it. This concern was unwarranted because none of
those surveyed objected to the concept; and in.fact, the respondents
supported and augmented it with their camments.

3.2.1.1 The National Network,as a 6istributed processing-System

It was, not sutprising that-those surveyed who were developing or
administering regional or local systems viewed the national ne:twork as
an extensive distributed system with centers of computing, data
storage, and collection storage connected by telecommunicatiOns and
physical d9cument deli:very systems. PreSent non-automated systems
operate in a distributed manner with requests processed ahd services
delivered -up and down' hierarchy oi-back and forth.across adjacent
levels, and there appears to be no reason to change -that, structure.
The alternative to distributed processing is to have a single or a few
gigantic centers performing all services for everyone, which would be
unwieldy because of problems with long-distance, high-volume
communications and document delivery.

The advantages of a distcibuted system are numerous, but the
ones regarded as important by those surveyed were: (1) system
reliability through redundancy in storage and computing; (2)
communications efficiency resulting in lower' costs; .(3) use of
existing local computing to save costs; and (4) local control of local .

processing functions.

4 3.2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

3.2.2.1 Centralization of Functij; in a Distributed System

- 15-
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Although , the Concept. Of distributed 'proceising waivteadily
accepted bj the respondents, the inirestigators do not 'recommend 'that
all functions be decentra.zed. Centralization of,functions should be
used :where ,economies 'of 'scale .or other advantages outweigh.the
disadvantages of having to communicate with a center. For example; if.
the Libpary of Congress catalogs substantially More items, there might
be aACorrespondiing deckease in the number of times the LC authority.
files tame -to' be consulted tO validate headings or in the.number of .

timeA problems might occur in the interpretation Of ,catalog4ng rules'
by outside. libraiies. Whilecomplete decentralization of. Cataloging
would _lead to*Chaos, Complete centralization, of this function would be
impractical andunrealistic.- What is needed is :a judicious. mix of,

decentralized., input of catalog records with centrali d cOntrol
through authority files and standards.

3.3 DEFZNITION OF SERVICE'ROLES FOR LC IN A NATIONAL NETWORK.
k

Assuming a'distributed processing environment for a national
network the survey proceeded to topics related to LC.services. To
assfst .4?.. the interviewing process4.the questionnaire enumerated' he
existing' or proposed LC services, and the investigators proposed, for
review and comments, several new iddas not yet planned at the Library
of Congress. The questionnaires thus prompted responses and suggested.
topics which the interviewees could identify'as important.

The services' requested by those intetviewed-are categorized as
follpws: (1) catalog and authokity contra data distribution; (2)

information dissemination and communication services; (3)- union .

catalog maintenancet And (4) personnel training.

3.3.1 CATALOG AND AUTHORITY CONTROL DATA DISTRIBUTION

3.3.1.1, Survey Results

Catalog data distribOtion was, is, and probably will 'be, for

some time, the most important.service the Library of ,Congress provides
to, libraries throughout the United States. The survey asked the
organizations about their use of LC cataloging distribution services,,

such as printed cards, book catalogs, cataloging aids, or MARC tapes.
Comments, criticiims, and ,suggestions for hew services as well as the

improvement of existing services were _invited. The following

responses were obtained.

Development of a National BibliographiC Data Base

- 16
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The missing componerkt ln the plans of most regional centers,or
large libraries acting as processing centers is access to:a national
data base from which machine records, including older and lesser used
catalOging data, could be'obtained. The intent of ehese centers iS to
process- current catalOging for their members, sellas to perform
catalog maintenance functions. What they.need 'is a i.atimnal data base .

to search as a "catalog of last resort.° Records -di) allied from, this
national data base would be processed automatically.

. With the dearease in' computer storage costs in recent years,
System designers have xecognized. that cataloging data for items held'
by libraries serviced by a processing center can be storied
economically. Further, Lw storage costs allow- all cur,rent MARC
records to be stored e onomically- -unttl the majority of,initial
acquisitions and cataloging can be. accomplished. -What is :needed ,by
designers, of regional systems is access to :and transmission of
retrospective MARC records .and the 'reCords, not catalOged .by but
contributed to LC. , With such aCcess and deliVerY, a regional .

'processing center Would be able to provide a full range of techniCal
processing services to%its members..

Of those interviewed, the network oxganizations that were not
61.brokere.for OCLC services were_ most.interested in,the above concept;
'however, almoit all OCLC users or distributors who have or have had
plans for providing computer-based cataloging:services also'understood,
and,supported.the idea. Qne of the-dissatisfactions.with current.00LIa
plans is- the apparent °Mission of intent to .provide transmission of
MARC records for processing eithef at the subregional or, ilidfiridual
library level. 4

The few interviewed who had a working knowledge of LC's computer
. environment and who were themaelves sYstem dgvelopers said that. the
requixements.ofdistributed prOcessing and the national bibliographic
data ,base with theii associated communications links would require a
dedicated computer inatallatiOn at the Library of Congress. The
investigators believe that'this recommendation should be incorporated
into.LC's.plans.

Ivroving Timeliness of LC-Supplied Bibliographic ReCords

As might be expe te alf those surveyed wanted the time reduced
between the appearan a book and the appearance of i'td

bibliograi)hic record. This- c nt encompassed all forms of LC
Cataloging data, e.g., MARC records, Cataloging,in Publication (CIP)
records, catalog cards, and book catalogs.

Affected- 'most severely by the cataloging delays for highly used
books are the libraries that use approval plans, because the initial
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coverage Of. MARC. records provides. only sixty-five percent of the
cataloging copy desired. That is, the fiist MARC tape, which appears
shortly after the items'hbve been published, contains cataloging copy
for only.sixty7five, percent of the items. , The public, libraries
surveyed feel the pressure to circulate books quickly,:so that (kPen a
short delay in the ppearance oC cataloging 'data on MARC tapes resdlts
in cdstly original c taloging 'and in additional, cost to reprocess
records to use LC MARC data when they, are available.,'Thisjs
especially irksome w en the catalog record for a trade book_ is not
tound because the c taloger knows it will eVentually appear oh a MARC
tape. The timeline s of bibliograPhic 'record delivery is so crucial
.that it prompted one public lihraiy, upon hearing of LIC's extensive
technical plans, to comment "LC should,do better what it has.:already
started before extending itself into othdr'argas; MARC is too slow fOr
public libraries."

Comments about promptness of cataloging were so prevalent ,that
the- investigators rank it next in impOrtance;to.the;availability of
national bibliographic data base as ayequiredIservice Users of the
OCLC system do not feel the effect of cataIogihg delays as strongly
because only the first library that searches and does not 'find the
MARC record must catalog the book.

But this: 'advantage for OCLC users is short=lived-because it
le s. comments and complaints by _other uiers,, about tile non-
avail ability: of LC .cataloging and die poor quality: of snon..;LC
cataloging. Original input by OCLC members can also lead to salltiple,
records in the data base.

Improving Coverage of LC-Supplied Cataloqing

The re4pondents ranked the increase in coverage of LC-supplied
cataloging next in importance to timeliness in availability of .datalog,
records. .To tills end, the CooperatiAT MARC (COMARC) program wiz
endorsed. Again, requeSts were made that COMARC records be availabie
throdgh an online service rather than- through. a tape distributton
service.

Although those sdiveyed did not have additional suggestfons.for
ways to increase LC's coverage of cataloging, they endorsed,
unqualifiedly any feasible efforts to improve the service:

Causes of Catalosing Delays

One library in the National. Program for Acquisitions and .

Cataloging_pointed out'a:useful distinction between cataroging delays .

caused by errors made by the publisher Or .the-Copyright Office,or the
LC catalogers and delays cauSed by,low cataloging priority ox,-heavy
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cataloging, workload at! LC. particular ,library discovered a
significantnumber of ordinary trade books,for which cataloging .,was,
potavaila4le. These items should have been'processed by LC after
being for.Warded from the-COPyright Office, but they had neither been .

'ciitalogednor found,in the in-process'f.ile. This omission might have
8een caused by a . nUmber -of alip-ups, from the publisher's not
forwarding a copy. of the book for deposit in the Co¢yright. Office to
loss or mispladement somewhere in the LC cataloging process.

The prevalent opinion that cataloging unavailability can be'
attributed largely to the volume of cataloging that haS to be done at
LC is true; however, it is also possible that delays can be caused by.
slip-ups. It is useful to remember this distinction. Although in the
final analysis the unavailability of cataloging at a search terminal
may appear as a-single problem, it may be caused by multiple problems
for.which multiple solutions may be required.

Access to the LC In-Process File

.011e of, the services proposed by the iA4stigators at,the.outset
of the Proje6t was to provide network .users with access to the in-
Process file at the Library of.Congress for the following purposes:
'(1) to determine whether, an,item is in the cataloging process; ahd (2):
,tO Post'a user-specified cataloging priority to that item. The
anticipated reault would be that more pertinent items would'be fully
cataloged morefrapidly. .SuCti a, systek would also identify mote
quickly' the items lost,in processing.. The.rationale for tOe proposal
iS the result of an.unOfficial iiiternal LC study 'which shosis:that the

.numbei44.of titles not catalioged by LC approximately equals the number
of titles cataloged and distributed loy LC that no one else ever uses..
If these categories were exchanged so`,that what Wag' needed t4AS
cataloged sooner, the catalog coverage prOvided by LC, as viewed 'by
the library' tomMUnity, would be nearly complete'.

The study also shows that LC coverage i'ncreases steadi1y4ith
-time so that many 'titles are eventually cataloged. If a needed title
.could be cataloged sooner, the lasefulness of the service would be
greatly improved.

The task of making an accurate decision on' the cataloging
priority for a book is expensive if not impossible for LC to do,
considering the scope of the material it acquires. It seems
reasonable, therefore; -to enlist the aid of users' in assigning
priorities to the remaining items, once the obviously high priority
books have been identified and processed. This could be carried out
with access to tt"le LC Automated Process InfOrmaMon Fi e (APIF) by'
outside libraries. Using a search terminal, a librar could access

4the LC MARC. file to see if a desired item were available.

1.§ .
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Alternatively, a regional. MARC file Could be searched. If an LC.

record were not foundfor a title, the LC APIF could be-.searehed. If

found .in. the APIF, the user could then request cataloging to be'

coMpleted. If not found, a report would be made so. that this title

could be located, acquired, and cataloged.

This concept would affect die LC selection process because if Le
has not acquired .an item ,atd.entered a record in the APIF (and if
there were no slip-ups), there is no book to catalog. Such titles'

,would .have to be acquired, a task that would cause considerable delay-
at a .point where rapid action ia desirable becaure an outside library

is waiting to procesethis item.

An improvement to this idea,of user access to the LC' in-process
file would be allowing'User access to the items before selection, that
is, before entry into APIF. If foreign MARC records were made
available through online access, this would allow users tasearch
those files; if a title Were in the foreign MARC file'and not in the

APIF system, a request could then be placed for its acquisition and
cataloging by the Library of Congress. Although such a procedure

could reduce the original cataloging workload of outside libraries, it
would not eliminate the' need to do original cataloging entirely
because Some libraries 'could acquire items before they appear on a
foreign MARC. tape or the country in whic the item was published may

not have a MARC system.

- In the survey these ideas were endorsed by all libraries large

enough to have sizable original cataloging workloads. One comment'was
that "LC's acquisition,and cataloging pOlicy determines our cataloging,
workload." Two NPAC libraries surveyed were also enthusiastic for
they could see the systei reducing the cost of their reporting and of

the subsequent searching.by LC.1(

Cataloging Input from the U.S. Government Printing Office and Federal
Libraries

. .

During the survey, the U.S. Government Printing. Office (60)

began a project .to produce its Monthly Catalog of -U.S. Government

Publications from a MARC record data base. In addition, GPO is

disseminating its machine-readable iecords to the library community

through the LCLMARC eilistribution,servidilo The investigators asked the

libraries .surveyed what they thoughir-of this service. It was

* endorsed, the primary catment being thaCmore federal libraries should

twe MARC distribution opannels for the dissemination of cataloging for

publications issued by their agencies. The respondents stated that

.. significant numbera of government documents were treated by outside

libraries as book materials. Many of these documenta Were not

cataloged by LC, and this omission has created a sizable original

.4. 20 -
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cataloging' Workload for Outside libraries; therefore, the inclusion of
government documentis datalOging* by federal agencieS MARF
,distribution chdnnels would be a.tremen42e.help.

There are-many teChnical .and organizational .,4ar .1e.= to be
investigated before this source of cataloging could be integfated into
a national network. 'One probl,em is that many of the government
libraries are "special" *libraries. and, as such, 'use non-standard
cataloging and classification schemes designed to meet theie
particular needs. Therefore, any approach would have -to! include a
solution to the 'technical pioblem of satisfying a 10.41 heed while
sUpplying cataloging data to a natio al systee. A second problem is
that some documents are not wOrthy being cataloged for permanent
collect"ions,-and the seleOtion of those to be cataloged will involve
additional effort, thus adding another decision-making step to the-
process.

Finally, because of the variation in size and cataloging
capabilities in the,federal libraries and the variation in the amount
of mategial produced, it is not clear at 'this time what organization
should do the cataloging:" the library of the federal agency issuing
the document, GPO, LC, or another national library.

Expansion of Cataloging Coverage throuqh:Decentralized Input"

The libra'ries ihterviewed Said that shared cataloging, or
dventralized input, has a place in the national network even if there
is a substantial increase in LC's own cataloging coverage. The
problem to-be solved, howeveri is to insure that there is a controlled
method for the establishment and maintenance of entries. If this
control is not achieved, there will.be complaints about the resulting
national cataloging data base as there are 'with the National Union
Catalog, tlie OCLC data'base, And other union cataloging systems.

The procedures being developed and used in the COMARC project
are surely pertinent to this problet.2/ COMARC processing is simpler
because COMARC deals with LC catalog records; however, the searching
and verifying operations are similar to those needed to provide the
necessary conirol of-shared cataloging.

The responses from the survey leave unresolved the question of
wnat would be the best method to accomplish the bulk of shared.
cataloging. One -method 'suggested by an NPAC library is to use
designated "cataloging centers" or *centers of excellence" at
libraries with major acquisition prograaa in specific areas of lesser
used'materials. These centers would use LC-approved procedures, with
standards of quality control and "esbaLlished iiaison and data
communication with LC. The other method'of shared4 attaloging is to_

A ,b
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have individual libraries contribute their catalsning to,a natilonal

data base With same sort of review at the -Library ok- Congress.

Authoritr\Control
, .

In./the survey, discdssion of.the role of ahared 'cataloging and'

its jotoblems o'teen led 'tot the' t,OPU' of authorkty-Control and the)
maintenance and diatribution of authority records; becadse authority
control, .is a/ critical component in the deVelopment of a national
bibliographic data base. Respondents also wanted to reduce thik.l.costd

of operations associatçd with establishing entries and to insure the
-integrity of the catalog o make it more Aneful in reference wOrk.,

- When told of the cuir nt LC activities in-converting theoLC.name
and subject authorities to machine-readable form and producing
cumdlativemicroform editions, the respondents were enthusiastic.
Many of them also wanted online access to theae authority fileaV Upon
further questionihg, they were not ableto,give specific. reasons or

- plans rfor, Luting the-,online aatirrity filee but believed that the
benefits would be similar to those achieved in online input of catalog
recoFds. No comments were offered on what woulp be a reasonable coat
fori.ithe required technique.

3.3.1.2 Reciommendations

Plan for
411

Future Bervicea

/ . ,
- A plan 'for the implementation ,of. all LC sdevices should be

compiled and distributed.to the libiarir community; The -plan abould,

contain a desciiption of', the service,' the organizations\ in the
natiorial network that WIll be%allowed. access to the service, the; date
wheh the iservice will be installed, and the'price-of the service.
Such a docament should be updated op, a' regular basis _to_ reflect
changes in-plans, inclusion of new services, etc.

1
..

NPAC Libraries Online to LC '4)

1

Because of the strength ortheAdea of puts* aser access to
the LC Automated Process.Information, File, the _favorable 'comment on
and augmentation of thiCidea by the,libraries visited that belon0o
.the'Nitional Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging(NVAC), and 'the
impoetance of the, . NPAC libraries' reporting 'props to,J4C's
acquisition of resources, the investigators believe that *Putting the

NPAC libraries online to die LC files would d'e)a worthwhile project.
Whilst there are other libraries that:desire online" access to these
files and that undoubtedly hwie Profiler reasons for aocesa ip the

41,
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future is additiOnal LC services are developed, t is appro4rfate at
this time to select-the NPAC:libraries as the test group.

The real objective of the pilot project, howevern is to test the
c8hpep,Of assigning (or changing) cataloging priorities at LC .through
the 'procedure bf NPAC replrting. A secondatY objective for the pilop
is to abbieye.as soon ut4 possible 'a test env4onment tor 'experimenting
dvAth:a natdna1 10.bliographic data- base. Such experimentation is
Ineeded to aid in the ,(development of search and communication
components of the national bibliographic data base.

-

CaWoging Input from Federa Libraries

Because of the ;Amber of existing,problas, a study is needed to
reyieW the present cAtaloging Activities of.federal libraries and the
Goyernment Printing Office (G19) and piopose a plan to integtate their
oUtput into the national network. It seems appropriate to have the
Federal LibrAry Committee-together with representatives frail GPO, the
Library of Congress, and ''the National Commission alrLibraries and.
Information SePelice manage this study.

I

4

There is a related probl m cOncerning the cataloging roldOof the t'4
National Library. of Medicine ( ). The4.5erVey tincovered_ a _comment
from ,a medical library that initially used NLM cataloging because-it
was.faster than LC, then recataloged using Library of Congress subject
headings because the latter covered more of itsacquisitions. Such'

recataloging involves a duplicatiOn oreffort. This is a technically
complex.prokei beviuse both LC and NLM cataloging are "linked to
extensive technical service and cataloging distribution systems. It

appears that.the 8ply fiaSible approach,to the problem it to continue
/-

the liaison between NLM aryl LC and to,develop a.long-term'prokram to
ritsoIve the' differences.

Decentralized Input

Two , metheds td`; accosplish decentralised input eor shared'
cataloging include the LIS of: .-(1) disisnated.cataloging centers or',,*

- centers ,of excellehce that would follow LC piroCedures and stahdards,,
and have liaison and regular ,commuhioation' .with LC and'. (2).:,

'contributions from individual libraries, followed by',. some, sort' of
%revIeW process at.LC. The natfOnal network cannot exclusive*. use 'one
'Method or the other. The choben method should contibute tO.the
efficiency of the entire citalogihg process, includirig enough ,Lq :r1

copticas to inslire that the Cataloging'wasof acceptable. quality. A C.

stUdy is needed tp investigate the adVantages and ,disadventages co,f,

theie tWo'approaches to see Wheri%each is most effidiint.

- 23 -
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2 The review process mentioned- above might include an
authen6ication procedure which involves a dialogue between- the
original cataloger and_the LC authority conol mechanism. The .COMARe
concep't could be extended by devising a system where the cataloger
searches an LC authority file, determines that a heading needs to be
establiphed 'in the LC authority file, creates the authority reciord,
and forwards it to IJC for' inclusion in ttm system.. Before
*authenticating" the record, the LC staff would have toisee'the
bibliographic data prepared by the catiloger, which would then begin
a- dialogue. This dialogue would continue until all conflicts were
resolved. This concept appears sound_ ana technically, feasible if
adequate communications and searching teehrniques were available;
hoWever, it,is evident 'that 4 design study is needed 4x) develop the
best apprioach to achievini an Operational eystem.

.4

Authority Control

An online authority system would be useful to the network if the
workload were high enough and if the output of the authority control
process could inteiact autoniatically with the cataloging operations
and with the.updating of the bibliographic files. Further study would
indicate how many libraries throughout the national network need such
onlie services. Most pf the large ibraries interviewed expressed
inteest in such servides, and some thought these services would help
them to regain the authority control which had slipped or deteriorated
because they lacked the resources to keep the authority file up-to-
date by manual methods. Several of the networks and libraries.visited
had plans for authørity control systems, and one had an operational
'system, which made use of subject heading tapes; however, none Of
th organizations interviewed had any definite op-going developments
for itegrating a national online mechanized authority control

'operation into their system. ,From this response it appears that it
will fall to LC and the national network designers to specify the form
and mode of use of a standard authority control service:

3.3.2 INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND CaMMUNICATION SERVICES

3.3.24I Survey Results .

One of the most frequently stated requirements reported by theca"

networks and libraries visited was .to be kept informed of LC
activities in the present, near future, and distant future. The
information requested was of several types:

Technical Information



Requests for techniCal information should not.be confused with/
traihing assistance, which is discussed in a later section, bpt
cohsist of queries for data to satisfy a local production operation
probles or a requirement for detailed systems level informatiCh. A
more complete LC service is 'needed to dissemihate data describing
current, practices, planned changes in policies orp eljirs, or long-

-, range plans which' might affect local syst evelopment. Most
neEworks surveyed.said that this type of info tion from LC was very
important to 'them. In addition, they saiiikthat technical information
'dissemination needed to be separated fromI LC's public information
dissemination, and such an effort should'be a separately funded and.
staffed program, not an additional diity for the already busy
development and techrfical services staff at LC.

Iv
For exaMple, several libraries wanted to/now current 'cataloging

priority assignments for different languages and subject areas so they
could determine with more-accuracy the disposition of books for which
no LC copy was available! Another request was for a "Cataloging Hot
Line" or "Trou4e Desk" which catalogers could contact with specific
problems.at hand. Still anpther request was for information on long-
range plans for services^' so that proper interfaces and division of
responsibility could be established between LC services and' local
system services.

Information Dissemination via Publications

Recurrihg queries or discussion topl.cs and news of new services
and plans are hahdled nicely by the existing LC publication prograM.

' Printed book catalogs- and other cataloging tools were excluded from
discussion in the surVey; items that were discussed included
publications such as the LC Infdrmation Bulletin, the Cataloging
Service Bulletin, and so forth. All of the libraries surveyed
welcomed these publications and offered the comments which follow:

1. Cataloging Service Bulletin: Most libraries found this
publication very useful. Numerous requests were made for
an index. Other libraries said that it would be valuable
to have the rationale for the cataloging decisions included
in the publication.

2. MARC Decisions: This is presently an in-house document
which some outside organizations have obtained by special
arrangement. The survey uncovered a substantial interest
in obtaining the publication and 4.ts updates on a regular
basis.

3. MARC Manuals: Most users of this publication expressed a
preferegce for having it issued in loose-leaf form sc; that



updates could be inserted more easily.

4. Symbols of American Libraries: Many libraries requested
that this publication be UpdaEed More often.

lpformaion Dissemination via Conferences, Workshok, Committees

The libraries interviewed endorsed the eff rts of the.Library of
Congress to participate'in.conferences, workskçps, and committees as
an effective method of disseminating information.. The recent workshop
.on1LC automation activities sponsored by the IntOrmation, Science and
Automation Division of the American Library 4ssocistiOn in'1976 was
cited as an example of a ,worthwhile meeting. Participation' 'by LC
staff as invited 4peakers in state and regional library conferences'
was also suggested .as a good, method for disseminating information.

some'respOndents suggested that the participationvof LC staff V -

members on working or governingboardA of network organizations would
be helpful.

Information Dissemination Via Exphangt of Personnel
-

.

V One library interviewed suggested that the.exchahge-47;eohnieal
personnel on a temporary Otitis would be.a good method for making. LC
and, outside libraries aware of each. other's: problems-and plans.
Others thought this to i;eva good Idea but restricted.it to exchange of
LC personnel witb regional network headquarters perionnel. Althouqh,
StrictlyAlpeaking, the LC intern program does not involve,the exchange
àf starf'with otherinstitutions, most of.the respOndents thought very
highly Of the program and felt that it shouid be iipanded. Library
administrators with staff members that hied.been. through the program.
said that the knowledge gained of LC operations was very.uSeful in
some of their own local operations.

1.11!3.2.2 Recommendations

Development,of a Computer Mail Service

It became obvious to the investigators when listening to the
.respondents -discuss the requirements, methods, and problems of
achieving shared' cataloging and authority control, a substantial
amount of -verbal communication would be needed to and from LC, in
addition to the data transmiision system required by 'the national
bibliographic 'data base. Such verbal OoMmunicatiod is heeded to solve
cataloging

V problems, V
to seek advice, to communicate information about

the latestpolicies, ind to aid in training. -It'was. also apparent
that additional communication wouWbe required in other LC'service

26
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roles asi!ociated with location reporting, interlibrary loan, or
reference support.

Although a technical requirement for a large amount of this
communication is that it be verbal, in most cases it does not have to
be .voice. Teleprinter messages 'will suffice. This led the
investigators to an idea that a "computer mail" system could be
superimposed over the proposed data communication links that will be
used to transmit bibliographic data and queries to the Library of

'Congress. :Such a-technique has several advantages.

1. The systeW is extremely easy tO use. Any 'person who,
uncovers a problem az question'at a terminal can "shift" to
a computer Mail mode and type messages. After completing
the message, the person simply "shifts" back"to searching,
keying records, or whatever task was underway at.the time
the question presented itself. Answers ,are received by
shifting to 'the mail mode (looking in the users' "mail
box"), at which time the response will be printed at- the
termdnal.

2. The same terminal and telephone line equipment used for
data searching and transmission can be used for computer
mail.

3. Very little machine and telephone line capacity are
required by the romputer mail process when,campared to
other data transmission requirements, so the computer mail
will not overloadthe lines and equipment.

4. Message centers or "mail boxes can bp established for the
various LC units where service activity requires them. All
routing would be done atutomatically by computer.

5. For a good deal of message communication.to LC, real-time
(instantaneous) response' is not,needed, but time lags,of
days or weeks would be unsatisfactory. Teleprinter output
is ideal for this service because it eliminates thA need.to
haVe an LC staff member available at all times tb answer
the telephone. Also, responses can be proikessed__by LC
staff in batches in an orderly fashion without continuous
interruption from the telephone.

6. The system is extremely cost effective when compared to the
administrative or overhead expense of sending veries by
mail where a letter must be-writteh, typed, addressed,
mafled, opened, and routed. qhese, steps are involved even'
for very short .queries. The responses require the same
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operations. With computer mail, -.only two people are

involved: the perpon making the -query and the person

responding to the oitiery.

7. The storage and filing of these messages can be automatic.

,
This would be of great- help if the LC staff wanted to
analyze query traffic to determine' in which areas to

create, modiky, or' clarify manuals of procedures,

standards, or policy.

8. The implementation of' a computer mail system is quite
simple and, therefore, inexpensive. It involves only

establishing a set of programs to sort messages into files

automatically and to print messages from the same files
("mail boxes"). The teiminal equipment, telephone lines,

and computer requirements for the system are the same as
those which must exist to carry out the.basic bibliographic

41
I)

data processing services. 4

Because of the importance of the iqation function and the

potential effectiveness of the computer 1Z4idea, it is recommended

that a study, be made to analyze.the application in more detail and

design a configuration which will fit intoArrchitectore of the
national network.

A
x'N

-3.3.,3 UNION CATALOG MAINTENANCE

3.3.3.1 Suryiy Resujts:

In responding to questions concerning the role of the:Library 'Of

Congress in union catalog maintenance and the related subject of

interlibrary loan (ILL), the libraries commented on a wide variety of
component system services, from coemunications to document delivery. .

Because ef this vafiety, it was difficult to obtain a consensus from
these comments.

There is a significant difference in the use of interlibrary

loan by public libreries ahd its use by research libraTies, and this
results in their requiring different kinds of services. Pu c

libraries generally have users who need rapid response and delivery,
and their. ILL requests are usually satisfied at the local or regional

level. Their needs for location infOrmation can be, satisfied by the

smaller union catalogs in printed-ofonline form from these local or

regional systems. Research-libraries, on the other hand, need access
to large union .catelogs and Iocatioh-finding tools, to find more
specialized works.

4

1
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TIO college and research libraries advocated-an aAive .role by
LC in the ILL functions of the national network. Le's role in

, supporting the National Union Cataloo was judged very important, and .

suggestions wel7e7747;7.ed to 4xtend its usefteriess. Two of these were
quite expensive: (1) a requirement'that the NUC be online,' and (2)
that LC should provide a.toll-free ccambnicational syitem for access.
Many OCLC member libraries used the OCLC System as an ILL tool, and
its success was used to support their view that their sugges.tions were
valid and would provide a useful service. These libraries also
expressed concern about the different codes uied to represent. library

i locations in the OCLC system, other local systems, and the Nati al
union Catalog. Others interviewed.wanted LC,to develop the stan 'rds
for ILL message communications to be used in the national network.

\

The libraries acknowledged that the tectinical and onomic
problems related to physical delivery of d., -,nts ,-in. an

- unresolved issue confronting interlibrary loam. ., er problem was
apportioning the cost of ILL since the larger libraries generally

-' provide more services than 'they receive. ,

The resolution of these problemt cannot be deferred much lAger
because it is expected that the number .of ILL transactions will
increase as full bibliographic control is accomplished at all levels
in the national network. Computers and telecommunciations can make
the availability of materials known to anyone at a cost he can afford.
JDlivery of materials or images, however, may not be as easy because
it involves largely manual labor. Tasks Such as book Withdrawal,
shipping, and !transport are all costly', manual operatiOns. No one
surveyed had any clear ideas on how theie services.should be paid for.

3.3,3 2 Recommendations

Intearation of Bibliograzhic Records and Holdings Data in a National,
Data Base

From the discussions with the libraries interviewed, it is.
evident that to stipport interlibrary (:)an functions in the national
network, the Library of Congress must integrate the access to
bibliographic or cataloging data -with the access to holdings or
location data4 The national bibliographic data base should contain
all bibliographic items available in the network, and accegs t,o this
data base should be fhtough reilional data bases containing high-use
items so that the total computer and communications systems could be
made efficient. In addition to access to the bibliographic data, a
link is' needed to the holdings or locatiims file to find the resource's
in the lational network.''Access to holdings inforMation will also be
posOble through regional center's sd that costs for communications and

- 29-
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physical delivery of items could be minimized.

Specifications for the software, hardware, and communications
requirements for these functions related'to interlibrary loan should

, be iracluded in the design' of the machine and commuilication systems for
ihe national network.

Development of Interlibrary Loan Communications ptandards

General message communications standards to which all types of
national network telecommunication traffic will adhere for multi-..

purpose use of the line facilities should be .developed (see Section'

3.1.1.2); however, within this_ standard'the message structure for ILL
should be defined.

, A message format could be designed incorporating what is

presently on a standard ILL form, bUt turther study is needed to
determine what other data should be recorded, transmitted, and
processed by tfie, system. There are also two other areas where
additional data may be neddedr .(1) analysis of funding requirements

and funding sources for ILL operations; and (2) analysis of patterns
of use.

Location agirs

The prolifeiation of different library location coding scheMei
can be partly attributed to the lack of national coordination of
network system components. An interim:solution might be to establish

a look-up systen so that atOrminal'user could operate fnithe code of
his preference, With the #etwork computer system's performing tfie

conversion to anOther coding scheme if necessary. Resolution of the
question of what kind of code, e.g., alphabetic or numeric, should -be
used or developed for vse in the national network'should be the topic
of another'iitvestigation.

The investigators think that the solution" to, this problem of .

different k,cation coding schemes is less urgent than the development
of a capability to aid in the creation and routing of II messages in

the national networX. Such a capability Would probably require'
automatic naming, addressitg, and routing.information to be crefted at
request time. This information will require

\

a sophisticated look-up
system which should be flexible enough to handle code conversion

techniques as well.

Automated Reporting of Holdings
(

One feature of the LC computer-based Register. of Additional

Locations allows much of the location reporting to the national'
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network to be A byproduct, of a library's local or network automated
teChnical processing actcvity. In other itords, location reports could-
be iubmitted via magnetic tape or online transmission.

The apportionment of holdings data or records between a national
network holdings file and a regional holdings file, if deemed
desirable, should be an automatic operation. A national locations
repqrting system and a national locations'data base should,be designed
'to minimize storagercosts and. to direci access to.the regional centers

* whenever possible.

3.3.4 PgRSONNEL TRAINING

3.3.4.1 SUrvey Reaults

The extent to which the Library of Congress services and
procedures have an ipfluencq, on the daily operattons of libraries
prompted most of, those interviewed to state that library sehools
should prepare their studenta.with a more, thorough knowledge of LC
operations: Also, most of those interviewed said that the assistance
they received directly from LC was greatly appreciated and -that they
would welcome any further training assistance offered. Areas of most
interett for further training were cataloging, serials control and.
the application of data processing to library operations.

Comments on how this training should be accomplished varied
widely, and there was often' confusion When discussion led to the
distinctions between training and. the dissemination of detailed
technical information needed by regional system designers. One point
of guidance offered by many respondents was that. LC shouid augment the
role of librery schools and training fections in network" organizations
rather than replace any of their programs. Specific suggestions are
as follows.

-

LC's Role and Activities in Library Schbol Curricula

' . One important point made by'a few of those interviewed was that
library school curricula ,should present the actual role of LC as it
affects an individual library's operations. Often in an attempt to
provide a theoretical kackground for a student, the school neglects
both.the practical aspects of library operations and a description of
LC'd supporting role. These respondents thought that LC should see
that library-school.curricula contain an accurate description pf LC's
role.

. It was also pointed out that there is no available doetinent that
describes LCts.activities in a ,wak that emphasizes its supporting role
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clearly and concisely. Such a document would be uSeful in any library
school course ,covering'this topic.

Training for Instructors in Library Schools and Network Organizations

Most of those intvrviewed thought that the Library of Congress
should provide prograis of instruction for library school professors
and network training supervisors. If these teachers were taught ibout
LC practices, they could then teach others in library schools and
throughout the national netWork. These programs could consist of
short formal courses, seminars, . or wOrkshoOs similar' to those
sponsored in the past by LC or. ALA's Informatiori Science and
AutomationnOivision.

Instructional Materials

The respondents who thought that the Library of Congresi should
prOyide training for those who would then teach .others also suggested
that LC provide as much documented material- on their activities as
possible. All internal training aids, reports, and manuals wobld be
useful. It would also be helpful if this miterial were written for'
library school use. Even if it-were not, the material would,still be
useful because it would be easier to rewrite such, information in a

form suitable for course work than to compile such course material' ,

solely from'notes taken at LC training sesdlons.

Training for Network Personnel

A siggificant number 41,of networks riquested that LC train
personnel for work in designated centers throughout the network, which
might, be located at large libraries or at regional network
headquarters. This6mment in Most cases was contingent on the
designation of libraries or networks as repositories, as centers for
shared cataloging, ILL, or for some other service. In such instances,
those interviewed tilought LC should set the standards and provide
training'to achieve them.

114;e skills in which training was requested.included all library
iunctions-, but most of the requests were in the following areas:
cataloging, COMARC procedures, reference, ILL, serials cataloging,
state documents, and library management.

3.4 SUPPORT OF REFERENCE ACTIVITI2S

3.4.1 Survey Results

32
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The survey 4ncoVered o y a small amount of infOrmattmn relate&
to the support of reference wOrk from the national netwOrk. The.only
request recorded in the int rviews was to have network access, to the
data baSes created by the Congressional Research Service.

This liek- of interest was understandable because many of the
orgarcizations interviewed were network centers whose initial efforts
are still dominated by support of technical processing actifitiei.
This-overriding interest-in technical processing reemphasizes the fact
that although MARC is nearly ten years old,' libraries are still not: ,

able to use fully the available machine-ieadable records to mechanize
their entire technical processing oPerations. Automatied technical'.
processing services- lure still not available nationwide, and
shcirtcomings and delays in obtaining cataloging data result in a"
significant amount of non-automated processing.

Some respondents 'appeared disappointed that savings creatpd by
technical processing mechanization were not being expended in the
reference or reader service areas. Any such'savings weFe used to
minimize increases in budgets, and the prevailing attitude of Minimum
support . to students and researchers doing reference work WAS
uncbviged.

4

In contrast, the responses from the: public libraries with
respect to reference work were.much mare optimistic.. Reference
services are a more dominant' concern for them,.- and Although no
specific requirements were offered, one comment prompted a-possible
area for fruitful development. LC subject headings, which -are 'being
adopted by public libraries' in increasing numbers beCause of cost
efficienciesAmare not adequate for 'public library use because many of
the terms donot reflect current usage. Changing headings on cards to
add new terminology is not practical because of costs involved in
modifying cards, so many public library staff members spend a
considerable amount of time *translating" existing subject headings to
terms in popular use for reluctant patrons (who may not want to ask in
the first plaee). F

3 . 4 . 2 RECOMMENISATIONS

A. scheme %that appears to be feasible and was endorsed by the
public libraries interviewed is the development of an online system
that" could be used by patrons to identify established sdbject
terminology for topics of inteiest by converting the terms used by the
patron to the terms used in the cataloging record's subject headings.

tiOTES:
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1. As part of the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging
(MC)! several major research librarieS,contribute reports of
titles they are acquiring that had not been cataloged by the

Library of Congress. These reports are searched in various LC
files, and .if not found, the titles (approximately 20%) are

acquired.and cataloged by the Library of Congress.

2. The COMARC (Cooperative MARC) project has been operated by the

reibrary of Congress with funds from the Counql on Library
Resoyrces. Records eligible for COMARC ace those/converted to

machine-readable form by outside lipraries using LC cataloging
records as the source of input. Such records had not been

included in the current MARC distributiop services because they
represented retrospective conversion or were in languages not

covered by the.-distributiop services. Upon reteipt of these
records, Library of Congress staff would check them with the

co;responding printed card entry in the LC Official Catalog to
verify that the data had been transcribed-correctly or to update
the record with changes that.had been made to the DC entry but

not:reflected on the copy used by the contributing library.
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CONCLOSI NS

One of the princigial finakngs ct this study on 'thti%role f the..
Library of Congress in the emerging,, national network i$ tb4 the
Libracy should assume leadership in netweek develofment acti140et*
performing the majok- coordinating role- in applyinvtechna4911404
acquiring -funding for the tychnical "ar.d stan4ords-related ,taska
required -to link federal, multistate, state, and-local systems.into'
the national 'network. Other recommended activities_ incl4ade: ,(1)

cdntinoing its role in the creation and distriution of csIsalOging and
authority control data, incr.easing its . cata3.9ging, ?overage, and
reducing cataloging delays; (2) .establishing :and Maintaining ine
,n tionarbibliographic data base of Cataloging,and ,a0tpoi4' Oa ,

accepsed as a source oflast resort by participants in the natiániL
networki; (a) continuing .to create and maintain \a na,tiotnal anion.
catalog in maOhine-read4ple gorm 'for the 6s, of-..participantA in the;',-c;:,.
national netwerk te ,resourceW, and ;(4) expanding its r
informat)ion and training programs Substantially to inform the librarA
c,Pmmunity about the development -and 'operational status Of it* .

,activities as well as those of. the national networ.
, .

s Of 4le tasks recommended Cin tWIi report' to support theses \
findings,, the following should be 3,nctertaken in tile order listedi
below. (I) Meetings:should 4, held with lappropriate Indiviacial$ to

. develop the specificattons, for the telicommunications and computer'.
- earchitecture'of the diatTibuted computer prrocessing sysytm requirqd by

the.national network.' (2) Meetigs shduld be held with dapPropriate
\individuals' to determine the organizathpnal structure oftthe natiOnal.
,network ,so that the levels and the access routes by which, indivdual,
Xibriries are served by the network can he defined. () A pilot
projeOt 4shoui4 , be established with selected 'libraries that,vare
participating in'the National Program foi 'Acquisitions and Catalo§ing

.tto allow them online,access to LCis cataloging and in-process files r-
and to'request 4,ia telecommunications lines, various serwices,''e.g.,
ohanging the cataloging Poriority for an item ort ordering an item:' 14)
A computer eai3Aor message system should be dpveloped,. superimposed,
over the, ccupilter data ttanmaission network, to send messages tO and'

,

froi Lq, toing_s_tbe .same terainals ahd remote computeri0 used far,
seaAchirg *trecprd transmi0iOn. Thi% system could be used to
support referenc4 and interlibreery', loan activities ,as well as-,to
provide. ansOers to s,ataloging questions.\ (5) -A plan for the
implemeatation+ of various H Le serviFes ,shbuld ,13ta compiled auld
dissemrhated. TheJ.plan should contain a description ?f the( Service,
the date the seOice wi/1 bp installed, \and the -,price of -the.
servic
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In its program dricumente the National Commission on Libraries
aniiIiiformation Science stated: "The participation bf the Library of
cOng.reis its crucial in the development of a,Mational Program and to
t1:1 -oppitt,ti* of the nationwide network beeause it has the 'capacity
nds'the materials to perforsp4tany common services in both the areas of

.)technlictl processing and teferencees and because ft can.set national
sandards 'for -the prOgram.W Meeting stich a challenge

iii4*,;,r, Ci*tinuous .; management support at the Library, to insure:
that4 necedgary tasks to achieve these goals are performed'and that
t.he funds nee4-41 to implement these tasks,are obtained at the earliest
pojsi,b,f.v date.

-;
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Appendix B

LIBRARIES AND NETWORKS /NTERVIEWED



AMIGOS BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUNCIL (AMIGOS)

Address:

Telephone:

Indivicual
_Interviewed:

Date Information
Obtainedi

University of Texas at Dallas -
MacDermott Library.

2400 N. Armstrong Parkway, Drive E
P.O. Box 688
Richardson, Texas 75080

(214) 690-2595

Jamed H. Kennedy, Executive Director

Jhinel7, 1976 (revised March 15, ,1977)

I. Current Status

A. 9rganization
^

AMIGOS is a seven-state library and resource-pharing
cooperative now "brokering* Ohio College Library Center (OCLC),
services to apprbximately eighty-five.libraries in the'Southwest.
This not-forrprofit organization began in,1975 with the adoptionof an annual budget and bylaws, put without a formal charter.
AMIGOS' staff of seven people is anagency of the Interuniversity
Council of the North Texas (IUC), a not-for-profit, tax-exempt .

organization chartered in 1964 to strengthen the higher education
resources. of Texas and (per a 1975 imendMent to its articles of
incorporation) the Southwest. AMIGOS functions Linder the
auspices ,of the Board of Directors of IUC and reports to the
board which sets broad policy and must act on polidy matters such
as annual budgets, financial loans, major contracts, and
expansion beyond the Southwest: AMIGOS itself has a nine-member
Exedutive Board consisting of, the AMIGOS officers and five
elected,member representatives. The executive directors of
AMIGOS and ruc, respectively, are ex-officio, non-voting members
of the AMIGOS board. The IUC, delegated respOnsibility for
operation of the AMIGOS1Eetwork as follows: (1) the AMIGOS
executive director, who con cts the daily business of AMIGOS,
reports directly to the IUC board in behalf of the AMIGOS board;
(2) not-for-prgfit organizations in the Southwest May join'AMIGOS

A.
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by obtaining approval from AMIGOS's executive director; and (3)

Itle board approval may be needed for potentiil members desiring

special services.

B. Services

AMIGOS provides all OCLC services to its members via a

contract.with OCLC. Over one hundred sixty OCLC-1.00.terminal6 on

five dedicated 2400-baud multidrop lines are used 'by AMIGOS

members for cataloging, ordering card sets, determining potential

lenders for interlibraryloan (ILL) materials, serials check-in,

and for bibliographic verification. Working .with another vendor,

AMIGOS offers its members microform catalogs produced from OCLC

archive tapes. Extensive training in OCLC systems'and procedures

is offered by AMIGOS for initkakfng new members and for

introducing new service featurps to existing members nditó
library school' faculty and students., The 'AMIGOS tials

Cataloging Manual is used nationwide ai a wokking referenc guide

for. OCLC terminal users or as a basis for new, local

docuMentation. Other AMIGOS manuals and Memoranda inform network

members about recent and planned gystem developmenté and

administrative,.matters. A' library liaison officer at,AMIGOS

headquarters handles trouble calls from the membership. Only

exceptional problems are referred to OCLC.'

In addition to AMIGOS' TICLC activity, IPC sustains an ILL

program among the fourteen North Texas universities whose

4presidents Comprii4--the WC board.. PriVate lihe teletype, daily.

Courier service, IUC-wide borrower cards, and a duplicate

exchapge program have beeroin operation for several .years.

C. Finono04

A grant from the Sid W.' Richardson Foundation. enabled IpC

to purchase the initial terminals for iti; Texai librari,es and to

close.out-a bank loan previously' negOtiatd, for that purpose.

LSCA Title III funds frOm the Texas'State Library enabled AMIGOS

to prOdUce and evaluate microform catalogs- and to conduct studies

related to publication, training, and cost-effectiveness. 'A

member' initiation fee.for start-up and'training plus a surchatge

op first tize uses (FTU's) supports the AMIGOS operations. SoMe

of the future OCLC services may receive an AMIGOS surcharge,- but

curiently all OCLC öpsts except FTU's are passed 'on, to th .

members without 'additional charges from AMIGOS. AMIGOS sOff

members have been' otficially .appointed as members of The

Association fOr Graduate Education and Research of North Texas',

(TAGER) in order to receive certain group fringe benefits. .



II, Experiences and Results'

The major IUC activity and. the one requiring the lbost .
cooperation' was the OCZOLbased network. In 1974 (before AMIGOS
was established), IUC had twenty-three libraries with thirty-one

. terminals on a aingle leased telephone line betyeenDollas and
Columbus, phib. Eleatronics maintenance was provided by TAGER.
From. the early, stages of planning and implementation to the
present time, IUC and its AMIGOS network sought adyice from
libraries 'throughout the_ Southwest. In fact", a Bibliographic -'

Network Committee of'IUC got the board to posit that its "primiry
geographic'sphere for network expansion comprised a ,six-state
region encompassed by the Southweat Library Association." In one
state, Louisiana, both tSe Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET)
and AMIGOS. are active. Geography, proximity of other potential
ILL6partners, and communications cost.4.effectiveneeks determine
which network will service a given Louisiana library,.

The AMIGOS serlace has,grown'and has allowed the Southwest
to- "share library resources like never before possible." In the
first half of 1976, AMIGOS averaged over 60,000 FTV's per month:
Original cataloging workloads have The Only
criticisms, of AAIGOS have been those voiced by othevOCIC users .-
and, as such, are not attributable to AMIGOS. Users want -faster,
production and aelivery of catalog, cAitds. Better response time
and the ability to specify field types ltags) in searching are
also desired. About twenty AMIGOS membip purchase OCLC archive.
tapes, but they complain about high cost:Knd slow (three to four
week) delivery.of the tapes.. If poSsible, AMIGOS would like OCLC
to implement authority controls, subject searching, and a
circulation conirol s'ystea interface.

III. Plans

AMIGOS intends to implement information retrieval services
by providing access to online data bases andby training its
members in sear6h te niques. A computer may be installed at
-network -headquarters to offer message-switching among AMIGOS
members and between AIGOS -and other data base 'suppliers. Thip
local computer may o .support an online shelflist and a job
opening and personnel roe er file. G.E. Terminets or similar
printers will be attached o OCLC-100 terminals to prepare online
hard copy records. Interitate interlibrary loan and acquisitions
procedures will, be streamlined ank_aided. by expected OCLC
features. Records .not -jound in OCLC-' will be searcSed in
Southwest registers by a yet-to-be-developed technique. AMIGOS
intends to explore all, cost-effective means of providing .more
libraries with better services as both an OCLC distributor and_as
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a =implementer and coordinator of other data base stipillers .

ftpension into Mexico and Central America is a distant''
possibiliti.

.
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SIBLICGRAPHICAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, INC. (BCR)

Addcess: ,245 Columbine Street, Suite 212
Denver, Colorado 480206

Telephohe: (303) 388-9261..

Individual
.

Interviewed: 'Mr. Donald S. Simpson, Executive Director

Date Information
Obtained: June 21, 1976 (reviged MarCh 7, 197\7)

Current Statusk.
A. Organization

SCR is a regional library cooperative with moFe than seven
hundred members and user libraries in the midwestern and western
United States. Founded in 1935 as a non-profit corporation to
facilitate library, resource-sharing in- the West, the center's
main functions have been prOviding inte ibrary loan (ILL)
clearinghouse services and,maintaining reg onal union catalogs,
but data base access has recently expanded 's-scope. In 'six
states with umbrella memberahips, every library in the state ii
recog4zed by the loca bylaws as having access to SCR service
programs. One of these states, Kansas, has a library using
AMIGOS servibes sincerthe AMIGOS phone tine is nearby. In four
other states, individual libraries aii SCR members fend have no
statewide affiliation with the center. Non-membeis in three
other stated wactively use the center's ILL service. Occasional
BCR users are located itorldwide.

The center is governed by a Board of Trustees consisting
of the state 'librarians of states-iviih umbrella cOntracts plus
four members at-large, each.drawn from a major' libtary sector,
such as the public, academic, school, and special libraries. The
executive director of SCR is respOnsible to the board for the
activities of the sixteen staff members of the center.

B. Services
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BCR has three major service programs:

I. /NTERLOAN

Using a regional union catalog _with 6.5 million
titles and approximatly rui million locations, mostly from the
twelve-state, Rocky Mountain region, plus a collection of
national _bibliographies and OCLC service, BCR locates.
ipterlibrary loan requests for Its users.

2. METRO

Access to over 80 million citations from the subject-,
oriented online data bases of the- Lockheed Retrieval Service,
System Development Corporation, New York Times Information Bank,-
and Bibliographic Retrieval Services is provided by this BCR
service program. METRO staff .provide installation, training,
demonstration/promotion assist'ance, technical assistanCe
regarding searching and hardware problems, system use statistics,
data .base development, and vendor liaison. Both manual and
computer-aided literature searches and bibliography preparation
are offered for a fee.

3.. BIBLIO

BCR pivides access to online bibliographic utilities
with a variety of computerized library 'services in cataloging,

,searching, and Tther technical services. Initially °brokering"
OCLC and BALLOTS services, BCR offers installation, card-set
profiling, training, trouble shooting, and vendor liaison. The
center also brokers the services of vendorit who produce Microform
and cartridge microfilm book catalogs or similar products.

1

In addition to the preceding three serviCe areas, SCR
offers continuing education programs that emphasize *how-to-do-
it° with BCR services and conducts research and demonstratikon
projects involving its members in cooperative grants to
experiment in devising better ways to provide library services.

C. Finances

LSCA Title III grant money frOm the Cqlorado State Library
enabled METRO, service start-up. esearch and development
activities are funded by grants for=lting fees; operations.
are self-supporting. Most revenue comes from the,INTERLOAN fees
(at least $4.00 per request) plus SCR surcharges on OCLC first
time uaes (FTU's) and other computer services.' Individual and
state membership fees represent a smaller portion of the center's
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income. In exchange for a discount on certain,BCR services the
Denver Public Library provides office space to BCR.

II. Experiences and Reskts

During the first nine months of 1976,1BCk's INTERLOAN staff
processed more than 7,000 requests and added 90,000 titles and
300,000 new locations to the regional union card catalog. Of the
1.5 million cards in temporary storage, 370,000 were taken out
and alphabetized for the catalog, but a simpler, more accessible
form of catalog is desired.

OCLC began logging BCR FTU's in April 1976. By February
1977, BCR documentation .listed fifty-six BIRLZO (i.e., OCLC)
participants in five states using sixty-lieven OCLC-100 terminals
on three multidrop telephone lines from Ctlumbus, Ohio. , OCLC
installation and,yaining'are said to have been smoother for BCR
than for networks linking to .Columbus during .0CLC's earlier
developmental period. Forty terminals give BCR users access to
M4TR0 data bases.

BCR is awaiting a s4perior slave printer for OCLC terminals
before offering.its members local book pocket and label printing
capabilities, The stonding search of nor'-hits available in
BALLOTS is desired in OCLC. Online authority files are desired
in all: bibliographic utilities. Odle's and other utilities'
standards.are enforced t6 -some extent by BCR. The center retai
a computer consultant for special projects rather thfr
maintaining an in-house technical staff.

_

BCR members may forfeit some autonomy in joining the
center, but the expected Cost benefits obtained by the economy of
scale of.cooperative activities are said to offset the dependencLot
Upon BCR and its utilities. The center is currently working tv
"change its image" from that of a well-established ILL
clearinghouse to that of a full-seruice bibliographic supplier.
and network operations center. By "keeping its promises," BCR
hopes to "avoid gripes" and e0and its servirs. . 4.

Q
,III. Plans ,,,

SCR plans to make available an Integrated Iibrary System,
using . a' single terminal in a user's library connected via an )

inexpensive 'communications. link to. BCR computer and,
Communications device to give access to' a wide spectrum of
nationwide computerized library servides If library .utilities
do not make online authority files lable, BCR-may do so
usiing a yet-to-be selecte0 minicomputer. This Juachine is .
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expected to perfOrmAhe fol1owing functio;A: (1) support a fild
ofregional holdings.for data in OCLCI:BAILOTS, etc.; (2) send
mesiages to users at log-on-time; and (3) support a statistical
package. For cataloging data searched,'a no-hit in OCLC, for
example, may be automatically .searched in BALLOTS and other
online files without intervention by the terminal operator.

The center view s. network development as coming from the
bottomup as well as from the top-down.

BCR seeks expertise from other organizations (LC, OCLC,
SOLINET, etc.) in -converting its union catalog to machine-
readable and, possibly, online form.



Address:

BosTou PUBLIC LIBRARY (BPL)

Copley Square
666 Boylstca Street
Boston,. Massachusetta

%%Intone: (617) 536-5400

Individuals
Interviewed: Mr. Liam M. Kelly, Assistant Director

-Mx. Gunars Rutkovskis, Assistant Director.
Ms. Rosalie A. Lang, Supervisor of the General

Library
Mr. Edward C. Premd, Coordinator of Resources

02177

_Date Information
Obtained: 4mil 141 1976 (revised March 15, 1977)

L

I. Current Status

. Organigltion

. The Boston Public Library'.is. a department ct Boston's city
government. The library director reports to a Board-of Trustees.
Assistant directors are responsible for the Research Library,,the
General 'Library; the Eastern...Massachusetts Regional Library
System (E(RLS).;.1:ta PrOcessing, Bdsiness and Personnel, :and
Buildings and liberations. Twentrsix branches report throu§h
three branch coordinators to the General Libraryl one other
branch, (the Kirstein -BUsiness 'Branch) is part of-the ReSearch
Library. This organization accoMmodates 605 budgeted positions,
presently staffed bY 560 full-tiTe/-And 90 part-time employees.

Primary users of BPL are. residents of metrcipolitan Boston,
secondafy users inClude all Massachusetts citizens. free
borrowing privileges are,extended to all state'residents. Anyone
say visit BPL, but only Mas7sachuetts residents may borrow its
materials.

'BM is the library for the Eastern Regidn which comprises'
186 townssin.Eastern Massachusetts and, In addition, headquarters
and, reference library of last recoutse. Besides having
membership in the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago; IM



is one of' ten members ok resourcharing
the Boston-Lprary Consortigp. :+t

B. Services

BPL offers ready referencevservice in response, to'inr
peeson, telephone, mail, telegram, te/etypeand TWX
as well as assistance in the.use of the publiOcatalog, 'Oference
works, 'and.audiovisual equiRment. :A. cZmputer-moduced ,accessions,.
list containing title, authOri and call number ks made- av;ailftble
for the General Library, but oot forJ. branaes. /1,11 a4ditibn

to containing guides to the Library, andi
documents, BPL's current-publication list of nearly Sixty items
includes:reprints, topical bibliographies, booklists$; prints,
posters, essays, and catalogs of special collections.LAnnotated,
reading lists are prepared iniconjunctioh wk.& the NOVA
Eelevision program. Or

BPL will issue mail, teletype, or TWX,interlibrarY:loan
,(ILL) requests for its patrons whenever needed, dsin4 titer.

liational Union Catalog, Re2ister of Additional Locations4pAud)a
regional union list of serials for locations. As an Mkt'
contributor,

1
.but not an OCIC user, BPL's holdings are kh

. natiónwide,' o it is contacted through many channels by,Itii,
borrowers. EMRLS operates a truck delivery service far members,.

I

The library.produces evweekly selection list fkaa Bakers &
Taylor Company computer tapes. This list is-sent to BPL branches
and EMRLS members. BPL does the ordering, billing, and claiming
cW monographs and some serialq for certain EVIRLS members under a,

cost reimbursable agreement with_the state. BPL also pes the
keying of records for the nine Boston-area members of the Boston
Library Consortium 'for 'the BLC union list of-ials. The
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, keys its own records,
maintains the 'machine-readable file, and prepares union serials
.listings for members of the consortium.

BPL's own official catalog for its branches and Research
Library provides bibliographib access to over 3,863,000 volumes
and 1,285,000 micraforms. Special collections include the
library of President John Adams, many rare books and manuscripts,
the Allen A. BrOwn Music Library, and other topical, historical,
and a,'ea collections;

The library offers leckbres, concerts, exhibits, and a
variety of special programs Special services are offered for
children, young adults,. senior citizens, tbe blind, and the
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handicapptd. Brandh services ae tailored to meet ihe needs of'Ie lilocal*ccumunities. riRcesses and borrowers' 'cards',

for.example, weke mad ngual. ,

-
FinanceS'

) Wroximately 90% of BPL's,operating budget comes,frOm the
City of Boston; 9%.from'the stdte for EMRLS reimbursements; and
lt from endowments. In addition, special grants have been,
aw.arded to BPI. Reeent grant-supporte4 projects :include
ptoduction'of a large-print catalog, deveppment of a three-:year
learning library, and' microfilming_ to; 5/Paton-are newspapers.
There-ar no fees for on4going BPL serVices:

Expere*es add Results

.

BPkt,functions as both a ies8a ch libtaky an a large public
lib*tyritshares clientele with the adademic libraries in 'the
area. 'POlic, library, uss require less' -ILL fsom BK. th,an

,academic useis. 0(BP(sends1oni.y ten ILL requests per week to
outof-atate libraries.) The branch- and . general :libraries
require current, popular works; ihe academilc users-may seek more

4
specialized, materials. BPL's dema4ak fot LC precedent
Cataloging, therefore& indicate a need for both,brocid scope and
speed. Seaection\ from MARC tapes is not done becaute of the
$sloiliness* of LC cataloging; Recent MARC recbrds and BPL
holdings are. stored ,onlifie for't*.' iibraYkby*inforohicsflInc.
For audiovisnal materials, BPL preparr temporary catalogi4 for
time yitfl LC cataloging arrives. LC cataloging is found for
about "Bpli.of BPL's domestic acciuisitions on first search. BPL
does Original, cataloging for. about 100 ,high-priority bOoks
weekly/?In addition to its own name and series authority files,.
BPL uses its official catalog plus the NUC and LC depository file
as authorities.

Perhaps the mostrsignIfican event in BPL's recent history
was the ope#inglof a new $24 mill on addition to the Central
Library. Noteworthy is the fact hat tale construction firm kept
costa-bekow tfie original contract jprice. Expanded community,
services have been' offered thro gh 'BPL's branches. Its East
Boston Branch ip the Oldest brallch library in the tbited States. ,

In 1971 BPL'w s designated tht Regional pepositOry Vibrary
'1

for U.S. and-U:N.--dbcUments'in MassaChusetta. The u,s. dOcument
.reiponsibility wat formerly held by' the state Library: As a
museum and a reseawch librlry and archive, BVT., conttres to
receive rare works, from its region.

f
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It;. plani
BPL intende to develop`a , capability to prepare its own

machine-readable record p. for' which no MARC records exist.
Cdmbined with holdings and MARC records, this will give the
library a full, machine-r.eadable union catalog: As an interim
measure, a filmed and printed catalog has been produced.

N;
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Address:

v

Telephone:

Individuals .

Interviewed:

BOSTaN'UNIVERSITY MUGAR MEMORIAL LIARARX

771. Commoitwealth-Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

(617)1.353-3708

Mr. John Laucus, Directbr
.

.Mr. Karl S. Bynoe, Associate Director
for Reader Servicei

Mrs. Dorothy P. Ladd, Associate Dire or for
Technical Services

Date Information
Obtained: April 7, 1976 (revised May 24,

I, Current Status

A. -Organization

a

,
.-

s
Tiw Director of Mugar Library, reports directly to 1311's

_Vice-President for Administration. Directors of the Law and

\ thTheology Libraries report to the administrators-. in- eir
respective schools, who in tu lc report to the Academic Vice-,
President: The Director of the Medical. Center'Library reports to '

the bean of thd Schooi of Medicine, who reports to the Academic
Vice-president, Medical &fairs.- ..

1,

BU belongs, to the New England Library Information Netwo0.
(NELINET), Boston Library ConsortiaM (BLC), and Boston
Theologidal Institute, in addition to informal groups. 'It alSo
has a reciproaal arrangement with Hebrew College whereby faculty
and students at each institution may use and borrow from the
oiher's libraries.

Organizational membership is maintained in the Ambrican
Library Association, the Association of Rdsearch Libraries (ARL);
and the New. England Library Association.

B. Services

BU answers in-person, telephone, and 'mailed reference
question's, assists .in the use of its catalogs, reference works,



and audiovisual equipment, and aids in preparing bibliographies.
Graduate students and faculty may request interlibrary loan (ILL)
in person, by phone, or by mail, but.BU requires a mail follow-up
to telephoned ILL requests. Mugar staff determine likely ILL
sources by using the National Union Catalog (NUC), the Register
of Additional Locations (RAL), the Ohio College .Library Center's
data base, '41M the BLC's union list of serials.

Service offered to other libraries include ready reference
aid to patrOns and staff from other libraries, ILL, and access to
BU cataloging via. the Boston Library Consortium, the National
Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC), NUC, OCLC, and
bookform catalogs sold by G.K. Hall. Except for music scores and
recordings, a single 1.1 million-record.union catalog accounts
for/the holdings of all BU libraries. An LC classea catalog was

"mai tained until 1972. Since then,.an alphabetically arranged
su ject catalog has been used. These two files comRlement a
name/title file; where the name maY be an .auth9x or subject.

Besides a general '
/ brief library orientation
/ Bulletin with detailed

*Catalog Depar nt, Ind

library guide for assisting users and
ourses, Mugar igOsues an anformation
ser ai0s. Recent bulletins include:

es--Absiract Reference, Adio, AfKican
/ _Studies Library, forms 'Ropm and Serials..* BU's Aftlican .

/ Studies Library and' African Studies Center cooperate to praauce .
,

7 the . Africana .Libraries Newsletter irregularly for international
distribution. The Index -to the Classed Catalog of the Boston
-University 'Libraries has been for-tale by G.K. Hall since 1972.

C' Finances

The operating budget for Mugar ahd other BU libraries is- a
line item in the university budget. A recent grant 'from the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has enabled Mugarto
purchase certairl, Latin American publications. Other minor
revenue sources iiclude gifts 'and photocopy fees.

II. Experiences and Results

As an ARL member with a depository card set, BU uses its LC
cards arrangedby class number' for' ordering and. incidental
cataloging. LC cards may be'ordered by card number or main entry
and title on those occasions when a Cataloging in Publication
announcement precedes BU's NPAC report for a title.

When seeking ILL locations, BU first checks the Boston
Library %Consortium .(sipce BLC's truck wvice is free of postage
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charges), then NUC,DCLIC, and RAL in tAat order. Some libraries
routinely send all requests for educational.materials to Mugar.

As ,an OCLC user via. NELINET membership, 'BU checks many.
acquisitions and ILL requests against the OCLC data base for .

verification and location. The Library would like Wucle
-caploging' service improved before serials check-in,
acquisitions, and other new features are implemented. 'Problems
wi.th 'slowness of response and lack of authority control arise
continually,. but the benefits pf online shared cataloging,
.outweigh the aggravations. The closing of MugarLs classed
catalog nearly coincided with the opening of its closed stacks-
ind the initiation ,Of OCLC service. Although BU library book
budgets have fallen steadily 'since 1970, its total budget and its
.circulation have rigen steadily. Mugar alone loaned 263,000
.items int 1970/71; 323,000 in 1974/75.

i

BEY vrewe. on-site ,access to materials in Boston-area
libraries as being more valuable than ILL. AUX member library
colleations are .strong and have significant overlSp. These
factors influence BU's.preference for local :access. Geographic
distances between libr.aries and infrequent meetings tena tO
inhibit network planning and cooperation. The benefits 'of
resource-sharing, however, justify.library cooperatives for EU..

III. Pla#ns

G.K. Hall has published a catalog of BU's African DOcuments
Collection. Greater resource-sharing is anticipated, and a need
exists for' serials control and circulation Control system
improveMents--perhaps using OCIC or other._ library -autdmation

'services. -A4tomated' circUlation control is a ,more remote
possiblity than an improved method of serials check-ip.

4,
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Address:

4
Telephone:

Individuals
.Interviiewed:

CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY CPL)

325 Superior Avenue
'Cleveland, Ohio 44114'

(216) 623-2800

Miss Marian Huttner, Special Assistant to the
Director

Mrs. Aubiee BrandowDirector of Technical Services

Date Information
Obtained: June 25, 1976 (revised March 11, 1977)

I. -Current Status

,
A. Organization

The Cleveland Public Library is an independent unit,
nominally administered by the Cleveland Board of Education. The
Library Director reports to a 'Board ct Library Trustees
consisting of seven Cuyahoga Co:Linty residents (the majority are,
from Cleveland) appointed by the Cleveland Board of Education.
The; major CPL Adepartments are. the Main- Flibrary, Community
ervices, Finanee and Administrative Services, Technical
Services, asd personnel Sevices. Toefil staff size numbers about
650.

.

CPL serves the norapo residents ok the City of Clveldnd,
although ail of Northeastern Ohio regularly Lules its services,
',-nd free circulation privile4es are given to anyone living,
working, or attending school in4Cuyahoge County., The Cuyahoga

'4 County. Public Library,,/. also based in Clevelapd, serves the
suburbs. Approximately 1.6, million people reside.in the'eounty.

,

Although maintaining memberships in existing and evolving
Cleveland-area cooperatives and the Ohio College _Library. Center
(OCLC), CPL is postponing membership ip the Midwest Region
Library Network until the latter's,benefitsare more tangible.

B. Services

.?
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The Cleveland Public Library contains over.3 million books,
36,000 recordings, 5,886 current' periodical titles, and 3,500
films.

NFFourteen public service', departments, most of which 'are
staffed by subject specialists, operate from the Main Library.
An, Environmental Re-sources Center (ERC) serves as an information
center for busposs, industr, and ichools and' also assists in

.coordinating .coismunity effdrts to 'reconcile environmental and
economic concerns. ERC and tt)e world's latigést collection of r
materials relating to chess aild checkers are at the Main Library.
Other special dollec4ons inc ude: architecture (Schweinfurth),
Cleveland Authors, folklore-or ntalia, Jewish -books, and many
more. Thirty-nine foret4n anguages are covered by the Main
Library's ForeignoLiterature Department. Over 3,000 of CPL's .

25,500 titles acquired annually are non-English. Nearly, 50,000
telephone queries are hantiled annually , by the Business
Information Department.. All U.S. patents plus abstracts of many
foreign patents are kepts, in the° Main Library. A. Public
Administration Idibraty'is maintained It- the City Hall.

- ,
.

A .

.

'' Outreach servicei include three bookmobiles, school
services., (including COI. loart to adult education center's),
hospital, health centei,' and correctional institution services,
traveling book service to home-bOund shut=ins, and a braille and
talking book department.w. Urban services programs are designed to
meet the special needs and. interests of innec-city Spanish
American, Appalachian, and Black c'ommunities. .ii

F

-Rock concerts,.cralift lessons, .and presentations fon, yoga,
soul ,food, home laundry techniques, the stock market, and scores
.of other topics_ (along with traditional library services) are
offered by taily-five branches'and three sub-branchet. Each is
designated a "Neighborhood InforTation Center" offering' on-site
consumer services*and voter registration. Special children's alV
senior citizens' grograms have been opeFational at" CPL for.

decades.

----Werence' services are backed up by CPL's participation in
the Cleveland Area Interlibrary Neti../ork (CAIN). WIP-l000
Itelecopiers link CAIN' members, and a United Parcel Service

. courier delivers materials daily among 'the academic and public
:library participants.

"Facts for a Fee" ofEers p'atrons librarian-conducted
searches of all bockheed data bases on a terminal at CPL. The
New York Times online service is also available.
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Finances

'Most funding is provided by a ahoga County intangible

personal property' tax. -A ipecial five- ear tax leyy on'Cleveland

real estate supplements the county ,tax. LSCA money, pays for the

CAIN 'delivexy Service. State and LSCA filnds also suppoct library

services to the blind. The George Gund Foundation 'es4ablisbed

the-.ERC. Elecompack shelving for certain speCial collections was

purchased .by the'Friends of4the Library; The JUdd Fund supports

much of cp14,'s service to shut-ips. "Facts for a Fee" charges

start with a minimum of. $25, plus a lier hour charge. PCPL:s

terminal was obtained with National-Science Foundation support.

There is no CPL charge for ILL service, but the patron must pay

for mailing costs. Donors, fines, end investment income account

for most other,incoMe.

II.' Emx,rieResuj_t!

CPL grew from a third floor wa k-up with 5,800 books . in

'1869 to its' pre'sent size. The Library has over 226,000

registered borrowers and an $11 million yearlY budget.

Circulation'statistics.for 1974 are as follows:

Thousands ct Items Loaned

Main Library 663

Branches 1,643

Urban,Services ` 20

Outreach Service 951

School Libraries ' 343

Loans to Other Libraries 7_

Total 3,627

It!

The Mail Library alone handles over 1,000 telephone questions

daily and accommodates an average of 3,000 daily visitoriv.

"To,compenSate in part for the relatively small number of

popular-new 'titles supplied by-the. Library of Congress" for the

igxaille and Talking EcOk Department, CPL staff and vOlunteers..

produC'ed ,cassettes for titles of current and local interest. A

miniCqMpUter-based "as-read file" of patrorluse is- now. Being

te,ste0 .in /this department. CPL wasi-on of CLSI's first

computerized acquisition system customere. A

Before the city tax levy was passed, many services were

curtailed, and inadequate facilities and salaries damaged the

morale Of'current staff members and discouraged prospective ones.



Deteriorating physical plants andtconcern for personal safety had
.a telling effect on staff and patrons. Because' CPL was
undermanned ahd experiencing a 500% ,rate of turnover in the
branches, in-service training, dab enrichment, and other new
programs were instituted to slow the attrition rate.

Die' of . LC; classification .f0i all titles. (new and
duplicates) acquired since April'1975 and OCLC membership are
enabling M.'. to participate more effectively in shared
cataloging.- All records found in OCLC searches are printed out
on EDT-1200 slave printers attached: to CPL's three OCLC terminala
to facilitate changing subject headings. ILL staff use the OCLC
terminals in tke cataloging department. /n spite of down-time
and slow restlionse, CPL. experien6ed a reduction in original,
cataloging due to OCLC, allowing resources to be redirected to
improve operations. The Library Council of Greater Cleveland
With LSCA Titre III support is developing a library network which .

is aimed at wire complete resource-sharing, and CPL 'expects to
play a major role in the coUncil.

III. giarls

CPL's,first task is to improve the-physical facilities at
its branches. Technical services workflow is being streamlined.
Wasteful or inefficient procedures in all areas of the library. ,

will: be eliminated. By continuing=to exchange staff members with
other 'librikries, CPL will speed' its systems and procedures
changes. Automated circulation control is imminent. An'*LSCA-
funded. retrospective .conversion Of all English nOn-fictiOn
cataloging in Ohio's seven largest public libraries will iAclude
CPL's participation via OCLC input.



CONCORD FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Address: 129 Main Street
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Telephone: (617) 369-5324

. Individuals
Interviewed:.

Date Information
Obtained:/

Mrs. Rose Marie Mitten, Director
Mrs. Carol Taylor, Techni al Services Librarfan

".

April 8, 1976

I. Current Status

A. Oeganization

ithe Concordee Public Library Corporation .is a private
corpotatiOn which owni the library's physicaltplant arid manages
the ;ikany trust, funds and legacies donated since4 1873: Library
saff are munidipal employees of the Town'ofConcOrd and, the
Li*ary Director reports to the town's Library Committee.
CoOmittee members -were,eleoted by town voters until 1956 when a
qiw form of to4n.government began. Since 1956 the seven/ members
pave been appointed to three-year terms bythe town's elected'
Selectmen. Including the West Concord Branch, the staff numbers
forty-two, twenty;-one of,whom are full-time employees.

Pree borrowing privileges are extended to anyone who lives,
owns property, works, or attends schdol in Concord; Others may
obtain a noirrespent borrower's card for $1500. No ont is
excluded from using the'library.

The library is one' of twenty-five members of the Wellesley
Subregion of the two hundred-member Eastern Massachusetts
Regional Library System. EKRLS is a state-supported voluntery
association of public libraries divided into eight subregions and
offering,primarily interlibrary loan "(ILL) services to its

Irmbers.

B. Services
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The library offers ready-reference service in *response to
in-person, telephone, and written inquiries, as well as
assistance in the use of the public catalog, reference works, and,
audiovisual eqUipment. Bibliographies maj be compiled by the
staff for special occasions, 'and an irmal, unmechanized
selective dissemination of information service is else!
operated. Concord does not have.the National Union Catalog C)
or the Register of Additional Locations (RAL) because of th ir
relatively high cost, although the stafff uses LC proof.sheets or
cataloging. ILL .locations for monographs, therefore, are
obtained for patrons by telephone, mail, or courier service to
EMRLS-Wellespley, A union list of serials for the subregion is
prinied by Wellesley headquarters and distributed to all members.
Through EMRIS, Concord residents have ILL access to all U.S.
libraries.

Special collections deal with local history and .genealogy
and -Concord authors--including TZerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and
the Alcotts. Special iles deal with prisons .(a Massachusetts
correctional InstitutiOn is located in ,Concord), ccamunity
information, and environmentalresources. The library is also a.
museum and art gallery con aining 'artifacts of historical
significance.

C. Finances

Over 80% of the budget is a special appropriation from town
taxes. Roughty 15% comes.from the Concord Free Public Library
Corporation, ibut this amouqt varies with thedibrary'Aneeds ahd
-the investment and endowentOpcome of the ,corporation. Other
minor :Sources,,, of income include ,state funds,' an archival'

\grestoration gra t, ,non-resident user charges, reproduction
licenses grantin \permistrion to copit ,unigue, libraryrowned '

t

material for use in the commercial market, plus overdue fines and
photocopy 'fees.

-Experiences and Results

. The oldest circulating library\ in America Was created by a
committee of Concord citizens in 1672.1i A "libriry Company" with
a formal constitution existed by 1786. In 1795 the Charitable
Library Society began. Its 1808 catalog contained 250 volumes.
From this grew the Social Library in 1821 owned by its
shareholders. In- 1851 the Town Library (which then had 1,319
volumes) was formed by combining the Soclal Library with a parish
and an agricultural library. The gift of a local kusiness /man,
William Munroe, made possible the construction cf the first phase
of thp prepent building in 1873. Ralph Waldo Emerson,:xenior
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member of the Town Committeeand active library committee member'
from 1853 to 1882, spoke at the library dedication Ceremony in

.1873:

f

The library grew to.serve a town oi 18,000 and acquired .a

' collection of 175,000 volumes. Over 151000 borrowers accounted
for a circulation of 280,130 items in 15. Juvenile circulation
fell for the past several years reflectirlq,a declining number of
children in the town; the adhlt population arid the circulation of
&pit books have'been increaging..'

, ,

The Bicentennial celebration archives, are housed at the
Concord Free Public Library.,

With some assistance from:a
. local management "consultant,

the library has redrawn Its statement 9f -purpose or mission,
improved itS public relations:tetfort, and employed a cost/benefit
technique to.improve its oPerations:

Concord began buying thp EngliSh-only cut and punched proof-
sheets from LC .in July 1975. -This -"service eXcludes Music
cataloging--a feature which CooCord desired, but without.the
superfluous (toothem) foreign Material. The slips are used for
cataloging rather than for selection, and the Staff weeds each.
batch--keeping only titles which the 'library might-Purchase.
1Pre-cataloging sear6h of the resulting file yields a 35% hit rate
on first search, When a book arrives, its order slip bearing a
Dewey-call number is filed.By main entry in the public catalog.
l'he Book Publishing Record is dsedkas a back-up for original

-.cataloging done at year's end. There is no catalgging backlog.

The library uses. the eighth edition if Library_ of Congress
Subject itaatias but has no' authority file. *The NUC, is used as

. a name authority for music cataloging. Because of lack of use,
their subscription to Name Headings with ReferenceS.ims dropped..
LC subject cataloging is eipecially valuable to'Concord.

By joining EMRLS, Concord' has experiencd an °enormous
broadening of resources And a feeling of be onging.° Such
regional 'ILL and' resource-sharing enabled p6noord to improve
services offered .to its patrons. Expansion of EMRLS to a
multitYpe cooperative is desired.

DM. Plans

Cost, though important; does not dominate planning. The
expectation of improved patron service, is critical. Concord
plans to make user-oriented improvements in its card catalog,
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par*icularly in methods of subject access. "Gun Control," for.
example, should direct patrons to works.cataloged as "Firearms.".
Audiovisual or other catalog user guides are desired. Welleslek
Subregion-wide borrower privileges will soon be in effeq.

40
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Address:

Telephone:.

,r

COOPERiNTIVE COLLEGE LIBRARY-CENTER (CCLC)

Individual
Interviewed:

Date InformatiOn
Obtained:

159 Forrest Avenue, NE
Suite 602
Atlanta, Georgia. 30308

(04) 659-6886

Mr. Hillis Davis, Director.

June 154 1976 (revised March 22,

Current Status

A. Organization

977)

CCLC is a book processing center serving approximately
thirty developing colleges,in a ten-state area of the So9th, frdm
Virginia to Texas. The center is a non-profit,-tax-exempt
corporation of Georgia, staffed by ten people, ahd governed by
its Board of Trusteeq which consists priAirily of the president.
ok 'each member college and CCLC's director as .in ex-officio board
member. Membership is'open tó.mther colleggs,.regardless of tlie .

raaial characteriistics of theirstudents, but CCLC'services are'
now fOcused oh swill, liberal arts colleges.

4

B.. Services

CCLd's services include: (1) batch book ordering and'
discount negotiation, with rush orders reoeiving bibliographic
verification Via tWo ocw-lop tirminals. at CCLC's. Atahta
headquarters; (2) book, check-in and invoice inspection; (3)

cataloging. (without local authority fi.les) and OCLC file
maintenancev (4) card-set- production and mailing to individual
members, which is done by OCLC in Columbus, Ohio, with card-set
specifications Improfiles") established by CCLC; (5) book
processing consisting of accession stamping and preparation and
attachment of book pockets, cards, 'and selin labels; and (6)
interlibrary loan (ILL) location assistance.
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OM,

'

In Atlanta, a union cai'd catalog 'of CCLC-prOcessed me*ber.

holdings identifying specific,collections within each college is
used to supply call numbers and locations to potential boirowers.
this file consistsCof apprOximately. 200,000 OCLC shelflist cards
filed .alphsbotically by ,title plus *a microfiche copy of the .

shelflists of the center's six original embers. CCLC maintains .

. the shelflist card file, recording copy formation in.a grid on
the versO of each card, since their OCLC rds do pot shoir copy
numbers whicb are required for labeling. s not processed by
CCLC (less _than 20% of members' acquisitions) are not in Cava
card file. Since member holdings appeared in the'OCLC data base,
interlibrary loans to non-CCLC organizations have tripled.

C. J Finances

It

Financial support from -the Carnegie Foundation now ,

suppDOments the $2.25/volume fee which CCLC Charges for ordering
' and koCessing.- OCLC card costs are passed,to membOr llbraries

without addeO'CCLC overhead. one-time U.S. affice of Education
gAht provided CCLC with its two: OCLC terminals. Grants fot the

. purchase of books have been received by member libraries every
year since the center Segan in 19d9.. #

II. Everiences and Results

y .

!Do provide serwices with an. economy, of Scale, member
libraries. agrgea (after considerable discussion) upon standards
for multipart order formsl`purchase orders, and OCIC catalog caid
formats. The center -neither has nor anticipates having an
automated. acquisitions and accOunting system.'_Approximatelt 85%

----, of the books .are procesied *thin two week's after arriving at
CcLC. One member reports that they receive Most processed books
six to eight weeks after sending ordera to CCLC. Studies 'have
shown -that pro9essing ccists and book priceS paid to,the center

- are less than what- would be pdid :by _individual librarieg
operating independently. 'Collective action seems most-beneficial,

24for CCLC members- who send over 80% of their orders*hrtlugh the
center and acquire fewer'than 10,000 .titles per, year--.most .ok

have LC precedent cataloging. Increased purchasing power
and ecreased demands upon technical servide'staff are viewed as
major benefits of CCLC. Its most ,difficult task has been'getting
its members to cooperate and,accept standards.

. Plans

A G.E. Terminet or similar printer will soon be attached to
the OCLC-100 terminals,for printing spine labels. Certain card
file "information will be keyed into (=Ct. and holdings
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information will be edited. Use oU.r-Lie.ywill be
, improving servicys and iaiptaining existingfreos

center's Services more. attractive to present and fu
More ,book purchasing'and operating gynts will beisought. OCLP
techpOlogy Will be .applied where7er it appearsi to be cost
effective-. CCW's ILL services will be improved, beginning with
a bibliogrohy of.its memberLs' BlackMaterials. and (extending to

installation of TVD.0 or ILL terMinals in member libraries. The
center may operate a warehOuse.for infrequently u+ci materiale.

ncreased by

making the
ure members.'



FIVEASSOCIATED UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES (FAUL)

Addressi

;Telephone:.

Individual
Interviewed;

Date Information
Ob6ined:

757 Ostrom Avenue
..SyTacuse, New.York 13210

(315) 423-3021

Mr. John W. Aubrey, Coordinator of Library Systems

1976 (revised March 11, 1977)

I. Current Status

;

A. Ocganization

FAUL is a private, ipdependent, non-profit, educational
corporation which began in .1967 and is chartered as aft'

°association° in New York. Membership consistsflof /the five
institutions with the largest university libraries in central and
western New York, namely: the State University of New York,
.Einghamton; the State University of New Yorkej Buffalb; Cornell
University; the University of Rochester; and Syracuse;University.

.

The association is governed by a Board of Directors composed of
the chief academic officerS of the universities. The library
directors and academic vice-presidents or provoSt4 on the board

, have established task forces or committees to deal with important
iSsues such as Xollection 'development, public services, and
technical services. They have also appointed a coordinator and
assistant who staff the FAUL headquarters office at Syracuse.
New association members may be accepted by the board.

Several library planning groups besides FAUL.aI!ei4ctive in
New York State: the State University of New York (SUNY); twenty-
one public library systems; nine re'ference, research, and
resources (3 R's) groups consisting of -academic and public
libraries; and other library planning, educational, and
operational organizations. All five FARLJ memberS are also
members of the IR groups; two PAUL. membereare.also in SUNY (an
OCLC supplier and state acadetic library syStem). PAUL members-
are active supporters.and users of the New 'York State Educabion
Department's interlibrary loan system (NYSILL); four PAUL members
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belong to the Association of Research LibiarieS; the University
of Rochester contractS fdr Services from the Northwest Academic,
SLence. Information Center; and PAUL mealbers use the Journal
Access Service as members of the Center for Research Libraries;
MemberS of;FAUL a rticipate in .a wide variety of other

library organiza ion and activities; they contribute to the
National Union Catal,. ,d the CONSER. (Conversion of Serials)

prdject and have. irittituti?Ilal memberships. in profesSional
societies and &ooperatives.

Y. Services

FAUL coordinates the activities 9f its five autonomous
member Libraries. Rather than operating.as a library or data
service wplier, FAUL helps the five libraries work together, by
assisting! them in the planning'and development of coordinated
acquisitilpniu Shared resources; compatible computer and
communicaitions Sytems, joint research programs, and other
coOperative 'activities. FAUL presents valternatives, fosters
joint decisions when needed, and only rarely,, acts as an
operational unit.

The FAUL offfce is responsible for handling the

association's OCLC contract whereby twenty-four terminals on a
single multidrop leased line are made available to seVen
participating libraries There id no_PCLC terminal in the PAUL
office. Equipment and stems problems and questions about
cataloging are handled by LC's toll-free WATS line to Columbus,
but general contracted-level problems and complaints are handled
by PAUL.

PAUL publications include: Major Microforms in 'the Five
Associated University Libraries: A Reference Guide .and Union List
and Comparative Shelflist Measurement for FAUL Libraries.

C. Finances

The total cost of administering PAUL is evenly divided
amorig the members. Each pays its share n annua meMbership
fee. "here is no surcharge on OCLC services UL members.
Some minor revenue is generated from sales of FAUL publications.
For group fringe benefits, PAUL staff . are considered to be

Syracuse University emplOyees. The association pays Syracuse
University for rental of office facilities.

II. ,E)51.eriences and Results
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FAUL's OCLC implementation provided the members with online
shared cataloging--a major milestone. Members focui;ed on
technical services work flow improvements befOre OCLC terminals
were installed. Early delays in the delivery of ,terminals
"strained the patience" Of many staff members, as have recurring
problems 'of -slow response time and *non-uniform cataloging
quality, but PAUL is favorab impressed 'with OCLC add.maintains
a close relationship with it FAUL members logged an average of
over .11,000 fir8t time u s (FTU's) per month in the first half
of 1976. A "bladklist" o OCLC contributors whose cataloging id
unacceptable to certain AUL-participants is one solutiOn to the
cataloging quality problem. FAUL is discussing the desirability
of a separate online authority file for OCLC versus allowing that
catalog (perhaps in a somewhat modified form) to serve as its own
authority. Cornell University is a CONSER participant, whose
online ierials cataloging is funded in part by a grant from PAUL.

PAUL hash held numerous meetings in the 1973-76 period: the
annual presidents'Ineetings, a variety Of directors' and business
meetings, and sessions with the CONSER project seff, the PAUL
Stantling Committees (Technical Services, User Servioes, and
Collection Devellipment), the Rules and i5recedents Subcommittee
composed of catalogers concerned with OCLC, interlibrary loan
librarians, serials librarians, and government documents
librarjans. Such functional and task force assemblies have
served to unite the members. PAUL participation in other
.organizations such as OCLC's Board of Trustees, the Council for
Computerized Library Networks, the.'Northwest Academic Science
Ihformation Center, the Center for Research Libraries (CRL), and
otherl national groupd involvethe association in New York State
and national planning.

As a C'ST-d-i-hating rather than a controlling association,
FAUL permits each member to keep its autonomy. After several
years of joint planning and OCLe participation, nembers have come
to "know and trust each other"--a _"cooperative spiiit" exists.
Executive and staff turnover in member institutions, however,
weakens a personality-dependent union.

III. Plans

The use of the OCLC serials modules by FAUL is imminent.
As bibliographic access improves, the.problem of physical access
becomes more focused. NYSILL dnd CRL activities will be
scrutinized, and PAUL will continue to plan cooperative storage
and better association-wide delivery procedures.
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I.

PAUL expects to continue as. a .planning and Coordinating
group, not %an operating organization, although its members.are
Operating lihraries. Selections ofticers wilt-. meet to 'plan'
coordinated acqUisitions. Other groups will meet to plan
resourcezsharing. Technology developed.by OCLC and 'other :data

base vendors, e.g., Syst4m Development .Corpgration, Lockheed, New
York Times Information Bank, etc., will be employed bY'FAuL if
cost effective. "Continuing education and professional
development are,of.growing concern in PAUL. ,

11-

I
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ILLINOIS LIRRARY AND INFORMATION NETWORK. (ILLINET)
OR .

ILLINET BIBLIOGRAPHIC bATA RASE SERVICE

Address:

sTesleph.one:

Individual
Interviewed:,

Date Iiifbrmatipn
Obtaineac

Illinois State Library.
N.Centennial.Building
Springfieid,Illinois 62756

*

(211) 782-3553

,

M . Hugh T. Vrooman, Manager, Systems Analysis and
Management Services, and ILLINET Bibliographic

:Data Base Service

June 22, 1976 (revised March 14, 1977)

I. Current Rtatus

. A. Organizeition

ILLINET is a statewide, multitype library network cbmposed
of loutaic, academiC, 4pecial, and =11601 libr4ries ana spec
resource centers. Tip Illinois Library System Act Of-1965
divided the state inItt eighteep egions and designated the State
Librarian as admi4i.strator of these eighteen *syStems" of 'public
libraries. Each, system is g4erned by ,X7-board of directors
numbering between five and fifteen 'persons selected from the
governing, boards of , Participating. libraries. Most tillnois

, public libraries are megabers of systems, though membership is
voluntary,'and new members must be approved by the local system's
goVerning board 'ahd 'the State Librarian.; Ntm-public libraries,
i.e., 'academic, special, and sChool libraries ore 'called
"affiliates" of the syStems, if ,they ,sign- an agreement 'to
.cooperate with the I11inoi8 State Library, (ISL) or 'a library
system. ( In 41 few systems, affiliateb serve as ex-,officio, non-
voting board members:

The Library System 4ct specifies four, libraries (Chicago
Public, the University ofIllinois at Champaign/Urbana, Southern

. Illinois University at Carbondale, and ,the II4in9is State,
Library) as "Research and Reference CenterS' to furnish back-Up(

"ft
/1 *'
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interlibrary loan (ILL) and reference service, to the eighteen
'systems and affiliates. These four centers ate reiMbursed with
state and LSCA funds for services provided to the systems. The
1'965 .Act also.enabled the State Librarian to'designate the.Johni
Crerar Library and the University of Chicago Libraryias "SpecialT
Resource Centere'of last resort.

They ILLIN Bibl ographic Data Base Servic*, managed by a
three-person syS ems staf t the State Library, provides acvess
to compoterized .-ta bas s -for' IllinoiS.libraries. Advisory
committees deiling with ys ems policy, library automation, and
other matters assist' he ISL director, who manages the ILLINET
systems staff and in turn eports to the State Librarian, who is

also the .Secretary Olt State and responsible to the Legislature.
A

B. Services

ISL's main function is to offer library services '.ti3 all
state offices, but it is also directed:by Illinois law: ay to
promote'and develop library services statewide; (2) to administer
state and federal. library granti; (3) to plan and suppOrt library
education and research; and (4) to collect and publish library
statistics. The systems staff provides OCLC service to imtvehty-
four Illinois libraries, offers .0CLC terminals at a discount
.pricer assists in establishing telephone links to OCLC, and runs
a trainieg program dealing with OCLC, ,Ang197-American Catalogil9
Rules, fitternitional Standard Bibliographic Description, and
other current library technology.

4

Each 9f the eighteerOsystems in ILLINET has a union list of
- holdings for its membersrupOn which an ILL locatinq service is

baped' Other tools at each system headquarters office include
microform copies of the Illinois Microfilm Automated cittala and
acquLbitions lists, and the University of Illinois' card eatalog
and union' list of serials. Most s"ystems have teletypes to

facilitate ILL borrowing. ReCiprobal ,borrowing is.available
within, a system to patrons with valid borrower's .cards' so they,

may byKss ILL Procedures' within their, geographic. region
' (system). INblic libraries, can adcess all ILLINET services,
while affitiates can use ILL and some neference service from
ILLINET plus other services which may be provided by.the Systems;

ILLINET is a hierarchical network with four service levels:
41) local public, academic, special, and school libraries are at

- the, lowest level; (2)' eighteen library systems serve as back-up
to the local libraries; (3) four research and reference (R & R)

centers provide back-up. OC., the isystems; and (4) tw6 special
reiource centers are the last Illinois back-up sources of ILL and
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reference service. Relquests originating at a local level are
selectively "filteredw gp the hierarchy.

. Research and reference centers (one .of which is ISL)
provide the following services through IIALINET:. :(1) access to
over 14 million volumes; (2)ILL for books, government documents,
and maps; (3) periOdicals. photocopying (first ten pages Without
charge, first twenty-five'pages free at ISL); (4). verifiCatift
and searching of special indexes; (5) priority' handling of
requests before non7network.libraries; infOrMation requests;
(7). bibliographic location-for titles not available in'ILLINET;'
($) referral to John Crerar or the.University of Chicago;-and (9)
direct access'to research and reference centert' Under. special
Circumstances. Because of its microform catalog, ISL-receives
'more requests than the other three R & R Centers.

OCLC seerice 'is not hierarchical, but informatioq taken
from the terminals enters this hierarchical flow. ISL has
installed tiinety-four OCLC terminals in sixty-seven academic
libraries, one public, and ten special libraries. As part of the
state government, ISL is permitted-to serve pmfit-making special
libraries; only state employeesl'however, have direct borrotiing
privileges at ISL. .ISL conducts OCLC liaison, trouble shooting,
and contract negotiations on behalf ofAths seventy-eight ILLINET
participants. One Illinois institution (the 641ter for Research

k Libraries) has an OCLC contract independent of ILLfNET. Three
ILLINET libraries are using the.Stanford BALLOTS system; these
.include a public library, a pharmaceutical library, and a
research library in the U.S. Energy and. Research Development
Administration. .

Besides its many library research and-planning studies, ISL
publishes a monthly journal Illinolsliibrarieer a Semimonthly
newsletter Illinois Nodes, a catalog of state publications, and
a-variety of Vaining apd informational documents for ILLINET and
other users.

C. Finances

ISL, as part of the Illinois State Government, absorbs all
the administrative expenses of ILLINET; therefore, 'no surcharge
is added to OCLC costs. The eighteen library systems are funded
by state grants-in-aid based on the formula: 70 per person in
the area served by the system plus 25 per squarg mile of the
system's territory. The) .R & R centers are funded by
appropriations from the Illinois General Assembly-7each receiving
a basid$40,000)grant for staff and materials, plus a fee per
request searched ($1.10-$1,35) and per itemlsent ($2.20). LSCA
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money has also been used to Suppo
activities of JUIN= and to'l

microfilm catalogs andrshelflists
and federal money supports Il

library service where none exist.

II. Emeriences and Results

t the research and' reference
produce and distribute certain
lfor use ad ILL tools. State
inoiss Project PLUS, providing

In 1973 and 1974, the Library Financing SubcOmmittee of the
'Illinois House Revenue Committee held hearings at which. numerous
witnesses noted: that the eighteen ILLINET library systems
"provided them with services' which local libraries could not
provide on their own.".

The total jlumber of, requests recei;ged:by the R & R7and

special resource centers during 1.974-75 was 196,869. Most of

these requests (36%) went to ISL. The:Unversity of Illinois
received 28%; Southern Illinois University at Carbondale received
15%; and Chicago Public, 20%.. The total; number ,incIudes
referrals_ among centers. , Between 85-90%\ of "the requests are
filled by library systems. R.& R centers fill between 50-.60% of
the requests received. Most unfilleorrequests were author/title
requests not owned by the R & R centers.

"

Since 'beginning its OCLC operation in 1974, "LILLITET

activity has increased to over 13,000 first time uses (FTUgs) per
month. The growing demands placed on OCLC by ILLINET and other
users have'resdlted in.slow,response tiMe and delayed initiation
of new services. ILLINET staff .expects that OCLC or-another
atility miy offer indices to Other data baseS ahd that' regional
or state bibliographic data base utilities will atise as part of
a distributed network.

IW,INET is unlike several othee library cooperatiVes since
(1) its eighteen library systems were created by,lawl'and 12) its
OCLC brcer is part of the state government. This has ledN.,to a
more orderly development of, cooperative activities within the
state. A chronicle of ILLINET' growth is contained in recent
issues pf Illinois Librarips. A"few libraries -feared governmdnt
insensitivity to their individual needs, but ILLINET is' a
"political organization" in which members are free to express
demands. 4

III. Plahs

ISL expects to have eighty OCLC terminals in sixty Illinois
1 institutions by. 1977 and 125 'terminals in seventy-five

institutions by 1978. Computer-output-microfilm (COM data from
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the Baker and Taylor BATAB system will be used on' the. Illinois
Secretary of State's Honeywell 6080 computer as. ipput to
commercially supplied (e.g./ CLSI) library minicomputar systems
in the'State Library. Remote dial-up access to other systems in
Illinois is also planned. ILLINET' expects to,be able to Offer
microfiche book catalog production , service to its 9sers,
ketroipeC'tive processipg of OCLC archivetapes will be a major
input for.the fiche catalogs,.

\
- Illinois and other state governmepts working with AT&T may..'

develop a computerized telecommunitations network' for state. use,
costing as little as twol.-thirds of the private rate:

WV'
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INDIANA COOPERATIVE LIBRARY.SERVICES
AUTHORITY (INCOLSA)

Address: 1100 West 42nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208

Telephone: (317)4926-3361

Individuals
Interviewed: Mrs. Barbara E. Markuson, Executive Director

Mrs. Janice Alexander, Network Librarian

Date Information S.

Obtained: June 23, 1976 (revised Jund 10, 1977)

' /. .Current Status

A. Organization

INCOLSA is a tax-exempt, not-for-profit municipal

corporation created as a "library services authority" under the

provisions of the Indiana Library Servicesikuthority Act of 1967.

INCOLSA is governed by a Board of Direators consisting of one

representative from each member institution (i.e., "governing

authority" in Indiana legal parlance): An eight-person Executive

Committee (consisting of INCOLSA board officers, plus three

elected directors-at-large and the'immediate paSt wesident as a

non-voting ex-officio committee member) 'take full charge of,'

manage, and conduct business of INCOLSA," except for.certeln

activities, such as the acceptance of new members, which reg9.re

fUll board approval. All libraries in Indiana may-,join INC04.9A,

including private or forrprofit institutions:, as long as public

members are in the majority. . The ,board-appointed executive
director carries on the day-to-day business of INCOLSA, 1pursuant

to authorizations granted by the Executive Committee. Board

approval, i.e., full membership vote, is needed for budget, legal

matters, policy, major contracts and purchases, and other "major"

'business actions. INCOLSA is subject to Indiana financial

regulations for public corporations, and its books and financial

forms are audited by the State Board of Accounts.

V.

The 110 INCOLSA board medbers voted not to join the Midwest

gbn LiOrary Network (MIDLNET) until,, the penefits of such



membership, become clear. Indiana University is MIDLNET!s only
Indiana member. INCOLSA maintains contact witb other library
networks through membership yin the Council, for Computerized
'Library Networks, by seminar and conference participation, and by
keeping other information channels n.
B. Services

OCLC services are managed n Indiana by INCOLSA, with
thirty-nine OCLC-l00. terminals in ration on'leased multidrop
lines from Columbus, Ohio. INcoLsA 'introduces new mesibers and
users to the OCLC system and assists with catalog card profiles
and with terminal operation. 'Users contact OCLC only- for
terminal malfunctions; INCOLSA handles all other questions and
problems dealing with the OCLC system and online \cataloging. A
terminal at INCOLSA headquarters is used for training, testing,
and input for the Indiana Union List of Serials and as a shared
terminal for cataloging by small libraries, and for demonstration
purposes. The' /NCOLSA contract with members for OCLC services
requires use of the full MARC format. Spot checks by INCOLSA
staff monitor these agreements.

Since the "majority of Indiana libraries cannot afford use
of an online network at current OCLC or c. rcial rateseu
INCOLSA has a, processing center to offer MARC s rvice and book
processing to the state's smaller libraries. The thirteen people'
staffing the CrawfOrdsville Center perform full book processing
including purchase, book preparation; cataloging, and,billing for
approximately 40,000 titles IF year.

f

INCOLSA is working to update the Indiana Union List of
Serials, possibly by OCLC-assisted conversion to machine-readable
form. A statewide union catalog of monographs is gradually being
built by OCLC participants. INCOLSA is examining formats, media,

-and techniques for preparing an output product frcm this growing
' data base.

In cooperation with multicounty cooperatives known as Area
Library Service Authorities (A.LSA's), INCOLSA. is planning a
continuing education program for state librarians. 'The areas of
interest are use of MARC and information storage and retrieval
techniques. Library school faculty are encouraged to attend free
or low-cost INCOLSA training sessions.

INCOLSA headquarters began a newsletter for participants to
supplement its irregular technical meMoranda and member reports,
issued when one of its five staff people or a_pember attends a
conference or workshop of general statewide interest.
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C. Finances

#

A Title I LSCA grant supported the feasibility study for a

Cooperative Bibliographic Center for indiana Libraries ( otICIL).

The first three years of INCOLSA opera ng costs 'are being unded

by another LSCA raht;!therefore, no surcharge is plfced OCLC

or Crawfordsville prices. Kellogg FoUndation . gran nd LSCA
money funded many OCLC terminal purchases. 'Indiana's Library
Services Authority Act of 1967 authorized INCOLSA' to receive

,

funds from members, federal agencies, and donors as well as to
expend`funds without appropriation and to enter contracts and
invest funds. Therefore, with board approval, INCOLSA may become
a self-supporting or fee-sUpported organization.

II. Experiences and'ResultS

Informal groups discussing academic library cooperation
worked with the Indiana State Library (which encourages multi-
type cooperation) to propese the COBICIL feasibility study which
began in October 1972; This two-year study surveyed the status
of Indiana libraries, analyzed national developments, and

recommended a plan of action leading to the creation of INCOLSA
in 1974.

*The COBICIL study pointed out.that in 1972, nearly 10% of

Indiana's 5 'million people had no access to a`iocal pubiic

. library. Almost.60% of,the hundreds of libraiians responding to

the survey were enthusiastic about the concept of a cooperative
bibliographic center. Sevicesmost desired gisace found to be

access, to- a union catalog to support nr, access to a large
catalogof current titles, and the provision of catalog cards.

The .visibility and participatory nature of the authority form of
organization were preferred to the. more stable but less

democratic state agency or the independent contractor. -Not all
libraries in the state belong to INCOLSArr-sinee a large board;
wo ld be too cumbersome. Therefore, INCOLSA's organizational
st cture may be modified,as experience is gained, although any

chan s must be approved by the Indiana State_Legislature.

1

INCOLSA sought telecommunication's line configuration advice
from three sources: OCLC, the Indiana Educational ,

Telecommunications System (IETS), and Indiana University. The

;fact that the low-cost voice-grade net of IETS and Indiana
7University were d16Pped from a federally diecounted line in the

middle cc a -budget year led INCOLSA to use the AT&T lines

suggested by OCLC. In general, users are pleased with OCLC.

INCOLSA's OCLC users averaged over 1400 first time uses (FTU's);
per month between danuary and June 1976..
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Two posi ive roles of INCOLSk are problem( solving and
improving libr

III. Plarts

INCOLSA's next'major sAtem_improvement will be an online
holdings system ,for .its union lit of serials. Bibliogiiphic.
_products prepared from OCLC archive tapes ake also planned.
INCOLSA may offer free cataloging/proledsing servicep as a
demonstration during a test .of its modified CramfordsVille
operation.

Online data bases will he suggedted. It'is hoped that. they
will be made\ available by the authority along with training in
online and batch searches. INCOLSA will not offer full -library-
-like reference services--it will in no .way.compe\te with its
members. MARC/OCLC tapes may be anal ed for overlapping
sej.ection tallies,.but no acquisition ice will be developed,

Indiana's TWX network for may gradually be replaced by
the online ILL service being de eloped by .0CLC.. INCOLSA is
planning for the eventuality. / general, INCOLSA wi/1 °shop for
its technology" rather than,..ntain an in-house systems staff.
Telecommunications standards eveloped by the Ligrary = of
Congres.s, OCLC, etc., will be endorsed and implemented if ..

feasible and cost effective for Indiana.

INCOLSA adopts a .dtringent colt approach to eiisting ,and
planned :services, since its budget is low and no state aid is
mavailableto it as yet.

,



Telephone:

IndivLdual
Idterviewed:

DdlInformation
Obtained:

MIDWEST REGrON LIERARY.NETWORK mumerv,

University of Wisconsin--Green Bay
, 2420 Nicgd.et.Drive
/ Green Bay, Wisponsih- 54302

(414) 465-2750

4
Mr.j. John Metl, Executive.Director 4

, June 24, 1976 (revised March 17, 1977)

. .

,

Current Status

'A., Organization
. - . .

, 1.' MIDLNET 'is a tax- empt, , ,not-foAirofit 4:orporation. 0

chartered iIllioois in 197 to provide library network services
and to act as a èoordinathç for library development in the
Midwest. The. MidweSt'is defineç in th MIDLNET bylaws to include
the' states of Illinois, Ind Iowa, Kansas; ., Mi,cbigen,

Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nort103akota, Opio, South Dakota,
'and 14iscpnin, wor those states as the BoipidCof Directors by
resolutioh provide." 'This governing bOaiNal Whilch met for the

first-time id October 1975, has fifteen members, Ancluding the,

directors of state library agencies, 'state networks, and'the
Assodiation of Research Libraries 1ARL) mrbers orithe libraries
eligible. for ARLmembeiship which committed $,10,000 eaah tb the
initial. operattori of MIDLNET. .

0

. Tp streamline ,decision-making,.'a Six-persOn Execqtive e '

Committee^:exercises`Ynearly ,all of the waut4ority and powei4 bli O.
.

,the Board of Directors in the management.of MiDLNET. ' These s4
.. -

people are the, president, immediate past ptesident, president-
elect, and three membets'elected by the, board. . An executive
,4irector; appointed by. the-boar Seryes as a non-voting, ex-
Officio,member"of the Executive.C. nittee and is reSpOnsible fo.r

the administrative 'affairs of M DLNET nd the execution of all
, ,

, orders'of its board. A. irechnical Committeeliasf been forMedl'to.',
,

advis board. '

.p.

A
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Legal counsel: recommended that MIDLNET be established as a
federal interstate compact tO give it the statOs and"'support
accruing from legislative action.. Expediency 'and 'the uncertainty
of legislative actiOn.led the , founders to adopt a non-profit
cotiorate organization,.which might be replaced by a Compact in.
the future. Representation in MIDLNET Is on a Atate.rather than
a wide individual library membership basis, bui the iatent is
wthat all Midwest libraries are automatically 'members' of
M1DLNET and eligible to participate in its projects and .services
as:these emerge.R. The Exec4Ave Committee is now studying peans
to expand(the membership. Midwest libraries are not required to
use MIDLNET serVices. Each state is"free to decide for itself
whether it should belong to the MtDLNET. region. or .not. The
Bibliographical Center/ for Research in Denver,,for, ex4mple, plans
to serve Kansas and South Dakota libraries, and OCLC serves many

Ohio,anip' elsewhere in the Midwest. MIDLNET, which
' now has an IRS ruling to serve for-profit libraries, does.not

plan to compete with other networks or service suppliers, but
ather to cooperate', coordinate,"and select best alternatives for
its members. MIDLNET is to build upon and Support the many local
and State 40brary cooperatives in its region.

Els
Services

During-the first few months of its existence, MIDLNET.has,
of'necessity, been concerned primariZy, with planning. .In January
1976, MIDLNET's first Invitational Symposiam was called to
discuss the fOle of local, state, and regional" networks in the
emerging national network. Its first seminar of a planned series
waiv.scheduled f9r June 1976 to infOrm Midwest librariarib about
the administration and utilization of bibliographic data bases in
ibraris. .Midwesi library planning documents are being reviewed

under MIDLNET auspices: Means.or assistihg area' libraried in'
.,obtaPling OCLC and' lather bibliographic.data serviced ate being ,

cleveloped.4 A Midwest serials holdings data base proposal
being> drafted. A pilot mode link' of Midwest libraries to the

,

Unrversity of Chicago data system has been proposed to the Board
of Directors. y \

MIDLNET- has aldocontacted the telephone compatly end state,
adminfetrators seeking'rulings .favoring libraries, such.- as a
°Wisconsin ruling giviag' public access to low-cost DAIN fines-and'
an Indiana ruling requiring,that .private colleges receive the

, same rates and'access to services as public institutions. These
bd'used a.s pretedents in requesting 16w-cost phone

'rates fOr libraries in every state'in the region.

'.3
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Because MIDLNET is less than a year old, its major services
are still being planned; however, as of this-date the OCLC users
group in Iowa and Missouri is operational. Also a group of
libraries is using the Bibliogra'Phic Retrieval §erVices' data
bases through MIDLNET. This service was based on the results of
a seminar for its pembers on the use of Sibliographic data bases,
Finally, MIDLNErZhas obtained a grant from the Council on Library-
Resources to find a technical adviser, and it has a-r
representative on the Council for Computerized Library Networks
and the LC Network Advisory.Group.

FinancesC.

Academic"and other libraries funded a study, to determine
how IDLNET should be organized. The costs of MIDLNET's staff
for it$ fiest thr'ee irears of operation are being funded by
initial $10,000 membership or "sponsord ip" fvs from malot -

'resourcistlibraries,.stAtellibraries, and .ate networks in the
region.. AnnUal, dues miwr also be a edsed if the,Boar0 of
Directors so chooses. After the initial three-year period (or
earlier .if possiblec service fees and fe eral funddare expected
to support MIDLNET.

II. pcperiences and Results

In 1970 the Council of Wisconsin Librarians (COWL) which
established the Wisconsin ILL Service (WILS) found that,projects
'they wished tajmplement required interstate support. Interstate
meetings were called'in 1972 and 1973, and a stOdy to determine
'the .Organization of MIDLNET was proposed. Libraries and library
groups contributed $37,500'from their own. budgets to support this
study', Which was carried all ,under the auspices of the CoMmittee

1 on Institutional Cooperatidn. CIC" is comprised of the chief
academic officers of the Big Ten Universities and the University
of Chicago'. Study d in the nal report,-;which
was idsued in 197 includeegal, or ational, managerial,
'and budseting factors, apd reasons for and against MIDLNET.
Incorporation nd 'start-up followed in accordance with this
study's recorpm ndations.

b

Unlik networks Created to broker OCLC services,
plans.to ill in the gaps" in the Midwest where onitne' shared
catalogin is needed and to build on existing OCLC services.
Pótenti members' ,initial reaction to MIDLNET has. been
,favora e; however, One area library, losing a major internal
rese ch and development capability, reacited somewhat negatively,.
and theee is, skepticism about the politics Of achieving netwOrk-
wi truSt and cooperatiOn: Some Midwest libraries order

k.1.0
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544.

unsorted computer-produced catalog cards, si.nce ,they, prefer to

check each card for completeness before sorting them manually,and
filtng them. They do not trust their processing service CT its
sorting program.

III. Plans

MIDLNET intends to meet t least the following five
objectives" specified in its t 1975 Progress. Report to the
Library. Community.

Reduce per-unit costs of library operations and Services.

MIDLNET 'will provide an online catalog service with
holdings. data based on a centralized computerized .bibliographic
.4ats. base.. which i$ designbd. to;intelOace witb library functlAs
such as or'tNring, checkin,- .process oon'trol, and circulation.
OCLO Services will be offered on aminterim basis. Regional
testing of the University of Chicago cmline.system ,is .imminent.
MIDLNET will, also be concerned with regional and national system
integration.

4

MIDLNET will lower communication costs with improved
interfacing, bulk \purchase's, shared facilities, and some

redesign. MIDLNET concentrAtors are being bonsideced. Dial-up'

access to OCLC and other data bases will be encouraged for low-
use sites.

MIDLNET\will act as a focal Roint for sharing' computer
expertise and 'developments .among Midwest libraries and will
provide them with authority' file services by linking direcly into
LC.

,

B., Provide rapid and efficient access to and delivery of

Midwest library resources (dearly 200 million volumes) to
users.

MIDLNET will ^coordinat,e Midwest 'seril union lists.

rojects, provide, access tft or . infordation about data base
, ervices, of>interest to ?idwest users, provide selective
dissemination of informat n .(sm). serviceS, develop -a

coordinated interstate interlibrary loan/location and delivery.
. .

system, and' improve^ accgss to state and 'local documents by ;

promoting input and:access 1P'standards for these materials. A

group is being formed to take adtradtage of subsftiption,service
..7. discounts. .

.1,
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C. Coordinate and improve library planning and research and
development in the Midweet.

%a MIDLNET will ' provide
4

the meanS for sharing library
, expertise and encouraging free exchange of planning, funding, and
technical ideas. Regional research ,and'development and grant
seeking will be encouraged. '-Central coordination of regional

. research and development at MIDLNET. could address the problems of
small institutionsl A MIDLNET training program may result from
-this activity. The technical staff at MIDLNET headquarters will
expand.

`40

D. ProvAde aa vehicle for the Midw s participation in
federal funding for regional ne rk development and a
voice for the Midwest in the eOte ing national library,
network.

E. Prditect the Midwest's library resources through a
coordinated preseivation program.

"The-long-range goal of MIDLNET is to assist eacti library
in its goal of fully meeting the informational needs of its
users." Only cost-effective plans will be implemented.

r

\
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MINNESOTA INTERLIBRARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXCHANGE
, (MINITEX)

30 Wilson Library
University of Minnesota -

Minneapolis, Minnesota 85455

(612) 316-3926

MS. Alice Wilcox, Director

July 1, 1976

Address:

Telephone:

Individual
Interviewed:,

Date Information ,

Obtained:

'1

a,

Current Status )

A. Organization

MIN1TEX is a multitype library resource-sharing program
administered by the University of Minnesota under 'contractlito.
Minnesota's Hig er Education Coordinating COmmission (CHECC).

which is dir ly responsible to the State Legislature. The
conissionja Made .up of one elected representative frail each
CongressTonal district and three at-large representatives
&ppointed by the Governor and confirmed by the State Senate.
MHECC staff* overseeing>Ois library program are ailipeicly the
MINITEX Advisory Council--i,grobp of elected representatixes from
each participating system. MHECC approval is required foe major
membership, budgetary, and po1ic4. decisions. Four staff units
report to the MINITEX director: 'Resource-Sharing, Bibliographic
Coordination (Serials and Monographs), Referenee Continuing
Education, and Office-Management. In this way, twenty-one full-
time stafc and student assistants are organized along
functional lines.

MINITEX seves-146 libraries and library consortia of all
types. Most are in Minnesota, but a.quid pro quo agreement with
the Wisconsin Interlibrar'Y System (WILS) and a contract with
North Daijota make libraries in those states eligible for MINITEX
service. t4akehead University in Cahada-also uses MINITEX, as do
many othe4.1ibraries which Stnd service reeests through the 146
primary u4 4

8 6



B. Services 7

-

Seven major services are offered:

1. Communication Network

Currently sixty-two libraries contact MINITEX
headquarcers and each other Via a TWX network eipteen use the
Minnesoa Educational Couputing Consortium's (MECC) Minnesota

'.Educltional Regional Ipteractive Time Share System (MBAITSS) DDD
TWX and- teletype terminatse'and two use facsimile. All may. use
WATS lines, regular phone service, courier, and mail. 44INITEX
staff itionieors the performance of. this network, assists with

, problems, and helps implement improvements. ,They are now working ".

to install OCLC-service in thirty libraries.

2.. Shated Resources/Document Delivery

Photocopies of interlibrary loan (ILL) items are,

offered by MINITEX Central by drawing,dn over,forty Minneapolis-
St. PL11-area libraries' plus libraries throughout Minnesota,

Wisconsin, and North ,DakotA Items not available from these
sources may be secured from the Midwest Regional Medical NetwOrk,
the cter tor Research Libriries, or thb Britiph Lending
Library. 'Delivery'usually beginstivithin forty-eight hours after
*-the receip of a request.

.t

3. Bibliographic Data Basf (MULS).

To facilitate the statewide handling' of requests for
photocopies of journal articles, MINITEX produces the Minnesota
Union List of Serials (MULS). -Mtle tiase for this list
contains over 121,000 records (inbludipg the MARC II serials) for
nearly 1!18,000 titles, which represent the plcadings of 140
Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana academic, public, end estate
agency, libraries in over two hundred. IO-CdtlanSiplut the LittI ,

Magazine 2ollection at the University of Wisconsin,.I Each
participarit has-a free subscription to MULS.

. The MARC II seriars fofrmat ls us0 for MULS,-but ilot. ,...f-

0 ell fields are completed for each record. Cfoss references tr"-
variant titles appear in both the, five-volUme printed fi.trt

,edition and in the quar'terly microfiche updates. Additions.,
cancellations,, deletions, titie 4changes, etc., are reported by

, eachNlibrary fdr t'he4uPdate fiche--Widqh suPersedes all previous
publications,.giving the user orie -place to look fori. title..

. 1.'^
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.
AULS has been used as a major start-up file,for the

CONSER (Conversion of Serials) project. OCIDC terminals at ,

MINITEX are used for CONSER input and for limited OCLC activity.

4. Information/Reference Network

.Reference questions not answerable .locally may be
transmitted by a toll-free (WATS) call to MIN1TEX. Tkie

Universitr.of Minnesota and other Twin:Cities libraries provide
back-up for MINITEX, and long distance phone calls are sometimes
plac90 to other U.S. libraries to obtain answers. Minnesota
citizens may pose their questions directly to a MINITEX reference
librarj,an during regular. working hours. Answers are either
telephsrped or mailed to the jsatton. Questions involving medical
-diagnosis and treatmen ' ,legal procedures are discouraged.
This-service also provides a opportunity for consultation amOng
librarians when searching fOr formationsisources.

11
5. Collection Development

AP

K;;71)NITEX. participating seri/als librarians make
-morIthly tonference calls to discuss 4 new subscripti4ns,
cancellations, and binding/retention problems. MINITEX also runs
a duplicate exchange program and operates a clearinghouse file of

tles*for unique and expensive sets submitted by participating
libraries. Accessions

0
lists are shared among participants.

. 6. Online Bibliographic:Searching

Several participants have access to Online data
bases. For libraries lacking equipment or staff, MINITEX staff
members will either cond4ct the search themselves or arrange 'foe
local university staff.to do so usin4, MEDLINE, the data bases of
System Development Corporation and Lockheed, or other
computerized search services.

7. Continuing Education
00

MINITEX Reference Workshop Weeli show participating
librarians how MINITEX requests are halTied, familiarize them
with the Twin Cities' *ra il? resources, which-cc:institute 75% of
Minnesota's total resoUrces, alloc4 them tO use current reference
tools Anclnding online searching, acquaint them with MINITEX
resources, and offer them a chance to discuss reference problems
with their colleagues.

The ANITEX Messenr ,serves as a newsletter' and
description of netork seli,irices and schedules. Special workshops



deal- with the International Standard Bibliographic.Descriaion,
International Standard Serial Number, MARC serials, chaptern of

the Ang2o-American Catalogin5 Rules, MARC editing, and other
current topics.

C. Fin-ances- 1 -4

A. grant frowl'ete Louis and Maud Hill FaTily Foundation and
matching state and federal LSCA Title III monies.funded a two-
year trial network demonstation, starting in 1969. This grant
paid for TWX rental and return of the borrowed materials as wall
as for-certain abler photocopy and loan costs. Since 1971, the

. laigest single contribution to MINITEX operating funds has been
MHECC state program money. The St. Paul Office of Public
Libraries in Cooperation/OOPLIC), state and federal-LSCA money,

_and the Nor Dakota State Library add further support to

MINITtX. . /

Accontract with Montana will enable M;NITEX tO produce that
state's union list of serials. A cash settlement from North
Daicbta covered costs of incorporating that,-state's serials into
the MULS data base and producing'a North DaScota union list. A
Bush Foundation grane.is peying for thirty OCLC terminals. An

LSCA grant paid for a statewide reference network pilot project. la
MULS begin when participants agreed to devote a portion of/ their

,document delivery funds to that project. MHECC and OPL C funds
continued MULS. There aie no membership fees ar service charge
burdens af present. Muth is free to members but is-sold for $350
for the hard copy first edition and $50 for microfiche updates.

-

II. Experiences and Results

1i)

The University of Minnesota iss'the only public-supported
university in a state that has pp largerivate universities, and
its library resou'rces nearly' equal the combined resources of
other higher education libraries in the state4 The University. of
Minnesota's library director proposed A two-year network project
to test the feasibility of' sharing his library's resources with
patrons of out-of-state libraries. MINITEX began 'after this test
proved that a state-supported program serving all Otizens could
be practical, economical, and free of effects detrimental to the
service'to the universitV'S,faculty and students. Multilateral
service agreements were negotiated with the state and TWin Cities
libraries and library cqoperatives. ty June 1972, sixty-five
libraries in the'state had TWX, links to MINITEX, directly or

through MERITSS. 1-
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MULS was begun as a University of Minnesota union list when
the tw0-year pilot showed that 75% of the requests were for
photocopies OU journal arqFles; hence, searching' and
verification would be simplified ,if member libraries and patrons
had access to a union list. The two-volume MULS, consisting of
the University ofJ4innesota'holdings, was.publihed in 1972. The
present five-volume first edition covering.statewide ho1digs
appeared in 1974. MULS' adherence,to MARC II and AACR led
CONSER project to acqvire the file:

In 1968 there we're approximately 20,000 ILL transact/0ns in
Minnesota. With the wide availability of MULS, MINITEX processed
.129,118 interlibrary requests .in the 1974-75 academic year,
filling 87.6% of them (84% from Minnesota resourceq. Loans
satisfied 17.2% of these; photocopies, 82.8%. The UnIgiersity A-43
Minnesota filled 79.7% of, th%se, and 20.3% were referred to a,
secondary location. Over 73% were processed 'in twenty-four
hours.

The succ of MINITEX is attributed to' several basic
policies: -(1 procedures are keOt simple, and, therefore,
inexpensive; (2 service is rapid; (3). TWX' transmission of-
requests iS encouraged (TWX is fast and results, in p'rinted
requests and responses); and (4) expeditious delivery of
materials is Alsed--mail, eGurier, or United'Parcel Service. In
1974-75, MINITEX estimated a unit 'cost* per request\ of $2.00,
Nersus the national average of $16.50 to $12.00 per transaction.
(This.is nOt for expedited. service; it does not include TWN.,
costs, free photoduplication,:Or courier'delivery.)

The continuing education program .,brings 411 group§ of
reference librarians from a particular area to ,Minneapolis for
one week. The meeting fosters communication in their Area andk

. informs the librarians of their own local resources as well as
those of the Twin Cities. Training materials are in loose-leaf
form,'and there is a requirement to return obsolete page

By adhering to cataloging, ILL, TWX,' data proces ing,' and
other national standards and by using a "vertical obi1ity "
design philosophy, MINITEX -has assured itself compatibility with
other networks and has seen its procedures used as a model for
several in-state library cooperatives aS well as for certain'
plans proposed by the Midwest Region. Library Network. ,Data
gathered from usage patterns have aided,in staff assignmen and

_cpllection development. Perhaps most importantly, long-range
icooperation has been achieved.

III. 'Plans
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The next major task planned by MINITEX is the use of OCLC
to, develop and maintain a. Minnesota cataloging data base for
monographs and eventually for non-print ma*terials. MINITEX will
assipt members in shifting from TWX to online terminals capable
Of message-switcbing, ILL, and bibliographic editing. OCLC is

the most likely vehicle. Possible future projects include the.'
capability for preservation and storage of little-uPed materials.'

in Minne'sota. The' netwOrk's commitment to existing and
developing national standards will continue to influence its

plans.

A
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NEW iNGLAND LIBteARY INFORMAT/ON NETWORK (NELINET)

"% . AND
NORTHWE§T ACADEMIC SCIENCE INFORMATION CENTER (t4ASIC)

4

Addre.ss: 40 Grove Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02081

Te;ephone: (617) 235-8071

Individuals
Interviewed: Mr. Ronald.F. Miller, Director, NELINET

Mr. WIlliam D. Mathews, Assistant Director
for Systems

M. Ruth L. Tighe, Assistant,Director for
Field Operatlons

Dr. Alan D. Ferguson, Executive.Director,
New England Board of Higher Education

ibb

7

I. Current Status

NELINET is a cooperative library, netWork now "brokering*
services from the Ohio, College Library Center to fAfty-fourA
.libraries in the siew England states. NASIC "is a multi-

, institutional Cooperative oilerating a computer-based
bibliographic eearching capacity to serve cademic institutiOns
and,their reSearch constituencies.in he Northwest (i.e., the New
England stateA plus New -York, New Jersey, Pennsylvaniayand
Delaware). Both NELINET and NASIC are progrilms of the New
England--Board of Higher Education (NEBHE) wkicH was, established ciw.

in I955-under ilTraegis of the six-state; New England Higher
Education 'Compact. &ELINET is staffed by six full-time

, employees, NASIC by fodr.

Besides managiqg the day-to-day activitiesof NELINET, Ats
director has overall responSibility for planning and
administering the program, including contract negotiations and
'liaison with OCLC. The director is accountable tb (and sivves as
an ex-officio membe of) an Executive Committee composed of
twelve members elected from the membership ;by the Membership
Council. The Executive Committee represenA themembership in
Setting priokities, developing policy, and -establishing
membership .criterp and .fees.. The Membership Couricil, coMposed
pf the directors of each member .10rary, meets. twice ytarly tq
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elect the EXecutive *Committee and approve key policy
recommendations. Other committees include the Finanee Committee,
cataloging 4nd interlibrary loan committees, and member task
groups.

Reg4lar NELINET membership fs °available to any New England
organization (profit or non-profit) that agrees to the terms -of

a'membership agreement. Most mekbers are academic libraries, but
public and-spegial libraries and Choice magazine are also members

, of NELINET. Affiliate members include the 'Five Associated
University Libraries/ the Washington (D.C.) Ccnsortium of

, Libraries, the University .of Quebec, the Pittsburgh Regional.
Library Center,'the State University of New York,:the Systems
AnalYsis and Data' Processing Office of -the New York PUblic .

Library, the Cooperative.College Library Center, and the City
UniversitY of New York.

B. Services

/SELINET's 'mission is to facilitate the sharing of library
and/information resources ari'd services for the people of New
England by: developing and operating' ai New England- library
network capable of serving as a node in an evolving national

s rtutiohs in the development'of
bibliographic, and network; cooperating , wi

, consortia, agencies, and
th

services and resources to which a computer network might
contribute; and encouraginq other activities Alli.ch enhance,
regonal and, national library ,and information resources and ,

services."

In keeping with this directive, NELINET has an,agreement
with OCLC whereby the fifty-four NELINET members may use OCLC
services as individual userl, as shared-t6rminal users, or as ai
consortium.. Terminals aid members in catiloging, prdering card
sets, finding interlibrary, loan focations, and verifying
acquisitions or reference requests. NELINET member libraries
receive individual assistance in defining their OCLC
requirements,%staff training, cafalog Card proAtle generationk
.and day-to-daY problem solving. Arrangements for terminal
purchase aqp installation, maintenance service contracts,
coordinated !centralized billing, and monitoring of service are .
also provided. Workshops, seminars, meetings,, and informal
newsletters supplemen5,inktial training and keep users abreast of
new developments.' ilkembers also receive a monthly newsletter
Channel, monthly system- statistics, . minutes of Executive
Committee meetings, the NELINET Manual of- Orgipizaidn and
Polic'es, an annual report, and other special reports. NELINET
repres nts usee inter4sts regionally and nationally by

1/4
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interacting with such groups as the-New England ,Library Board,
the New England Library Association, the National Commissio6 on
Libraries and Information Science, the CounCil for Computerized
Library Networks, and others.

Computer professionals ) on. NELINEt' staff develop new
services for members on the,NELINET computer system and assist_.)
members in the evaluation,and"use of computer-related technologyi

NASD°. services include asSisting universitie's in
establishing local online search services and offering a NASIC
Central SearCh Service to inquirers in' small 'academic
institutions or others who lack their own terminals.
Insiallation aid includes. equipment installation, user trainfng,
intATace with data bace suppliers, and promotional aid. :Central
Service provides to distant users the skills of a wIc., librarian)
in gue structuring and interactiye search by mail or telephone.
Such.a user mal*call NASIC and speak with a librariv .throughout
the execution of a 'search- of the -data.bases frOm Lockheed,
Systems Development Corporation, tild others, which iS conducted
at NASIC.oul NASICO terminal by the NASIC.librarian.

.C. Finandes
;

1
, ....

...t Qrants"from the CoUncil on Libtarx ResobrCes and the'.U.:S.
afice of:,E41.14ion funded early development work aimed at,

.

automated card production and a NELINET online- network.
Membership assessments now . cover essen lally all_ NELpET
operations. A ode-time fee plu recurin érship and japer-
item charges, account for NELIEdrf 0 revenue.. NASIC is.supported
with funds erom the Office of cience"InfOrmation Services of the
ational Science Foundation, and with fees for training and for

computer time and offline printing.

le%
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Address:

. OHIO coultai LIBRARY CENTER (OCLC)

1125 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 432

Telepho ,(614) 486-3361

tndividuals
Interviewed:

Date Information
:Obtained:

Mr. Stuart Debenham, Assistant Executive Director
24r. James Barrentine, AsSIstant Director,

..,Research and Development-

july 16/ 1476 (revised .May 26, 1977)

I. , Current Status
1

A. Organization

'OCLC is a not-fOr-profit corporation chartered by tbe State
.of Ohio, in 1967 and. Ow providing ionline union .catalog
information, shared- cataloging, .and* catalog prodUction
nationwide. The creation.of OCLC culminated work begun iri the
-1950's by the century+old Ohio .Collegef, .Association whereby
presidents of Ohio colleges and Universities planned to increase
availability ,of academic library resources throughout the state
and.to slow the rate of increase of library expendttures'
Initially Members of OCLC were Ohio academic institutions. Earli,

in 1973 memberS voied to change the charter to admaHpublicand
other non-academic 'Ohio .libraries classed as tax-exempt1/4 by
Sectibn 501(c)(3)' of the Internal Revenue Code.. A nine-member
Board of Trustees electePtol.staggered three-year terms.from the
designated representatives of the hearly 'eighty Ohio member'
institutions is responsible.forogoverning.00LC. Over one hundred
sixty OCLC employees report th'tough an associate director to an
executive- director, who respori4ib1e to the board for'all
center activities. 'Recently reorganized, OCLC's major divisions

. are: Library . Systems, Research fi Development, Co4uter
Facilities, and Administration and Finance.

Illiarch 1973, OCLC members voted to extend services
outside "'Ohio on a continuing basis, Although fdtmal network
agreellts with specific termination dates had been in effect
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i.
since 1972. By another amendment of .the Articles of
Incorporation, the center.expanded its-scope in 197* to ."provide
_services -and products for the behefit of libracies...and groups
of ,libraries wherever...situated." 'Thus °CDC is .zeady to serVe'
insOtutions in any state o; country and declares no "monopoly"
for providing computerized library procesises antOoducts in Ohio
oi elsewh e.

OCLC an serve forrprpfit institutions in Ohio only if the
service represents a very small fraction of the center's total ,

bkisiness.

A Study to extend the gover9ance of OCLC outside Ohio is
underway. Seven network direators representing many states are
regular observers at .00IC board meetings. ,The executive director
is authorized to accept new individual library participants, but
new network agreements require board' approval.

. .

B.' Services

Over 1,200 terminals on forty-five multidrop phone lines
radiating out of Columbus now provide, more;than six hundred
libraries .with access to pcivs online "gnion catalog." 'This
data base of over 2..25 million records is made available on two
Xerox Sigma 9 computers operating in parallel. as dual processors,
each handling half of the users. Other computers at OCLC handle
telecoimUnications functions.

. , .

4:304=q; computer_services indludes (1) Online searChing of
monograph and serial records via withor, author/ title, and title
keys, LC card number, OCLC number, International Standard Book'
Number,. InternatiOnal Standard Serial Number, 'and CODEN; /2)
cataloging modification where.records displayed froM the data
base may be made more timely or complete, corrected, or modified!

, to meet local- needs; (3) original cataloging where "new",
cataloging records may.be created from an existing record or al;
text may be keyed online on a'workform displayed,on the' ecreemi
T4) reclassification and conversion of catalogs -to machinei
readable form; (5) spine and book Obels produced'on a separate
printer connected to a library's OCLC-100 terminal; (6) catalog
card production at OCLC for shipment to users, where the printing
format, number .of cards,, and card sorting options are.specified
once by the user (OCLC computers now print over dhe million cards
per week;. (7)accession lists pripted in unlined white paper_for

eeqtntly and sorted by holding library, call numbers, or

mamult' ith sters, -Vhich can be ordered semimonthly or less
fr

principal topical .subject -heading; \(S),OCLC MARC subscription
service, wlhich provides libraries and Retworks with OCLC records
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in the MARC communications format on a weekly or less frequent ':

basis (OCLC does not provide software for local processing of
these taper.,

"OCLC works with networks and individual libraries
contracting fox itt services. .WorkshOps, memoranda, the. OCLC
Newsletter, news releasesl'journal articles, and presentations at
conferences are among OCLC's major information-outlets. Toll-

ee WATS ines at OCI,C facilitate reporting of malfurictions to
the center. A vendor contract provicles .terminal maintenance
thrOughout t e United States, witb,the exception of one network,
AMIGOS, w ich provides its own mainlienance services.
Participants pay OCLC a maintenance fee., With New installations.,1
OCLC staff plans CT assists in *planning the telecommunications
configurations. They Also 'conduct or assist negotiations for

?"equipment delivery and/ installaticin and check all equipment
-befo.re turning it over to user libraries.- Assistance in cara
profifing and system utilizatiOn is offered to all users. OCLO,
staff monitors error reports, informing the offending librapr c1
its mistakes and'correCting the records as required. System
ptatistics and special b4Vings are distributlid as needed., While
Ihibraries obtaining ocpc services via regional networks have more
direet dependence updh the interaction Mith .network staff than,
with OCLC staff, OCLC"stands ready as A bac -up for questions And
problems.-

Besides its operational functions, OCLC performs.long-range
planning and research and development regarding library
automation and library, networking. Systems testing' and
improvement as well as the déveloprment of new services are Major
activitiep at the center.,

C. Finances.
7

4

. Membership dues (75%)- pIus4 giants (25%) from the U.S.
Qfq2s0....ot--Editation; the Council on Library Resources1 and the
,National Agricu tural Library funded most of,OCLC's early, start-

, up activity. Operational coats have always been met with
customer charges. Grants cover some research and development,
being less than 2% otthe center's total budget.

The bulk of OCLC's revenues arepearned from first time uses
(FTU's), for whjich- a basic Cfiarge of $1.18 is levied. An FTU is
"the first time a library uses for catalog production a. record
already in the Online catalog that it did not input.° 'To
encouraqe contributed , data there' ill no charge fdr putting
originals cataloging into the system--qhly a charge for using for
catalog production aata the first time that it is already there.

%
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Catalog cards are now printed at. 3.90 each. _Charges for
accessions lists,,Archive tapes,' and other services make a.lessse
contribution to revenues, but as new \services are .impaemented,
the-' portion of total revenuwAttr bUtable to cataloging funds
will decline. Capitalization funds f building and equipment
are raised by borrowing from banks an other lenderp The-Board
of-Trustees voted to add 100 to thebase'FTU charge 60 educe an
initial shortage of working capital. \

- Research and development grants as well as earned revenue.r
enable OCLC to improve and expand over the years. For example,
recently, altieK. Kellogg Foundation grant was.received to,deyelop
a mechanism o give users access to/other. online information
retrieval systems from an OCLC terminal. A recent-dtate Li4pary
of Ohio grant will enable ,OCLC -to perform, 1. retrospective
conversion to machine-readable form of the grantor's Catalog and
the catalogs of seven major Ohio public libraries.

II. Emeriences and Results

Since the online unionicatalog and shared cattioging system
became operational with Ohio/University in. 'August 197.L OCLC's
growth "has been rapid-7first..throughOutOhio, CIO:nationwide.
Technicalf, economic, Imlitical/pOchological' :growth 'has
'Accompanied and.enabled the quantitative growth. 4.chronicle'ot

...00LC's eXpetiences.is contained *n the center's newsletter and.
.annual reports. Opinion's andrvactions to,OCLC,in.the7library
literature include' recent user studies by 110*itt 2/ . and
:Marku59n.2/ Certain relevant highlights' from-,, the literature
(including pax publications), plus clomments' froM 40c14 staff,

The center's early goals for sharing resources and
producing.econcmies of -scale are still valid nd .desfrable.

Partial support of research and development with outside
funding and support of operations with ser ice revenues
have beep demonstrated. Capltalization of fix d assets-was,
achievertby leasing (with options to purchil e) -and by
borrowing. Working capital is obtained frc2 retained
revenues.

Some charter members in'Ohio joined OCLC on fai h. They
contributed funds o foster development of a sy tem which
was bekng criticized. They gambled.

In the early years, achieving cooperation and c.itment %
%

were major teaks. Senior compUter systems e were



,., . .

reuctarit'.to Th,ke careers. .i.e library, agtomation.:-
'' Det6rmined efforts bY,1DCLC's stiff were gssehtial to: --

:preerve the OCLC cortcept ang -to ,ilipletent_ and 'inaintain,
cciputerized services.

-
-:

0,-
. ,,

. I. ,, ..
. f :

0
S. . A.

'A simuiation proved invaluable for refinement% of 's!isitems

design before -the online syStem was ilOented,-
Cumulative.complexities of bringing ap _the' online' system
and- offline catalog,.productioii system 4t the same tide.-- .

L .

would,bave'been over,whelmiAlg. : %
..

-
. .

Wheq the data-base contained over ohe million records, the
. ,

memipeiship created- a Peer Council'to review error reports
. and,'donault,. with libraries responstble for -. excessive.

ereors.- The-Oarge daily influx bf.records makes quality
icontrol nspection by OCLC, staff impowsible, but procedures . - .

for correcting errors detectpd by users yere iMPlemented:
-,

,

.

The need for redundant Computers to maintain reliability ,

was evident: A growing data base and growing nattionalir

dependence upon it made-security a more vital concern at
later stages than st the outsetpf peLC's 'deVelopment'work.

distributed data base may be in ogder. -.

The user manuals compiled by,the Pennsylvania.Area Li-brary)%%

Network (PAI4INETY and the AMIGOS sibliographicSouncil are
more Current than OCLC's and .areirecOmmended by, OCLO. tp
'other users.,

For OCLCior similar libragy automation centers, io continue
research, ast development, he' on-going systems. mpst

.improved an newer fanction bailed% on.existing or 'rkew

technology developed. '

40, Pioneerihs computer zed ltb ary system de;veloPers like OCLC
had 4no one to.go t , no o e's experience ta learn 'from:* '-

The CONSER (Conversion o SerialsY, project negotiationd
with'-the Council on. brary' Resources were complicated
because of the status of the CONSER file at the end of the
project and the lack "4greed Upon Practice6° to define .

the 'responsibilities of the var.ious project participants.
Evetuelly, compromise were yorked opt. 4

OCLC learned that espite careful planning., hardware
delivery and ins llation problems did :Occur, which
resulted in extra WOrk and -slipped schedules that
affected both 61e c nter and its users.

/
. n
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Location holdings data. in OCLC have resuitea in more
libraries sending inteaibrary loan requests to smaller and
closer libraries. ILL verification has been facilitated by
OCLC.

Cooperative acquisitiOn experience by omp users is .111till

OWnership of a. title in a nearby-library can
either encoUrage or discourage purchase.

The use of OCLChfOr pre-order verifihaiion of 'book orders
before .sending them .to vendors -has reduced' delays in
proCessing.

Moist users report thatAXGC, offers faster cataloging and
card production.than.does manual methods.

. .Many users report that OCLC haS allowed a .reduction in

rcatalogi* staff, , *

,

In general, OCLC users have a pos4ive attitude about the

online system. Some complain about response tine, delays
in adding LC MARC records,- cataloging quality; and
development priorities. User-oriented OCLC staff channel

4such criticisms into research* and development. For

example, a new algorithm was prepared to eliminate the
problem of deferred LC MARC recoids (MARC -recordi which
were not clearly distinguishable by the computer from
records already in the file were deferred for subsequent
manual inspection).

.No cost trends resulting from the use oi. the .1,LOCLC sYStem
are available, but A major pew objective is To reduce the
cost of cataloging. MoreA4oductive cataloging by a 'staff
with less cataloging expertise is an .immediate. result.

.0Usage of the OCLC data base.forcatalog production haibeen
'increasing. Annual percentiges'of the use of MARC records
-and records inppt by partiCipants are-given below:

Source

LC MARC II
Participating. Libraries

Year

1473 1974 ..1975

v.41.7 .50.1 61.8
.24.7, 32.0 6-. 41.8

In 1575, for example, 61.8% of the MARC II records .in

OCLC's files Were upeA by center participants while 41.8%
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4111of,the records ccntributed to qac by other libraries were
used for catalog product,ion.

\

\ Each OCLC user has access to the same services, but the
effect of OCLC on its users variee according to library,
size, classification and cataloging policies, catalog
format, organization, work place/design, and relative
effort expended to obtain V.le gpatift posaible benefit
from OCLC.

A stated value of OCLC is that it has allowed for the first ,

time the storage of a vast amount of bibliographic data in -

machine-readable form in priaparation for the next phase of
ribrary file management in which card catalogs and book
catalogs, ma o longer.be used.

III. Plans

*

A third and fo rth Sigma 9 computer Will allow OCLC to
offer ita present se vices to 2,000-2,400 termkpali. A,new front-.
end computer" acting as alnetwork supervisor will route messages
to different data bases. A standard industry telecoMmunications
protocol will be used. Other planned enhandements of the online,
catalog include a subject search capability (currently being
tested in prototypes and a mechanism for providing authority
control:

.

Other new features will intlude: \Ql) serials control
including chebk-in functions (recently tested in a pilot); (2),
claiming and binding control; (3) automated purchase order
production land acquisitions processing; (4) interlibrary loan
communications and message-switchifig; (5) remote catalog access
with local holdings, call numbers, vld cross references; (6)
online circulation control; arli (6) icataloging and card
production for nonbook materials.

e '

OCLC users and staff often discuss- the priority of
'implementing new features versus ieproving existing features.

Users and library adviiers contribute to ind ckitique,new OCLC
features.'

REFERENCES

Hewitt, Joe A. "The Impact of OCLC." American Libraries,
6: 266-275 (May 1976). #
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Address: '

11

PALINET'AND
UNION LIBRARY ATALOG OF PENNSYLVANIA

-

3420 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Telephone: (215),382-7031

Individuals
Interviewed: Mr. Robert C. Stewart, Executive Director

-Miss Janice Sherwood, Assistant Director, -

Union Library Catalog

Date InfOrmation
Obtained': June 30; 1974 (revised March. 9, 1977)

1. . Current Status

A. Organization

PALINET/U1C is a non-profit corporation chartered in

,Pennsylvania in 1936. The Union Library Catalog of Pennsylvania
(ULC) began in 1935 as a Philadelphia-area catalog. PALINET
openated informally as a subdivision of ULC to. admintster OCLC
services since December 1972 under the direction of
representatives of the first,ten ULC members to ue OCIC. As the
nuMber of OCLC participants increased, the goVernInce of.PALINET
was merged with that of ULC in September 1975, .by amending the
ULC bylaws to take advantage of ULC's status as a non-proat,
tax-exempt educational corporation. Of the approximately one

, hundred thirty PALINET/ULC members, sixty are OCLC users. Most
are located in central and eastern Pennsylvania, but-New, Jersey,

- Delaware; And Maryland linstitutions are also represented.
PALINET and the Pittsburgh .Regional Library Center have an
agreement for overlapping service in five.counties in central
Pennsylvania.

Sell Telephone' Laboratoriei og Murray Hill -and Holmdel,
N.J., became the first PALINET/ULC fiw-profit members to
participate in OCLC. PALINET fees levied upon profit and not-
for-prdkit members, are identical. The U.S. Internal Revenue
Service luled that acceptande of.a for-profit member would not
affect PALINET/UW's tax-exempt statue. Over forty for-profit
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members have used ULC for many y ars. Bell was the first to use
OCLC vii PALINET.

The.cdrpocation is goVerned by A Board of TrusteeSAb.

composed
of representatives -elected" frqm the membeFsilip, -plus two
representatives from the public .Tbe EXecutive,-
Nominating, and, -Finance -Standing Committees ar.e responsible to
the board. Special' cOmmittees.may be.formed when the board needs
concentrated attention in.particuldr areas of interest. The
executive director (a non-voting:, ex-officio member of the
Executive Committee) is:responsible for the .activities of the
six-person staff of PALINET/ULC .and serves as the-chief
administrative officer of the corporation.

B. Service's

PALINET 1.brokers" OCLC service in its area, -and ULC
provides iriterlibrary loan location and verifiEAtion service;

impleMentation assistance includes the scheduling of
equipment installation, cArd-set profile preparation, initial
training, and documentation. Several hunoUed, copies of PALINET's
Manual for Operation of the OCLC-l00 Terminal and the OCLC System--I--
have been sold nationwide.

.Liaison, troubleithooting, and contract negotiations on
behalf of 'both prfiazy and secondary users are conducted by
PALINET staff. Primary 'Users are institutions .which assume
financial responsibility for, OCLC terminals and communicationm
costs. Secondary users sign an agreement whereby they pay
PALINET for training, card profiling, and administrative
assistance plus all incurred OCLC *costs, and pay a primary user
for terminal and telecommunication use.

A staff of .two maintains the ULC and offers loCation
referral services based primarily (Upon the ULC. Located at the

i

iUnvAsity of Pennsylvania, the UTZ staff drails upon a variety of
unaon catalogs, national bibliographies, thand ,oer reference,./ works for item location and bibliographic) ve4ficatiop. Its
recently produced microfilm edition contains over four million
entries with locations in more than 200, libraries. This edition
is-for. sale in the PALINET/ULC region and enables institutions to
do their own location searching.

.

. .
.

Besides its OCLC training materiAls, the corporation issues
%memoranda to its" users and emembers.and publishes a quarterly
newsletter PALINET and Union Library Catalipg of Pennsylvania
News. . .

tAl
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Finances (

The ULC was started as a Depression-era WPA project An
LSCA Title, III grant funded certain PALINET start-up and
operating activities. LSCA Title I,grants funded some operating_
costs Of district library centers in Pennsylvania" and .thp
purchase of OCLC terminals.for pubLic and academic libraries. .

4

4
4!

Each PALINET user pays annual And monthly administrative
tfees assessed equally fof all memberS to cover the administrative
costs of PALINET. There is no PALINET surcharge on OCLC or AlsT
services.. ULC users pay an annual fee.entitling _them to ,fifty-
searches, plus_ a per search fee for all location searches in
exdess of fifty. ,

; 252',±5,1engss and Results

PALINET users (many with fOur, years of Ol(LC experience)
have; become accustomed to -the benefits and problems of online
t4bliographid.files. Complaints have been made regarding dow-
time, slow response, duplidation of records, apparently excessive
numbers of deferred records, and lack of authoritt conirol. OCLC
is working to alleviate these and Other problems reported by
PALINET and other users. Users .are pleased with PALIN7 training
materials and comparatively low-cost service. Small ibraries,
however, since they' are unable to' afford access t OICLC, have'

been slow to participate as secondary users ot coope ative users
(w4ich ntails traveling to a primary us s terminal
installation for access to OCLC). Lack of voting pwer at OCLC
meetings,is partially cOmpensated by PALINET's obse er'status at.

OCLC. PALaNET woUld like more details about'OCLC's priorities
and operations..

During its fortieth year, ULC handled 15,1,35 inquirries,

representing 47,652 iteMs searched. Requests were distributedjiF
folldws: 'w

4

1110.,
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Source No.. of Ines in 1974-75

Adademic libraries
Public libraries
Special libraries
Government libraries
Organizations without 1ibrari4's
Individuals
Cooperating union catalogs

Total

9;326
2,188
1,928
11,107

81
71
34

.

15,135

A decline from -18,175 inquiries for 55,513 items in the
1973-74.year can be attributed'to three factors: (1) telephoAe
service to individuals was disCOntinued in June 1974 when calls
were.restricted to librarids; (2) the Pittsbuigh Regional Library
Center (PRLC) has handled'ail requests froM acadeMic and public'
libraries in western Pennsylvania since January 1975, usimg a
microfilm copy of ULC's holdings; (3),OCLC terminals are being
used more.for ILL location searching (8,462 titles were searched,
yiell,,Ing 6,518 locations in.ULC's seriice region).

,..

E

om

xpansion of PALINET and PRLC in Pennsylvania caused the
Accessions reported to,UIC to drop to 195,557 fr 2631175 the
previous year. Fu thermorertUI4 ceased adding accessions to its
card file in December 1975, upon completion'of the. microfilming
of .the catalog, In the future, libraries Will forward locations
to the NIX or enter them on OCiC terminals. Accession! cards
'from 1970 through 1975 will be microfilmed as a sUpplement tO the
first microfilm edition. of`the catalog. Location service from ,

the closed ULC will continue.
..)

PALINET's primary future objective is expansion 9f xxic
participation and 'iervi es in its region. PALINET is not
planning,to install A loca n tfator in the'near future, 'but
instead _would expand from f ur to five or, more lines from
,ColuMbust since the dist de an resulting telephone line costs
are perhaps not great e to warrant a Philadelphia computer
'centerOPALINET members must be convinced of the. technical and
economic poundness a4'd the potential system-wide benefit before
new, ideas are iMplemented.

Coocerative storage is one, area of interest; however,
copperativ retention seems preferable to maintaining a separate

.'storage facility. PALINETATLC has ano considered brokering data
base. services,.but initiation of this service will depend on
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membership demand .5n4 additional staffing. Corporate membpr-s
have expressed interest in,Tymshare adoess 0$ OCLCI.
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PITTSBURGH REGIONAL- LIBRARY cztrriR PRLC)

Address: Beatty Hall, Chatham:College
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15232

Telephone: (412),441-6409 4/1b

Interviewed: Mr. Stephen B. Folts, Executive Director

bate Information
Obtained: , June 29, 1976 (revised March 7, 1977)

I. Current Status

A. Organization

symie is a consortium of libraries organized in 1961 and
chartered as a non-profit Pennsylvania corporation to promote.
cooperative activities among public and prtvate libraries within
a two hundred-mile radius of Pittsburghextending into.Ohio,
West Virginia, New York, and 'Ontario, Canada, Other library
groups serving- parts of this area include:, the Ohio College
Library Center, the Midwest Region Ldbrary Network, the
University of, Toronto Library Automation ,Systems, the-State
Unfverity Of New York, the Pennsyqvania Area Library Network, the
Southeastern Library Network,. the Mid-Atlantic Region Librar
Network, and the Maryland Library denter for Automat
Processing. Most PRLC members ire organizations from , western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

The center is govimned4* a Board of Trustees consisting of
.two appointees from each of the thirty-six member institutions (a
head, librarian or senior librery staff member, plus .

administrator or professor).. The executive director of PRLC is
responsible for the activities of the three and one-half full-
time staff members of the center and reports to the five elected
officers of.the board known, as the "Executive Council." Standing
committees on research and development, budget and finance,
public relations, and membership 'are complemented by ad hoc
committees dealing with interlibrary loane visual materials; the

- Ohio College Library Center, d unioh list of aerials,
undergraduate borroodring, and othertopics.

a
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I. Services

Thirty-three member libraries uselbthe OCLC .services

.1'brokerod" by PRLC. PRLC's training stet intro6ces new saakbers
to the ocw system and asSists with preparation of catalog card
profiles and with terminal operation. Liaision, trouble shooting, \
and contract neTgotiations on behalf of members are also conducted
by center staff.

Since 1974, the center -has operated a Clearinghouse for

1110PY

Interlibrary Loan. A PRIC staff librari n at the Carnegie .

Library of Pittsburgh, using a microfilm of the Union
,

-
Library Catalog of Pennsylvania, the Pittsburgh Regional Union

. +List of Periodicals, an OCLC temminal, the NationzO, UnionCatalog
nd the Register of Additional Locations; and other tools,

provides location and some verification Assistence to member
libraries. PRIZ's members also have unique collections in areas

such as steel ind coal.

pRLC publications include:

a Pittsburgh Regional Union List of Periodicals, 1973.

Major Microform List, 1973 *(iiorator= holdings of

eight mix members)

NewspaRer Directory, 19/6 (PRLC'members' holdings)

Expensive Items List.(mambers' purchases costing overA

$100)

,

-Western Pennsylvania Resources Riastax, 1975
(indexed description of services offred by all
libraries in an eleven-county oirea, .plus all PRIC
members)

14/
Career Direction Bibliography, 1974.

Report, 1975-760 19/7.

PRLC Newsletter. (bimon'thly).

4

9 The Monthly Catalog: , Your Era to. U.S. Government
Publications, 1976 (slides, audiotape, and script,
module)

C. Finances #
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Annual melbership dues, publication sales, plus a surOhargel '

on OCLC-produced catalog cards (firit time useh or FTUs are free
ot surcharge) support PRLC. 'Grants frowthe Eillman. Foundation .

enabled the center tR establish and operate the.interlibraryqoan
clearinghouse and to conduct'a pilot proiect to reduce periodical
budgets- LSCA funds from the Pennsylvania State Library aided

.payment for installation and operation of OCLC terminals in
&strict .library centers (i.e., Pennsylvania public library
cooperatives) and in academic libraries. .Another LSCA grant was
for microfilming card catalogs of eight research libraries in
western Pennsylvania. If nerviCes offered'under a grant are more
costly than grant monies allow, an overhead assessment to members
may be addi by PRLC.

On a limited, cost-reimbursable basis, non-members
obtain certain PRLC services.

olf
.rI..-tXperiences and Results

may.

I

As an early OCLC participant (the first Spiras OCLC
terminal was installed at the University' of Pittsburgh .in
September 1971), PRLC has seen the technical and pOlitical
problems of an emerging interstate network. Conversion of the
Pittsburgh Regional.Union List of Serials (naintained in Card
form since the 1920s) to iliaane-readable-form'began in 1973 and;
required three years .Of effort by loCal universities, ocx,c',

, others before being put online. Users complain aboUt:response
time,,terminal Maintenance delaysr.and the PRLC surcharge and'
dues. Most hpve learned to expect.down-time, esPecially when new
soft4are or \hardware is being. instilled. A few want tO edit
Online catalog records extensively and are, therefore,' perhaps
Mot' tieing the full potential of OCLC. The.opline citalog is
replacing a presUmabiy More costly exchange. of author cards among
-Carnegie Mellon University, the Carnegie LibriTrof Pittsburgh,
and the University of.Pittsburgh.

1Since all contributors to' PRLC's union list do not have
OCLC terminals, serials cataloging is still sent to the center 4n
fthe.form 'of cards, worksheets, tapes, marked printed lists, and
OCLC input.

PRLC has had no need to maintain a technical staff,-
choosing instead to adopt OCLC technology and to contract for
other assistance. The center has an affiliate membership in the
New England iLibrary Information Network, primarily for
informational purposes, ahd wts a.charter member of the Council
for Computerized Library Networks.



qeskafi's,providing its members with OCij.7- technology and
other cooperative serviceS aimed at achieving an econack of
scale,'PRX,C has become a,place where people can discuss commOn/.

problems, overcome their geographic:dispersion, mike professional
ontacts,44And form resource-sharing cooperativeSi;

In 1476, PRLC libraries avermged over-.14,000 FTU's per
th on the OCLC system. In, nineteen moriths of opOiration,

PRLC's ,Clearinghouse for Interlibrary Loaniséarched over 12,000
location requests,for member libraries, most being transiitted by
teletype. Quring the first half ig 1976, public libraries 'sent
between .74-81% :of the interlibrary.loan (ILL) requests; 1.7-25%
were from academic libraries, .Arid about '1% 7Were from special
libraries. In February 1976/ publilibrary members sent 54% of
their-ILL requests first to the PRLC,.clmaringhouse; rspecial
libraries sent 30%. Of the 2,089 /LL, requests sent out in
February by member libraries, 844 (44%) were, first sent to the
clearinghouse for location information 152 ,(17%) not sent first
to the clearinghouse were found on ; and 326 (16%) were found

4'in the National Union Catalog.

III. Plans-r-
An experimental mini:Computer Vstom for Circulation,

acquisitions, and ILL being built by the University, of
Pittsburgh's Graduate Librafy .School .and several western
Pennsylvania libraries 'My be ,installed,to redge OC1C
telecOmmunicationU costs. Regional message-switching is not °

being considered by the denter at present. Increased online
updating of the PRLC union list of slrials via, pc1.4 is being

encouraged. The center will ,,usek techni-cal and procedural
innovations of -other library developers whenever they are
demongtrably, cost effective. 4t
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I Address:

Telephone:

Individuals
Interviewed: JameS B. Skipper, President

.

John F. Knapp, Vice PrIrsident for Systems
Peter S. Graham, Seni Systems Analyst

,RESEARCH LIBRARIES GROUP (RLG)

4$ South Hain Street
Branfórd Connecticut 06405

(203) 481-0369

. . '

Date"Information-
Obtained: June 24, 1976 (revised;March 8 1977)

1. '
Current status

' A. Organization

The Research Libraries Group is a coneortiu comprising the
libraries of Columbia, Harvard, and Yale Universities and the
Research Libraries of the New York Public Library. The intent of
the consortium is to establieh shdred access among the four
institutions' holdings of 26.5 million volumes, The individual-
libraries in the consortiUm had concluded that the cost-to-
service ratio was pot 'going to decrease as 'the libraries
continyed their growth, and an alternative needed to be explored.
In addition' to.sharing, existing resources, there is a desire to
'develop methods of eliminating unneeded 'duplication An

0
acquisitions. -

Research Libraries Group is a non-profit corporation
support by its memberk. In addition to a.-small headquartersd
plannilg and coordin4tion staff, it draws upon the staff of the
memberlibraries to support technical 'study and design work.
There are several committees' and subcommittees which'are assigned
design and review tasks. In" addition, these committiees make use
pf outside consultants in specialized areas.

B. Services

RLG hts imple'Mented its.shared riesources program under the'
managemeht of the Bibliographic Center -located in the`Yale



.-

library. Policy -statemen'ts assuring reciprocal, access to
collections have been drafted nd approved by all members. The
collection development program has been started to *ovide the
opportunity for reducing unhecessary duplication in acquisitiond
,through cooperative purchasing.. . .

The systems staff and related committees are engaged in
planning for the Rip bibliographic processing system, Which
insofar as possible; will be built on the transfer and adaptation '

of an existing computer-based library system.

. C. - Finances 2)

One source of funds &L. RLG are. m(amber assessments. A
second source: is from government or foundation-sponsored,grants
for research and development. The operating costs of RLG
programs must be paid by memberi on a cost-effecttve basis.

. 11. r\Experiendes and Results
r

The results of RLG'activiWso far.have produced agreement
on standards, specifications, design, and.technical proposals.
These activities of the working committees -are well documented
and form the base for all future technical-activity.

:One result 'is hat the members have agreed to modify-any
local -cataloging proc ures to use a single 'comprehensive
p&b/iographic system based on national standards. To this end,
one member. (Harvard) changed its-procedures to use dre cataloging .

standardst One.telated study, partially complete, will determine
the differences in practice between the four members, -A second
stody, performed by RLG's Bibliographic Processes and -Control
Committee, is complete and documents the design requirements of
the 'RLG bibliographic system.

A major achievement was the sepuring of funding for an
experimental projeceto connect an RLG member's computer (located
at the, New York Public Library) to the LC computer forpurposes
of bibliographic' data searching and transmission. Several
studies were completed which were required 'to, support the
proposal activity. This project is underway and promises to have
significant implications in the distribution of catalog data in
a national network. In- connection with this project, a terminal
configuration has been specified and procurem4nt initiated.

Another activity is the reviews of the lexisting
bibliographic flystems in operation as candidates for adoption by
RLG in identical or modifiea form.
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III. Plans

Most of R/sG's .1.ctivities at this point involve the planning
and overall design to support_ the development Operation of a
service system for its members. %re the first Priority of the,
RXJG developient is the cataloging systems the next may be a
Processing system.

_

1

The final ares of. planning A.s -assocAated w4th. RLG's
interest in tfie national bibliographic system. RLG 'has expressed'
an interest in cohtributing'inpUt t6,the-naMonal systOm: in .the
fprii, of requirements,: suggested techntd4 approicheso' and,
cataloging input. To this end, the Vichnidal staff of,RLG is
eager and milling to .hold conferencis with LC and others to work
On whatever needs to be done to achieve an agieed-upcm,
ecohomical national system4,

S.
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Addeess:

4

SOUTHEASTEaN LIBRARY,NETWORR (SOLINET)

-615 Peachtree Streeti,NE
Suite 410

Atlanta, Georgia .30308

Telephone: (404) 875-0745

Individuals
Interviewed: mr. Charles H, Stevens, Executive Director

Mr.41enry Howell, Technical Director'
Mr. Randall Ctavey, Technical Coordinator

Date Information
Obtained: June 16, 1976 (revised March 5, 1977)

Cutrent Statui

A. Organization

SOLINET is a ten-state library resotirce-sharing cooperative
now 'brokering" ocloq services to. more than one .hundred fifty
libraries in the South: SOLINET is a non-profit, tax-exempt
corporation of Louisiana, certified to do business 'in Ge4gia,
staffed by fifteen people, and governed by,its Board of Directors
which_consists of nine voting members elected by the memberthip,
and SOLINET4s executivedirector as an ex-offiaio, non-voting ,

board member. Not-for-profit organizations in SOLINET territory'
may be, elected to membership by the Board of pirectors.
Libraries ,in the South need not join SOLINET. For example, the
Cooperative College Library Center in Atlanta is hn OCLC
affilitte: a Louisiana library uses'AMIGOS: andAlaballa library

. -uses BALLOTS': and a Tennessee meclical library is linked directly
to OCLC.

B. Services

SOLINET helps to provide bibliographic access in the South .

by focusing its main effort on shared cataloging services which
it now provias through a contract wi:th OCLC. Over two hundred
sixty terminals are -used by SOLINET members for cataloging,

\ordering card sets, determining potential-lenders of interlibrary
loan materials, and for irerifying bibliographic data needed in

V
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reference or abquisitions. work. SOLINET's _training staff
introduces new members to the OCLC system dnd assists., with the
preparation of catalog caq-profiles,and with terminal operation.
Regional meetings are held to facilitate training and problem
solving. SOLINET issues manuals, memoranda,\, and an . irregular
newslettter ($olin s) to informr members abOut operating

----t
proceares, user-or ented technigai details, and other important
'ftems. The SOLI staff also handles liaison arid negotiations
with OCLC and other networks and serVice suppliers. Terminal
users with questions or .problems contact Atlanta for advice.
Only if rietwork staff can't handle the problem will OCLC be
contacted.

C. Finances

Grants from the Andrew W. Mellon Fotaindation and the Council
on Library Resources, plus, charter member initiation fees and
donations, funded most of SOLINET's start-up activities. SOLINET
.is essentially self-supporting. Annual membership fees plus
surcharges on OCLC services are a growing ,source of vevenue.-

. Currelltly SOLINET applies a 15% surcharge to most OCLC per unit
-costs except for archive tapes and catilog-cards, both of which
are free of surcharge.

II, .Experiences and Results

Originally SOLINET was.organized to replicate OCIC in the
, Southeast. Replication contract negotiations stalled and SOLINET
considered the ccotly ind difficult Creation of an OCLC system
without OCLC's assistance. This idea-was abandoned and an OCLC
"tie-id serviCe" contract was signed in 1974. After a thiee-year
planning and contract-negotiation period, the first OCLC
terminals ere installed at Emory University early in 1975..

Installation 'schedule slippages caused some cataloling
backlogs to increase' where staff'assignment changes were made in
anticipation of the online shared catalogidg .system. New OCLC
hardware and software additions coincided with ttie installation
oemost of the SOLINET terminals, so dOwn-iime.and slow response
further aggravated new users. OCLC system performance and user
efficiency have imprOved. In general, user satisfaction is good,:
and cataloging productivity 'has improved considerably.. In 1976/
SOLINET had approximately 90,000 first-time uses'(FTE.T!s) of OCLC
records per month, i.e., one-fifth elf.00LCIs total FTU's. psers'
both praiSe and criticize SOLINET's OCIC service. Response/dOwn-
time problems still occur, and' printed 'car,ds arrive (in the

opinioM of some users)'too slowly, i.e., ten days br more 'after
ordering. Authority control is absent and desired. In' spite of
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such ',complaints and. SOLINET's lack of, control over OCLC
developments, costs, and priorities, the tie-in-contract gives
the South _access to a" large telecommunication network 'df

bibliographic data and access to OCLC iechnology.

Because of the dynamic nature of the system, SOLINET has
learned that keeping manuals current has been &Moult.
Similarly, changing library needs have shown the importance of
card-set prdfile p paration and modification. SOLINET training
and docume1t&t4J services haVe grown to meet user and system
demands but have been in part dependent upon the Library of
Congress, other library organizations, and network,members for
systems and procedural data as well as for instructional ideas.

SOLINET activities facilitated two special retrospective
aataloging conversion projects in Florida, the. Florida Union List
of Serials (FULS) and the Florida Computer. Output Microform
Catalog (cMCAT). The success óf COMCAT.using. fifty-two OCLC
terminals proved the feasibility of such large-scale projects.

III. Pl4ans

Fourteen multidrop, leased lines connecting.00LC to 4OLINET
terminals will be replaced by 'two high-speed (9600-baud) line?,
orie of' which is back-up line for use in case the other line
fails. A,The high-speed ;pink between, OCLC -and SOLINET
headguatters' planned communications processor and concentrator
will give SZUNET' more control of its own network! Next, netNibrk
optimizifte will oolcur, for, example, by placing multiplexors
strategically in 'high-traffic areas such aS' Florida. Local
control land optimization are expected to implobve performance and
reduce coMmunication costs%

Later a regional datev base and card/fiche produciion
facilities may be'developed. A compartmentalized regidnal union
catalog has been suggested. Separate sub-catalogs may be
produced for certain population area's such as Louisiana, southern
Florida, and northern Florida to Mobile: Direct high-speed lines
to other major data bases (OCLC, LC, BALLOTS, AMIGOS, etc.) and
message-switching are also planned. *

. SOLD= will broker data bases offvred bY tht System
Development Corporation, Lockheed, and the New York Times and is
investigating assistance ato member libraries in COM catalog
development for monographs and serials.

4
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$TANFORD UNIVERSITk'S *labs's CENTER

Address: BALLOTS Center
Encina Commons
Stanford University
St;Inford, California.94305

Telephone: (415) 497-0652

Individuals
Interviewed:

Date Information
Obtained:

1
Hank Epstein, Direetor
Henan Bell, Technical. DeyelOpment
Donn Martin, :Production ServiCes

July 1, 1976 (revised March 15, 1977)

I. . Current $tatus

A. Organization

The BALLOTS system has an extensive histoty of development
beginning with a U,S. Office of Education grant in 1967, which"
.developed.BALLOTS I. The system'has evolved through the years,
and now a version called BALLOTS II (or simply BALLOTS) -has been
supporting the online technical processing activities of the
Stanford University Library since 1972.

The \BALLOTS group is onganizationally part of the Stanford
Center forInformation Processing (SCIP). The tranSition of
BALLOTS t) an independent not-for-prclit center (not part of
Stanford University). is in the planning stages and should he
completed, round 1978-79. The BALLOTS project does not report
administrat vely to the Stanford Library but accepts Stanford's
as well as _other libraries' requirements for computer services

IP,and products.

In 1975 e-BALIOTS system 40s offeted to users outside of
Stanford on Aial-up basis through TYMNET. In 1976 the shared
cataloging and hared communication line services were offered. .

B. Services

-L., 119 -
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"-
The BALLOTS system,provides a .complete Sit of techniCaf

processing services, incliuding acquisitions, to the Stanford
University Librari And. shared_cataloging. sem:tees to ot
r.esearch, -academic,' plubaic,' special, State, and fed ral
libraries. The Shared cataloging service allows each librar to
retain its .cataloged .0ersiOn of a title in the online file for
later.Updating by that library,,and allows other libraries to
review the alternate versióna-of the title and select the most
appropriate as a basis for cataloging. The key to these services
is Several files which store records as they pass from the: LC
MARC tape through the acquisition and-cataloging process. .Thepe
files can be accessed ihrough an extensive set of indexes and a e
powerful:seCa Search logic.

CRT terminals are located at work stations throughout the
technical processing operation at Stanford. For those opeations
where printed products are needed,.-either for work, documents,
computer tapes, catalog cards or labels, they are produced at the
computer center arid delivered to the library on a daily, weekly,
monthly, or bimonthly basis.

N.

Technically the system is quite successful and.has achieved
savings of considerable cleroical work. Offsetting these savings
is the ongoing operational expense; both for personnel (a staff '

of thirteen). and computer services. Over one-half ok BALLOTS
computing expenses arre for file building, index updating, and
storage,costs.

To make better use of this relatively high, fixed expense,
tNe BALIDTS Center has offered its.services to other libraries
through dedicated lines, dial-up, or TYMNET communication links.
There are a considerable number of libraries using the service,
including a number of larger'university libraries in California.

C. 'Finances

-

The development of BALLOTS_I_ and BALLOTS II.,was sponsored
by sizable grants from the U.S. Office of Education, the National
Science Foundation, the -Coundil on Library Resources, and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.

The current operational expense for supporting BALLOTS for
the Stanford University Library is provided by the university.
To support the promotion of the system outside of Stanford, the
university has provided a lqan to the BALLOTS Center. 4rhe
proposed fee for use is $2.20 per 'title, assumimg a fivd-card
set.. A.-service is also available which allhws libtafies t9
search the files and print information on their, terminals,'-at

*
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current cost of $12 Inler hour.. These services 4do not include
communications,.costs which are:either paid by tlie user or would .

be $9.00 .per hour if TYMNET is used.

II. Experiences and Results

The BALLOTS system has been successful .from a production
point of view, and it continues to be used in the University
Library at StanfOrd and at over, eighty other .librariess -in the
U.S. And Canada.

Its technical achievements are considerable:,_primarily in
the area of index,file consftuction ald logical searchings, /lies(h

-caplbilities allow a ca loging data base to be searched with
considerable power\; however, it appears, -that,this power also
increases the expense of computer operations. :?An averae MARC
record creates approximately sixty eftries in,all of the index
.files, which, in turn, have"to be,,updated. periodically as new
entries are added to the file. The quistion-Oiat must be, posed
is whether such complexity needs to be applied in the searching
of library catalog recOrdS, which at present are highly..
structured and whose vocabulary is normalized 'and controlled.
The dnswer, lies in an eValuation of,search capab4ity versus
costs. For technical processing;,this taY not elicit the same'
answer as it does for reference work.

IFBA;LOTS maintaihs,that using larger;stOrage and mpre access
points provides "ar better system \balance because.the central
processing unit of the computer and input/output operations, and
user tine are used le!s because the' seircheb axe more specific.

III. Plams

The BALLOTS Center has plans to participate *in network
activities, and has offered tp distribute' services off campus and
outside the state of California. To this end, they .have stated
a willingness to work cooperatively on Alational fietworls and
urge that LC play ope of the major. "'coordinating r.oles. They see
for themselves a role in the western area.cf the U.S. that should
be as much defined by the most economic technical architecture of,
the'network as by organizational boundaries:

BALLOTS staff dmembers, in addition to performing program
maintenance and addin4 new processing functions, spend time on.

futur,e network, planning. They see distributied computing as a key
to future, network development, because it Will- offef jobre
ecpnomic solutions tp the costs cf storage,ifile maintenance, And

- telecommunications. ' They would seek ,representation on, any

-



committee or working group':: which would develop agreed-upon
standards fór equipment, software, and communication techniques
for such a national system architecture.

0".
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST. LIBRARY

Address: University Library
*Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

.4

Telephone:

Individuals .

Interviewed:

Date Information
Obtained:

(413) 545-0284

Mx. Richard J. Talbot, Director-of Librs,Oes-",t'
J'ames S. Sokoloski, Manager,.Library Systems

March 19, 1976 (revised March 9, 1977)

1

I. Current Status

"
A. Organ' za t ion

Agile Director of LibrarieS heads one of the university's
-Orimary organizations. The three major departments of ihe
library are* Bibliography, Public Sersvices, and Technical
Services. Music, Biological Sciences, and Physical. Sciences
libraries, and other units are vowed' under Public Services.
Technical Services includes the SCL Project (discussed below).
among #s components.; :ether elements reporting to the director
re Archives, Audiovisual, 'and Library Systems. Business and
pIsanne1 functions are subsumed by:the director's staff. Total
staff size' consists of approxiMately two .hund'red full-time
employees.

st.

I.

The University of Massachusetts is a member of the Greater.
Boston Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries or Boston
Library Consortium (BLC), Five Colleges (the other four collegeS
arg Amherst,- Hampshire, Smith, and Mpunt Holyoke); and the ,

MiTsachusett, Confererice of Chief Librarians of Public Higher
Educational Institutions (the six New England state
universities). The Five Colleges' lointly-owned collection of
research maierials, prilarily., serials, is located at Amherst.
College and irlcorporated as the Hampshire Inter-Library Center
(HILC). Membership fin* informational purposes is also maintained
in--the Association of Research Libraries, the Association of
College and Research Libraries, tile American lociety for
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anformation::.Science, and the NorthweSt Academic Science
Information Center. (NASIC).

-Any Massachusetts citizen' may. .use the UniVersity" of

Massachusetts Library as long as s ch use does not interfere with
student, faculty, or staff use. Out-of-state borrowing is

permitted only via interlibrary loan. (ILL).

B. Services

The University of Massachusetts Library answers in-person,

telephoned, and mailed reference questions, assksts in the use of
its catalogs, reference Voorks, and audiovisual equipment, and
airds in obtaining NASIC online search services and in, preparing

. othei types of bibliographies. A published-accessions list wgS .°
halted due to its high cost and low utilization. ILL is offered
to the university community from the library as well as from
Hug., Only faculty and graduate students may'borrow from other
campus libriirtes. A v4riety of brochures describing.the library
and its serviCes.are published to augment the verbal instructions
nd tours given bx library staff.

Services offered to other libraries in cu ready referencee
id, ILL, maintenance of. two union lisis' of serials, and

centralized ordering .and processing -for the tWenty-nine state
institutions of higher _learning. For ihe Boston. Library
Consortium, it prepares 'the Union List of Serials Curiently
Received containing 59,243 reCords for 26,770 titles and cross
references. For the Five Colleges, it prepares the Pioneer
Valley Union List of Journal and. Serial Holdinas containing

37,283 records for between 32,000 and 35,006 titles. Both.of
these lists are computer-produced from punched card input and are
issued as annual, soft-cover cumulations. As the center for the

Massachusetts Gentral Lbrary Processing Service (MCLP), the

staff at the University of Massachusetts Library operated an

automated system for the state academic libraries to provide the
following services: generation of biweekly scanning lists from

MARC tapes, biweekly two-part selection cards for each
participating library, computer-printed orders and packing slips

sent 'to dealers and publishers, computer-printed catalog cards
and spine labels, invoice balancing and processing, computer-

'-grinted bills cf ladin4, and statistical and financial reports.
This project was terminated recently because its funding had not
been renewed.

C. Finances
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The operating budget of the Library. is A line itel ,in the
university budget. Special state funds were.appropriated by the
Legislature and monitored by the Massachusetts Board dif Higher'
Education to. enable .state 'colleges to. strengthen their basic
Collections. The Bpoks.for College Libraries (BCL). system, was
set, up with :these funds to :streamline the acquisitions and
processing ofl000ks obtained_ by .the then :twenty-eight state
colleges. Overdue tines, photocopy fees, and salesof onion
liSts of:serials tO organizations outside the consOrtiarepresent
minor revenues.

II. Everiences and Results'

The 1969 legislative appropriation allowed $250,000 for BCL
project administration. , The project's name came about because a
file of machine-readable records in.a MARC r format taken from
Melvin voigt's Books for c.o1 Libraries was refined to giye
eadh participant a list of 55,000 titles from which to choose;
Development of the system below its budget plus its early sucCess
led to tenewed appropriations.

During its first two year!, MCLP- purchased 650,000 volumes,
,1,500 sets of serials, 45,000 reels of microfilm, And 33,000
other units of microtext with a $5.5 million book bUdget 'and a
$675,000 propessing budget,. $110,000 of which was used,to develop
the computer system. Bulk purchases cut. book costs by 20%.
Computer-printed card sets and labeli reduced Clerical work
throughout the state. . The total cost for selecting, ordering,
cataloging, handling, accounting, and shipping was"cut,from $9.00
per copy to $2.00. Streamlined manual procedures, system-wide
use of a standard, unmodified version of LC cataloging copy, plus
data processing efficiency, contributed to this cost reduction.
Over 70% of the item ace processed,one day after receipt; with
few exceptions all others are processed in three days.

BCL's active order file is kept online for search by order
number, LC card .number, International Standard Book Number,
author, or title. MARC recOrds and locally input records not in
MARC ire regularly adged to the original BCL tape file.

Besides Ole BCL project, the University of Massichusetts
Library,developed (in one man-year) an online ordering system on
its IBM 370/145 using FASTER (Filing and Source Data Entry
Technique for Easier Retrieval) BASIC, an IBM Type III
unsupporied .languagii. Called BOSS (Book Order and Selection
System), the system, which uses nine IBM 2260 . cathode-ray tube
terminals in the library, handles orders, claims, fund
accousting, and vendor performance monitoring for over 90,000
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titlet per year. Ap internal catalog system produces cards inq
labels for BOSS acquisitions.

Since automating the internal acquisitions and cataloging
systems, the' clerical staff- has been.reduced by fourteen, the
catalogers have been redUced from twelve to eight., and the file
clerks -fro. eight 'or nine to four or five. Processing time
through the cataloging department is three to five days.

As the twenty-nine libraries grow, so does their tape file,
AA a result, the batch search is becoming more costly. Up to now
the processing price of $1:15 per volume and fast turnaround time
have made it unnecessary for the University of Ma,ssachusetts to

use the Ohio College Library Cenier system. The. National Union
Catalog and,other sources of non-MARC, LC copy are, however, used
in support of many library actiiities:

Policr-making for library cooperatives has not been simple.
The University of Massachusetts suffers from a lea of proximity
from other members of the Boston Library Consortium since it is
ninety miles from Boston, so its voice-in, consortium 'matters is

not proportional to its budget. Approximately twenty thousand of
the sixty thousand serial titles in BLC are unique, making the_
"differential benefits of consortium membership difficult to

measure.

III. Plans

After AM, upgrade in the University Computing Center, the

library, plans to expand its serials system, allowing more
participants in the serials union list projects to have online
display and updating capabilitied. Online serials check-in'is
also beiI considered. Mmtilation and book loss will be

combatte4 with a special project.'
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Address:

uNrmsITy OE TORONTO-LIBRARY.
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS (UTLAS1

Room 8003
John Robarts Library
130 St. George Street
TOronto, Ontario Canada

4 MSS 1 A5

Telephone: (416) 978-7290

Individuals'
Interviewtd: Mr: Keith Thomas; Manager,

. Network Systems Developmbnt
Mr. Robin Braithwaite, Assistant

Director for Network Seriges

Date InforLibn
10. 0

Obtained: July 23, 1976 (revised May 114

Current Status 4
A. Organization

UTLAS is a department of the provincially supported
University of Toronto Library and serves ,as the Canadian
counterpart of the Ohio College Library Center. Unlike OCLC,
however, .it is not an independently chartered, nbt-for-profit
corporation.' The UTLAS director . reports to the University
President via the Chief.Librarian and Provost.' The four sections
of UTLASs 4organization are: (1) Network Services, handling user
twvices; (2) Network Systems Development including programming'
for minicomputer-belied systems; (3) Production OPerations,
including all computer operations and systems' programming; and
,(4) Catalogue Systems DevelopMent, which incluaes applications
programming. The UTLAS:etaff of fifty includes five managers,
twenty-five technical professionals, three librarians, and oiher
support staff.

Most UTLAS customers are in Ontario and Quebec, but
university staff will contract to serve any organization which
its Cataloguing Support System (CATSS) will support. is the only
sourde of online records from the British National Bibliography,-



UTLAS' has a de*pnstrationlink,into ingland via Bell Canada' amd
Teleglobe. The Ontirioniversity Cooperative Library System
JO(.LCS) (whose online catalOging vroup is , known as
uUNICAT/TELECAT') is 'one major 'UTLAS customer group .of

universitie4--aix in Ontario and' six 'in Quebec. Quebec OULCS
participants are aldo !embers of. the Council of RectOrs ',and

,pf. the Universities, of Quebec! (CREAM, The
Universitli Of Toronto is an OUCL,§ contributor. OULCS is. one of
seven peojects of the 'Board of Library 'Cooperation run.by the
Council-of Ontario Universities, a. nOn-profit organization of
whi:bh the University of TorcintP's President is a member. Among
UTLAS' thirty-five customers are a- regional* library. center,
'public, and special libraries.

B. Servicws-

_,CATSS allows user libraries tp produce, derive,-
records online from a data 'base of-approximately 2.5 million .

records for,nearly two million_titles from over thirty members
with several hundred' location', codei. The file contains over
650,000 records frowthe Library of Congress and the National
Library of Canada plus over 1.85 _million records in user
("client's) files1 Records are tagged in full MXRC convention,
but some non-book materials have been entered in the monographic
MARC format. .Records are -accessible by LC card number,
International Standard Book'Number, International Standard Serial
Number, a local control number or record sequence number, and
precise title. The precise title search Acey consists of the
tirat' forty characters ,of the title after ignoring any leading
article.

Each library or client may limit access to its file 'to its'
own staff or to users who are parties to an inter-client
agreement. Files are organized on either an individual basis and
kept private or as a single union file for a group of libraries
having common standards and interests. . Each client's file
contains his cataloged records including all his local
information such as holdings and mites.

Catalo6 cards are Produced as prescribed by client profiles
on a Xerox Graphics Printer (XGP) which offers a choice of fonts,
189 characters, and* variable pitch, thus allowing the maxi.mura
pumber'of characters on a card and, reducing the need for
Continuation cards. Cards are generated daily -or weekly
depending on client needs and are sent'in user-specified sets or
in sorted, ready-to-file "streams."

b
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Booklists (catalogs, without cross references), new
acquisitions lfsts, inventory lists, book-form catalogs, and
other cumulative products are produced for clients on the XGP, a
linCprinter, or a computer-output-microfilm (COM) unit. UTLAS
now 'publishes book-form, computer-produced catalogs for the
UniveOsity:of Toronto Science an0 MediFine Library, the Borou,
of North York and other clients.

Special one-time jobs are alSo undertaken. Recently UTLAS
produced a Continuing Education Directory for . the MetrOpolitan
Toronto Libraty, This project' made upe of the UTLAS online
input, edit, and printing facilities.

UTLAS offers initialtraining and on-gOing sdpport tailored
to'the needs of individual library systems.

C. Finances

Retrospective conversion and development 'of the original
online system was funded by the University of Toronto. The
University of Toronto also paid for many system improvements and
has loaned money .to UTLAS to develop a minicomputer-baseg
circulation control system.. UTLAS has not received grant funds,
but its users have. Since UTLAS is self-sdpporting, it PaYs the.
University of Toronto for -accounting services, rent,' and
utilities, and the Univerriity of Toronto buys 'UTLAS services in
real dollars and lends working capital to UTLAS.

. Rather than being'charged for a per-record first-time use
(FTU), UTLAS users are/billed for all computer services used.
Some data from the June 1, 1976 CATSS Schedule of Charges

Terminal iconnect iime $4.90 per hour

Computer processing time .045 per cpu sec, plus
.0011 per memory page-sec_

Disk access .0006 per disk acess
4

National MARC file access .25 per record deqyed, or
.10 per record displayed

Minimum $75.00

Record processing .15 per command t)at
puts a record in
active store

.25 per command that
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XGP printing.3x5 cards

8-1/2x1.l pages

Line printer

User file storage (includes all
standard indices, backup, and
file maintenance)

Active

Passive' (indexed an'd cross

referenced)

Passive (not cross referenced)'

puts a record Anto
passive store or
yields a printed
product

.042 per card in sets

.045 per card in sorted
streams

.12 per page

,
.03 per page

$70.00 for 1st 80 X bytes
. 056 per X byte there-

after' per,mcipth

5.00 per M byte per month

.068 per M bytes per month

Charges)41 also' made for record transfer between active
40 passive store, tape and &Ilk mount, batch search, analyst and
programmer consultancy, duplicating, and binding.

In 1976 the average cost to input and hold a record was'

$1.10, plus the cost of any desired Printed product. "Client* are
not charged this average cost/ the acUal:charges consist of
services and time'used every month.

11. plwIlamumutsiag.
,

/n 1966 the University of Toronto .began converting its
catalog to its.own 6C2" Machine-readable format, which predated
MARC I. As a MARC I participant and with the advent of MARC
.UTLAS prepared software to convert data_in preliminary formats io

.MARC II. Errors in content designation and data were corrected 1

as detected. The first real use of the data was in preparing the
book-form catalog for the_ umiversity's Science and Medicine

Libraiy. The University ,Of Tbronto card catalog itas closed on

June 30, 1976. Its 1.2 million- records are now available on

fiche or in machine-readable form.

The online- system was built on a Xerox Sigma 6 computer.' .
The original software was developed between 1967-70.for use only

within the University of Toronto Library and was based on a

-
0
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modified version of the Xerdx B4Qpetngsystem. When it was
decided to offer'Service outside the University of Totonto, the
software was redeveloped on the newer XeroX UTS operating iystem.
The .multiprogramming, ,mapp.ç memory, anA _Oared 'processtor
features. of OTS allowed LAS' to stay with largely.standard
manufacturer't software, unl ke.the Ohio College Library Center,
which begak...by writing i OWn operating syStem,severalyears
earlierAue to inadequacies in the then current Xerox operating,
sydtem. UTLAS Aid write itk own file.management syStel. UTLAS
has devoted over fifteen man-years tp online Systems Aevelopment
work to.date.

, Two Xerox 7630 communications-oriented Controllers (each
capable of handling: up to sixty-four lines),. currently allow
nineiy-six lines into,the Sigma 6...,kEighty 300,-baud. asynchronous
lines.can be used_for bibliographic purpOises by clients'whO 'have
access to any !glass teletype" terminal.. Eight-1.46-baud linet
two 'of:whfch-are for bibliographic. use, Atupport 2741s. Eight
1200-baud asynchronous lines --are reserved for in-house
programiing use. All conneations are point-toopoint. None are:
multidrOp. Client actess"is by dial-up 'or Eiell Canada's'
inexpensive DATAROME digital service.

CATSS response time averages less than .one second fat
searching.- and editing and'two to three seconds for4incorporating
a Completed record into therdita base.

4
The online proceiaor validatei the form of liked fieldS,

tags, rand -indicator' 4t ti,ML,'of* input.' Subfields: are not
validatedAn this way. -Seventy -pet cent-of the, booklists which ,

UTLAS produCes for other, libraries- are derived from online
records and records oatapefrom the Library. of Congress; the
National Librar.y of Canada, and the. University of 'Toronto
retrospective files. Although UTLAS can accommodate punChed card
input to its' book catalog jobstrlam, uch input is, '.not'
encduraged. The XGP print service-has increased steadily, now
producing nearly 120,000 cards per week.

Privacy and security beck-up are stindardleatures:with all
clientJields, but a master directory facility allows for- union
files and client-specified mutual aocess and fileo.sharing
arrangements.' One public library charges 100 per access to its
file. Two others Mutually grant free access to,each other's
file. If,:at search time, an LC card nUmber search is used and
the 'record is in a file to whioh you have.no acceis, you are not
inforled of the hit or of .the fact that .it was in anothir
library4s file.
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Unlike OCLC, CATSS allows users to store local versions of
records, not on ardhiye tapes, but on disk packs kept in loW,-cost
"passive" storage offline, 'to be mounted when needed. More
cosily active online .storage may be used as needed. Clients 'are

allowed- to ,alter each other's data. CATSS also allows the
user,to hold a search file of "no-hits". tram 4 given day to
searCh them periodically against future MARC tape input. ,UTLAS
sends tapes to the -University of. Guelph and the' College
Bibliocentre so that these clients can print bock cards.and spine
labels on Dataproducts and 2741 prcnters, respectively. These
special file features hive bew added to CATSS in response to
client requests.

6The most efficient user of CATSS experienceddan average
cost of $1.45 per title computed is total UTLAS charges divided
by total titles cataloged. Such statistics are distributed to
all clients to encourage them to use CATSS more efficiently and
to, make them aware of improvements made by UTLAS. The OULCS user 7

group adds a surcharge and membership fee to-UTLAS charges. Two
of. the original OULa members may withwithdraw: the University
of Guelph' to perform.CATSS-like tasks oh a library minicomputer
and the(University of. Western Ontario to use a campus computer.
The College BibliOcentre (a provincially chartered UTLAS,user
doing bock processing for Ontario coftmunity colleges) had been
running weekly seledlion lists consisting of MARC tapes sorted
and printed by call number, .but itopped this service for economic
reasons.

Early UTLAS clients were "pioneers" seeking to break away
from the rOtrictions of manual procedures.. Now members seek
cost reduction and files less vulnerable than, card catalogs.
UTLAS ofAers them an economy of Scale, flexible card production,
the ability to generate ind control their own records, and .the
-chance to build an online data base for future uses beyond
cataloging. Users believe that these advantages outweigh UTLAS'
lack of authbrity Costly book catalogs, 'and minor

. format/presentation problems.

III.. Flans

UTLAS is continuing to develop-the CATSS sy tem. Enhanced
search, capabilities via name, title, and subject heading are
being developed. Work is also underway on online authority files
using the LC-like format for authority records. The National

ISLibrary bf Canada's French subject heading authority tages should
help.to create linked authorirty records so:that French Or English
auth9rities may be displayed -for tbe same record. Pians for
batch service enhancements include controlled cumulation and

1.6
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merging to reduce the cost of producing bock and microform
catalogs. A Sigmaop is on order to-replace the Sigma 6 as the
online' machine. The Sigma 6 will then be used as a batch and
development and programming machine.

Work is underway on minicomputerlpased systems for local
collection management functions. 'A Data General gclipse S/200
will support a swirogate bibliographic data base derived from the
master records held in the Sigma system, as well as patron and
transaction files, for a large library' -or a group of small
libraries. A major feature is online inquiry (precise or .

browsing), 'initially by author, title, or call riumber and later
by-subject and with Boolean operators. Circulation .control will
be provided using bar-code technology (=OMAR) with Monarch

.scanners built into a printing transaction terminal (with
optional cathode-ray tube'terminal) del/eloped for UTLAS by DAYTON
Sciericific Inc.. Longer-term development plans for the
-minicomputer-based system include ierials check-in, claiming,
order and acquisition processing, and accounting.-

ha mtnicomputer-based systems are deployed, useri will be:
offered the ability to coimunicate with the central Sigma,(UTSS)
machine through the minicomputer. Tbis service will slowly grow
into a iruly' distributed network 'with the data bases in the
central, site and the minis beplg synchronizedoin real-time, And
with all bibliographic_editing being performed in the mini (or
in microprocessor-driven terminals attached to the mini) on
master records "charged' out" ftom the central site. UTLAS
intends to provide other access package softiare-to reside in the
min%, so that,from a single terminal a umir might access his
local data t;ase, the UTLAS central data base, data bases on other

-'minis or provided by other services, such as System Development
Corporation, LOckheed, New York Times, or QL, from a single
terminal. Such capabilities will be especially attractive once
Bell Canada's packet-switching network is availabletin-all major
9enters. UTLAS is also interested in 'developing online
communication between their central system and other
bilikliographic einters such as LC.
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Address:

-,

W2STSIIN INTERSTATE LpIRARY)COORDIMATING
. gRGANIZATI. (Wnx.co)

WICHE
P.0; Drawer P
HoUlder, Colorado 80302

Telephone: (303) 4921.7317
"I

I dividuals
I tervieWed: Mr. Karl N. Pearsons, Jr WILCO-Dect;j7,4

Ms. Maryenn Kevin Brown, Cost and Piun(itnsi\f

Date Informatior'
'Obtained:

,

/ ..
,,r = Current'Stal;

Organisation 41 '. ,

., WILCO refers td ail program elreas of the integrated 14heefry
progres Of the Western Interstate Caminion for Higher Zducatian,
onetra'. WIcHE is a 'ndn-profit ',agency Created 't in 1951' loy '
thirteen wtsterfl states. '.. .wIcsg Was created' by- and administers,
the Western Regional' Educat/on.Caepadt, an agreessent approved .'by
rthe ti.S. Congress' .and .::the legitlaturos and governors Of the
par ticiPating '.statee.,,, WherebY amber states pledged coOperittive
improvement .of ,eduCational programs . and facilities: '. VIM. km
considered an. age4cY Of eaCh *%.cicispact state. T1\i111 : facilitates
fund 'transfers wing state Agencies. .

t ': .s. , -.

,

.....-' I
, ,..,

Itlicak, is verned by a COmmission consisting icif..three
. residentitat least one,of . whom titan, educator, of each 0.Ccopect '

state. All are appointed by theis respectrnit governors. An
executiye bireotor is appointed py, the cOmsiasi .;to adiinister

_ W1CHg's alfairs.
-

t I\

WI ..-os f7rector\. reperts to,. 1:04 the-. I %lc= , eatect;tiVe
director a,nd t. the Western Counci l. of istate Libradant (of nine
compact .st.atess plus South Dal(*) .\ The Western Council'Of State

.;

Analyst
'

Ms. Anita L. McHugh, Staff Assistent
.1. Ms. Mary Hainselman, Secreitary\,\ A ti7

. 4
.

t.
June 181 1976 (revised Jan. 1, 1977)
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rarians acts 'as.the governing board for iffILCO .and'''.has voted to
ve wrtho from. WIC= as .of July '1, 1977.1 Resides the -oni- to -

rson', staff,, WILCO ha$ drawn up:in a&d.sors free the
iation of Research Libraries, as well as from special and

'Sind network directors. The,WI.LCO staff hir been
thiee functional areas: netwerk develoment and,

rdinaion (resource-sharing), reseatch and de loplente, And
inuing,.,, education. A .prOject-oriented organizattion structure .

,eyeel as ,needed.

adAtion to 'saber states, :WILCO works-with Other WIC=;tites eifind.wortb, Dakota, Xansas, Nebraika, and Reitish ColUmbia.
WILCO tit .44ot and will not be competitiVe with"' cooperative
faot,iyitieiseetnttworks, or-systems already at work in the West....

N.

,

$ervices--f,:xperiences and Results

yitgq has g..iyip,,the West a stiff ready to address -resource-,

..
?%...).-#. .

ont'inudn4.44catiOn, rand cooimrative planning problemsi- ?, ' r i' Z i ' 0

needs, which ; t be Met economically "or feasibly. on localin,

g Wetettni lev0.4. StiCial, WILCO projects address regional
, 1

l ,EY Ptohls ,:al; -!' -/' .. .

. . \,)...,it .°,
b

-,, , .

:'?.!0 \,,'.4,/iIiitat ,\., toif. pl4 .and develop intkrstate library
Yfeitt,iorking, isdh irailUnded`'tkir the Council on labrary Resources'
in 'fiScal.'l97 wa** agOor',W,I140 actiVity. Areas of-concern for
this .'...*Study, .,,. ncludedi poSsible , legal *odes Of operition and

11;0;4tA.Ohieli'etructure,.*eisherShipse funding, *governance and
1 0 .

11 !I44 ations,:.:*iliterlibQt-py '. loan, cOivdinaticm, and other
titsg4claw.101`0,n9C,Aqtivities. `t'Ateeling Committee and its four-

seiber ,74.0cUt4V-e*ay.:31 disctedWIi.O staff efforts on behalf of
the entire West.\ Thormaigr".prpduc,tresultinci,,fr.pf the. study is

. Po' do0i#St*apitiggt,N?tworkto ::in,: the Witiff The Next Three
, .-leare..

e
wneo 'hfis .51so con ded a cittet end fUhding study under a

U.S. Office 'pe EdimitiOn grant.and withWestern. Council support.
this study fouied on te;hniOal *processing and ILL 'Operations in
3.00 western fistsistipts :repressniaive costs of
present lierery`,.slarviCis and ILL\ traffic- patterns. Data
collection. foras-'.,devel4ed foe thie, study are avai4ble to any
western or other library'. Wishing to ase Ahem az tools for

. COnducting internil,cdst \arfalkseso
. , . \-

Other W/LC9 aotIvitisslisve included:.

Working Witt:ethe NevaditatetProcessing Center on a
,

to,at of sh4pirs as.**sai.'-of. obtaining. tagei ifVut



for Nevada's union catalOg file maintenance 'system.

Lnducting a survey data bases, -enabling
a Montaqa Library klas ation committde to select the
Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange
(which is responsiblegfor maintaining the Minnesota
Union ,List. of Serials) as a contractor with funds,
from LSCA Title I to produce the Montana union list )*
of serials OR che.

Spoiporing with the U.S.Ofice of .Education (USDEr
an Institute 'On'. Library Stiff Development in which
forty-onele.ibraries in twelve states prepaed plans
to iMplement staff develOpment activities in their
libraries or at the state level.

Conducting continuing 'education workshops on such
topics as planning for materials conservation and
preservation, interpersonal communication, basic
reference services, management by objeqives, and
interlibrary loan.

.s
.Loaning copies of the ACCESS videotapes -to western
libraiies, with the tapes geared toward the problems
of.librarians in smaller public librikies.

ie results of these activities are'lidescribed
following list of publicAtions:

Economic Issues in 'the Networking .of Library
i;aia711 Support Services. Scott Gassier. October

, 1976. #28131. A basic economic examination of the
automated services market and the rbie of, librarians,
the Library of Congress, bibliographic centers, and
brokers.

the Founding of the WAIF:tern, Interstate Library
4 Coordinating Organization: A Narrative Final Re

on Abe Projeet "Initiating the Design and Develo
of a 'Western Inter- state Bibliographig
IcirY M. Pearspn, Jk. sihd Eleanor A. Montague.
Septembe, 1976:-1213136.

tibrary ibietwor4hg ,in' the West: The Next Three' Years.
September, 1976 ,Or der f rom WILCO, no charge'.

AsSamptioria cOil6Orning the netsOorking emiironmeni
1977-19794 'indgalls, and .ta4ki- for western librariani .

nd networking serVice 'Staff's.

.,



A ReView o Potential Components for the Western
libliographic Network. 'Karl M. Pearson, Jr. and the
Project staff. March 1976. #28121. Describes
bibliographic utilities, servi5e centers, networks,
data bases, and telecommunications available for the
support .of, western libraries. Includes surveys of
union lists of serials and CLST circulation contrq.
system installations.-

. .

WILCO Newsletter. 1-1 January 1976, irregular. Order
from WILCO, no charge.

Cost.and Ful_alij4i Studies of the Proposed Wtstern
Interstate Bibliographic Network--Final Report.
November 1976. #2B132.

/ Cost,in Technical Processing and'Interlibiary Loan,
'Data PeMpeisfpg Users-Manual. Anita L. McHugh.-
November 1976. 12B133: Cost Analysis.Instruments
(see .below) are needed to folloW the explanations, in
thii users manual.

Cost Analysis Instruments. (Set of nine'
instruments); 11976. '128122A.

lAbrarianks Handbook for, Cpsting Network Services.
-December 1976. 428134. By'Aising an inputprocess-
output model, methods for '..evaluating alternative
network-serviees.are suggested..

Smeiy. of-Costs. in Technical ProOeSsing and'
Interlibrary Loan--,Summary; Maryann K. 'Brown-And
Anita L. McHugh; DeceMber 1976. #2B130.

Survey of- Costs in Technical Processing Lyir
Interlibrary Loan--Sufvey Tables -and Case Studies,
ResUltS.' 'Maryann K. Brown 'and Anita .,L."cHugh.
December1976. #213129.

-
A COmmunity Librarian's Training pTogram. Joseph F.'
Shubert. 1973. 421379. A re rt-ona New Mexico
program and guidelines fOr de oping tralning
programs based upon correspondet study-and adult
education technigu.'

Hispano: Library Service for, Arizona, Colorado, and.
,New, Mexico. -Julia Vadala, ed. August 1970.. Order
from'WILCO/ no 'charge.
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Interpersonal Communication WOrkshop. Sue, Duel and
Charles Wilford. July 1972. #28101, no charge.
Materials'selected from-Interpersonal Communications,
Northwest Regional Education Laboratory.

, Staff Development and Continuing Education Programs
for Library Personnel: Guidelines and Criteria.
Barbara Conroy. 'January 1974. .12894e

Staff Development Model Book: Program 6esigns for
Library Personnel, Barbara Conroy, ed. June 1976.
'#28122. Compilation of staff development program
designs contributed by participants in a WICHE/USOE
year-long iTeVetute.

- Trainina the Trainers to Train for InterlIbrary
Cooperation and Networking. Jo Chaunaud and Maryann
Duggan. July 1975. .4 28120.

C. Finances

Each WILCO member ,state pays an-annually determined fee to
finnce WILC0'.a general activities. WILCO's.networking project
was funded from two Sources:. a neptork planning grant from" the
Council on.Library Resources end 016-Western Council. ,TbeStaff
DeNielopment Institute was funded by a USOE grantr plus .Western
Council fonds amd support from participating libraries.

II. Plans 4'

The plans of WILCO are uncertain at this time, pending the
move of WILCO to a new location and the results of a spring 1077
meeting whose purpose is to discuss the future of. the region's
cooperative efforts.
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. Address:

WASHINGTON LIBRARY NETWORK (WLN)

Washington State LibrAry
Olympia, Washington 98504

Telephone:. (206) 753-5592

Individual-
Interviewed:

bate Information
Obtained: June 30, 1976

Roderick G. Swarti, State Librarian

I. Current Status

A. Organization.

The Washington Library Network is a "-group of autonobous,
,geographically dispersed participants using an automated library

' system and other systems and technologies for the purpose of
sharing information and library resources. Its.resources and on-

.

going work are currently coordinated by the Washington State
Library Commission on a project .basis. Legislation has
established .the Washington State Library .Commission as-

responiible,and acceuntible for the netwprk.

Any library in the state it; eligible for membeiship,
although participation in the pilot project has been necessartly
limited to eight district system libririesl, a four-year college
library, And the Washington- State Library for a total of 12a
libraries.

The development of the bibliographic subsystem is under ,

contract to Boeing Computer Services, the acquisition module is
.being developed by Washington. State University, and the
circulation and.serials control subsystems are in design'stagea.
These efforts have been guided by Several committees, the most
notable being the Resource Directory. Advisory Committee and the
Library Automatioln Committot

The objectives of the network are to: (1) expand the
availability of library materials throughout the state; (2)

reduce unneceisary duplication of cataloging effort among



libraries; (3) improve control of the accuracy and con. eteness
of bibliographic recordsi (4) improve interlibrar loan
communication, and delivery; and (5) develop the cepa lity to
interface with other computer utilities in a national network.

Services..

I . Communication' Network

Although 'not administratively connected to WM, the
State Controlled Area Network (SCAN) telephone service can be

. used by the public and academic libraries throughout the state.
This network is used to facilitate resource-sharing.

2. Resource Directory

The WLN computer systea produces a directory of
,,of the resources held by participants. Thts directory, produ
on ficile, contains all of the holdings of the libraries in the
system and tias effected 4 significant increase in the use of
resources throughout the state.

A

3. Catalog Card and Label Services

The WLN computer dystem produces catalog cards an5
labels for those network members who desire them.

11

Online Bibliographic Access

One of the primary objectives of the WIN pilot
project was to create and sciaintain a comprehensive bibliographic
data base. When khe current round of development is completed,
the data base will be online to be searched by network libraries.
At the time of the survey, the system was still being developed;
however, it is presently in preliminary production operation.
One feature of the system is that automatic authority checking is
performed on all locally added records.

C. Finances

The early study and planning work of the network were
sponsored by grants. The pilot project and the on-going
development support are funded by state appropriations. It is
intended that 'on-going operational funding will be supported by
participating libraries;

II. Experiences and Results



The Washington Library Network is the latest step in a
long-range program ó cooperation aMong,libraries in the state.
The current development effort ip a continuation of a technical
program which began with the Washington State Library's
participation in the MARC 1 pilot project. 'this project used
MARC I tapes to produce catalog cards, book cards, book lOockets
and spine labels, and a look catalog.

The State Library continued to be the focus for the
technical Aspects of cataloging for the network and designed a
Basic Bibliographic Sirstem for WLN in 1971. The Resource
Directory Pilot Project 1.413; the first technical effort which
followed guidelines set forth by its system design. This project
was very suctessfull.measured by the increase in the. use of
library materials and the reduction of cataloging effort
throughout the network.

The online system is in initial operation. Although opera-
tional difficulties and bugs lave to be tremoved prior to
increasing the number.of users, a pieliminary assessment of its
costs indicates that they 'are reasonable. However, because- of
the extensive testing and refinement underway at present, no
specific cost Xigures ere available.

III. Plans

The immediate plans are to expand theapnline system through
the addition of more libraries on a leasat line and dial-up
basis. The system development effort -is continuing, and plants
and design work are underway to provide circulation control by
linking copy level data to the bibliographic system.

Throughout the WLN developments and future planning,
careful attention is paid to quality control, consistency, ,and
adherence to standards in cataloging. To this,erid, WM has plans
to establish a bibliographic center with responsibility for
maintaining quality control. In this effort, ,there is an
expressed willingness to,cooperate with the.Library of Congress
by sharing cataaoging and systems design- information,
disseminating LC information via WLN seminar's and workshops,
documenting requests 'for new or improved LC services, and
transmitting records between computer systems.

4
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